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CHAPTER II
General introduction
Traditionally, the step-forwards in physics are obtained with the “divide and con-
quer” strategy. In other words, one normally splits up the system in small parts
and tries to infer the behavior of the whole by understanding the parts. But what
if the system is that interacting or that complex that there is no way to understand
the overall problem by the knowledge of the individuals? What if the whole is a lot
more than the summation of the parts or something completely different? Many
systems in nature can only be studied from a collective point of view, this is the
case of a variety of systems such as, for instance, earthquakes, neural networks,
protein folding, turbulence, glasses...
This research field has suffered a major boost in the last decades with the up-
coming and development of computers. Indeed, computers have allowed scientists
to simulate large systems under complicate interactions or with induced disor-
der, and to study their emerging properties. Furthermore, thanks to the comput-
ing improvements, now it is possible to collect and analyze unprecedentedly large
amounts of data coming from both from experiments or simulations. Because of
that, complex systems have become a whole field by itself, but an interdisciplinary
field shared by physicists, biologists, mathematicians, etc.
The most successful theory to approach the equilibrium state of a system com-
posed of a large amount of particles is the statistical mechanics. In this theory,
it is assumed that, even though each of one components of the system describes
a chaotic behavior, the resulting macroscopic equilibrium state is extremely sim-
ple if the system is big enough. Somehow the individual chaotic behavior cancels
out when the equilibrium is achieved. But what happens if the system evolves as
slowly as the relevant state in nature is out of equilibrium? Then, the traditional
notions of thermodynamics do not hold and new surprising phenomena emerge.
The traditional control parameters, such as the temperature or the pressure do not
longer describe the system by themselves. In fact, one needs to track not only
the time elapsed in experiments but also the age of the system in these complex
phases. Then, the evolution of the system depends on their whole history, which
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results in a very striking behavior: event an inert material chunk (such as a spin
glass) ages, rejuvenizes or has memory. Besides, these systems react drastically to
slight changes in the external conditions, which is known as chaos (see Chapter 5
in this thesis).
Up to this point, this kind of materials are very discouraging. However not ev-
erything is bad news. In fact, when one studies the collective properties of various
of these complex systems, one realizes that they exhibit somehow a kind of new
universal behavior. Indeed, the same prescriptions seem to work for completely
different systems, no matter the properties of the individuals that compose them.
One example of these complex materials are everyday glasses. Macroscopically
they behave as solids, but microscopically, they look very much like a fluid. Actu-
ally, they present no long range order, but the particles are so packed that the flow
is impeded. In fact, glasses are often obtained by cooling fluids very quickly. Nor-
mally these fluids would become crystalline if they were frozen slowly enough.
Even nowadays, after thousand of years manipulating glasses, the nature of the
glassy phase is not understood. In fact, to determine whether the glass transition
is a real phase transition or not, is one of the most important open questions in
solid-state physics. The glassy phase is characterized by a extremely high viscos-
ity. When the temperature is lowered down the viscosity grows dramatically with
the temperature, and then, the particles have no room to move, which results in
diverging characteristic flow times. In fact, the system evolves so slowly near the
transition point (defined purely dynamically, as the temperature at which the vis-
cosity reaches 1013 poises) that one must consider it to be always out of equilibrium.
However, this extremely slow evolution of the dynamic variables associated
with disorder is not peculiar to the particle positions in structural glasses. In fact,
there are some magnetic allows (known as spin glasses, see Part I in this disserta-
tion) that present a similar frozen phase in their magnetic moments. Indeed, the
spin glass phase has a vanishing total magnetization (in absence of magnetic field)
but at variance with the paramagnetic phase, each spin in the lattice is frozen in
time but in seemingly random spatial pattern. This spin glass phase and the ordi-
nary glass phase share many not understood phenomena, even though their nature
is completely different. Indeed, in spin glasses the interaction between particles is
magnetic, and particle diffusion does not play any role.
Spin glasses, at least up to now, are useless materials. However, they still carry
the fundamental origin of the glass phase. It is hoped that the theoretical treat-
ment will be simpler in spin glasses. Indeed, among other simplifications, particles
can be placed in lattice nodes (since no diffusion is involved), which encourages
notably the analytical and numerical computations. For this reason, even though
structural glasses would be more interesting for practical applications, spin glasses
are nowadays the usual benchmark to investigate complex behavior, and most of
our intuition about glasses comes precisely from spin glass studies.
This thesis is centered on the numerical study of complex systems. As discussed
above, although their fauna is broad, the inner mechanism causing their striking
effects, as well as the tools we use to study all of them, are very well interchange-
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able from one system to the other. For this reason, in this thesis we worked both
with spin glasses (Part I of this dissertation) and colloidal systems (Part II) as two
faces of the same coin. When concerning equilibrium in a computer simulation
of these kind of systems, the problem is definitely time (or computer resources).
As mentioned above, nearby the glass transition, the inner system’ dynamics gets
stuck in these kind of materials. Indeed, from an experimental point of view, they
are permanently out of equilibrium. This freezing in the evolution is also observed
in the simulations, which is translated in a divergence on the exponential autocor-
relation times that makes equilibrium unreachable in human times for relatively
small systems. From the point of view of experiments, the relevant state is out
of equilibrium. However, from the theoretical point of view, the limited theories
available for these materials correspond to the equilibrium state. This is were the
computer simulations come to play. With simulations, we are able to investigate
non-perturbatively the equilibrium phase on a system, but also can explore its
nonequilibrium behavior (which is relevant to analyze experiments).
In addition to the slow behavior associated to glasses, the numerical study of
any phase transition is always hard. Indeed, any phase transition introduces a
divergence in the simulation times with the number of particles N (the physical
mechanism is related to the growth of one phase into the other). This limits strongly
the system sizes that can be equilibrated in a simulation. The problems we are
considering here combine both kind of problems, an extremely slow dynamics
induced by disorder, and the presence of phase transitions, which makes these
problems intrinsically hard in the computer science language (see Chapter 9). For
this reason, the research on optimized algorithms or the construction of dedicated
supercomputers for these problems is also mandatory in the field. Indeed, although
the final research goal is physics, computer and algorithms are important. In fact,
no progress is possible we are not able to approach the equilibrium state or to
simulate systems big enough to display the desired phenomena.
Roughly a half of this thesis is devoted to fast computation strategies and new
algorithms. This emphasis is less strong in Part I devoted to spin glasses, where the
Monte Carlo algorithms used are rather standard and the progress relies on either
the implementation of multi-spin coding (see Appendix B) or thanks to the JANUS
supercomputer. In Part II we deal with colloidal polydisperse systems, systems that
combine both a structural glass transition and a first order solidification transition
in a narrow region in the space of parameters. First order transitions come together
with an divergence (exponential in the number of particles N) of computational
times within the normal approaches. For this reason, our main goal has been
to beat this divergence. Continuing in the strategy of searching new optimized
algorithms to approach glasses, I moved to quantum mechanics (see Part III) during
the last months of my Ph.D. In particular, I started to work with the new and
promising quantum annealing (also known as adiabatic computation) algorithms.
Most of the results collected in this thesis have appeared in international jour-
nals and were presented in international conferences. We take the chance to sum-
marize here all of them. We start with Part I, the part devoted to spin glasses. The
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general introduction in Chapter 3 relays heavily on Refs. [ÁB10a, ÁB10b] (by the
Janus collaboration to which I belong). However, no original results are presented
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is mainly based on [Fer10a]. I had the chance to expound
this work in an oral presentation in the most important conference in the field, the
STATPHYS 24, the XXIV International Conference on Statistical Physics that took place
in Cairns (Australia) in July 2010. In addition, I also presented a talk about it in the
CompPhys09, 10th International NTZ-Workshop on New Developments in Computational
Physics in Leipzig (Germany) in November 2009. Chapter 5 is based on [Fer12a]
(currently under review). Part II concerns to colloidal systems. Chapter 7 is based
on [Fer10b]. I presented talks about this work both in the XII International Workshop
on Complex Systems in Andalo (Italy) in March 2010 and the International Workshop
on Complex Energy Landscapes in Zaragoza (Spain) in June 2010. On the other hand,
Chapter 8 is based on [Fer12b, MM11]. I gave a talk about this work in a satellite
meeting to STATPHYS 24, Monte Carlo Algorithms in Statistical Physics in Melbourne
(Australia) in July 2010, and in a poster session in Viscous Liquids III in Rome (Italy)
in March 2011. Finally, Chapter 9 is based on [Seo12]. I presented a poster on this
subject in the conference Quantum Information meets Statistical Mechanics in Inns-
bruck (Austria) in September 2012.
It is also important to acknowledge that this work has been supported by
MECCD (Spain) through the FPU program, and by MICINN (Spain) through re-
search contracts No. FIS2009-12648-C03.
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Spin Glasses
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CHAPTER III
General description of spin glasses
It was late in the 1960s when the first unusual effects on spin glasses were de-
tected in experiments. These effects appeared in the now known as canonical spin
glasses; the traditional and simple magnetic alloys composed by the mixture of
noble-metals and transition metals (such as Au-Fe or Cu-Mn). Indeed, by that
time, researchers were wondering what would happen after introducing magnetic
impurities into a non-magnetic matrix. In such a mixture, the magnetic moments
coming from the impurities would be dissolved on a sea of conducting electrons,
and the direct question was: does the magnetism remain?
The experiments were shocking. The remanent magnetization roughly disap-
peared at low temperatures, but at the same time the susceptibility presented a
broad maximum. Besides, the magnetization and its hysteresis were completely
different to what expected for a ferromagnetic phase. Rather they were more sim-
ilar to the result for a mixture of mutually interacting ferromagnetic and antifer-
romagnetic domains. On the other hand, experiments pointed out some kind of
magnetic random order at low temperature, different from everything known up
to that moment.
The name spin glass did not appear until 1970s, and it was coined when linking
the problem of localization in disordered systems with the magnetic alloy problem.
It was not until around 1975 when theorists became interested in the problem,
and when the spin glass boom really started. Since then, a lot of simplified models
and theories have been presented, leading to a great progress in the understanding
of these “weird” materials. But not only, this knowledge supposed also a break-
through in the field of disordered systems and statistical mechanics. Nowadays,
results or techniques obtained in spin glasses are applied to many different fields,
from biology to computer science. However, even after 50 years of intensive spin
glass study, many of their most striking properties remain to be explained, and the
debate about its equilibrium low temperature phase still remains open.
In this chapter, I will discuss what a spin glass is and will try to outline some
outstanding results, including experimental and theoretical work. With this aim,
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I will summarize the most important experiments in spin glasses and discuss the
most popular simplified theoretical models as well as the main competing theories
for the equilibrium spin glass phase. I will end the chapter by an introduction
to the numerical techniques in spin glasses, defining the observables that will be
used in the following chapters. Finally, I will discuss one of the main progresses
recently achieved by means of numerical simulations, the time-length dictionary
that finds a quantitative relation between the worlds of equilibrium (where theory
is developed) and the nonequilibrium (the one relevant to experiments).
I would like to stress that the results summarized in this introductory chap-
ter are not original. They are based on the general spin glass literature, mainly
on [Myd93, You97, Méz87, Vin96]. The review of numerical simulations, I also
include some recent results taken from [ÁB10a, ÁB10b].
3.1
What is a spin glass?
The spin glass (SG) is a new state of magnetism, completely different from the
traditional ordered ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic phases, but still with a
co-operative and collective nature in the low temperature phase. This phase is
characterized by the following properties. Below some critical temperature, Tc, the
spins are frozen in time. That means that, below Tc, the local magnetization at
each site of the lattice x is 〈sx〉t 6= 0, being 〈· · ·〉t the average over the experimental
time. However, though frozen, the orientation of the spins seems to be completely
random, leading to a vanishing total magnetization when summing up over all the
system,
M =
1
N ∑x
〈Sx〉t = 0. (3.1)
The condition is even stronger. Indeed, there is no long range order of any kind,
i.e.
Mk =
1
N ∑x
e−ik·x 〈Sx〉t = 0, ∀k. (3.2)
This last expression includes both the ferromagnetic, k = (0, 0, 0) and antiferro-
magnetic, k = (pi,pi,pi), order parameters.1
It is interesting to point out the difference between this frozen disordered phase,
and a normal disordered phase, like a paramagnetic phase. In this latter, there
is also a total absence of long range order but spins fluctuate randomly due to
thermal excitations, leading to a vanishing local magnetization when one averages
over a long time.
1Indeed, when the interaction is ferromagnetic, all the spins tend to align in the same direc-
tion, whereas in the antiferromagnetic case, nearby spins point to alternate opposite directions to
minimize the energy.
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Note that this new magnetic phase resembles a normal glass very much. In-
deed, in these materials, the particle positions are apparently random but do not
evolve with time (structural glasses are characterized by a extreme slow flow). In
fact, as mentioned above, the term spin glass comes precisely from this similarity
between the frozen random orientation of spins and the frozen location of particles
in ordinary glasses.
Nowadays we know that the existence of a glassy phase in spin glasses occurs
as a consequence of a combination of three basic ingredients: randomness, mixed
interactions and frustration. Let us explain briefly each term. The disorder or ran-
domness in the interactions is introduced in spin glasses by randomizing either
the distance between the magnetic moments, namely site randomness, or the nearest
neighbors interaction in a regular lattice, known as bond randomness. In addition,
these interactions must be, not only random in strength, but also of mixed ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic nature (for a pair of spins the interaction can be
either ferromagnetic, which favors a parallel orientation of both, or antiferromag-
netic, which results in an antiparallel layout). The combination of randomness and
competing interactions causes frustration.
The idea of frustration is exemplified in Figure 3.1. Let us consider four spins
each lying on the four vertices of a plaquette. Each spin is connected with only
two neighbors and the nature of the interaction is represented through the signs in
the edges. When the coupling between two spins is positive (ferromagnetic), the
spins minimize their energy by aligning parallel. On the contrary, if the interaction
is negative (antiferromagnetic), they “want” to align anti-parallel. In Figure 3.1-
left, there is no frustration, all the spins can minimize their energy at the same
time. On the other hand, in a frustrated plaquette, such as the one shown in Figure
3.1-right, this is not possible. Indeed, let us follow the following procedure. One
chooses randomly an orientation for the spin-1 placed in the upper right corner.
The election is, for instance, spin up (↑). Now, since the interaction is ferromagnetic,
its nearest left neighbor (spin-2) will align parallel with spin-1, that is, also up (↑).
Afterwards, we consider the spin in the left bottom corner (spin-3). The interaction
with spin-2 is antiferromagnetic, so it will orientate down (↓) in order to satisfy
the coupling. Finally, let us consider the spin in the bottom right corner, where
the question mark is. The decision problem appears when spin-4 has to decide its
orientation: if considers the coupling with spin-3, it should be down (↓) (parallel to
spin-3), but if considers the interaction with spin-1 should point up (↑) (parallel to
spin-1). Then, spin-4 cannot satisfy simultaneously both couplings. This absence
of a “everybody happy” configuration, is precisely what the term frustration refers
to.
The presence of frustration draws a rugged free-energy valley, with many min-
ima and large barriers. Each of these minima corresponds to a frozen state where
the system hardly evolves due to the constant competition between the interac-
tions. This “confused” ground state is the origin of the interesting and unique
properties of SG. However, frustration is not the only necessary condition for a
SG; it must be combined with the randomness and the competition between inter-
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Figure 3.1: Examples of (a) unfrustrated and (b) frustrated plaquettes.
actions discussed above. In fact, the antiferromagnetic, regular triangular lattice is
a fully frustrated system, but has no co-operative freezing. In fact, frustration is a
direct consequence of the disorder and mixed interactions, but while a necessary
condition to induce a spin glass phase, it is not a sufficient one.
3.2
Real spin glasses
Now the question is which kind of materials develop a SG phase. As discussed
in the introduction, the first SG were found accidentally in binary allows. In these
materials, the magnetic impurities (bearing magnetic moments or localized spins)
occupy random sites in a non-magnetic host metal. The concentration of these
magnetic impurities, x, can be controlled during the manufacture. The archety-
pal specimens of the metallic (site random) spin glass are Cu1−xMnx or Au1−xFex.
These noble-metal alloys are known as canonical spin glasses. Indeed, the disso-
lution of the magnetic solute in the non-magnetic solvent occurs completely ran-
domly, with no particular atomic or chemical short-range order. Then, the system
can be treated statistically and modeled using Gaussian probabilities. However,
more complicated alloys can be manufactured as well. For instance, it is possible
to have SG which are both insulating and conducting. In these materials, one of
the non-magnetic sub-lattices is substituted by a magnetic one. As an example we
can cite a semiconductor, such as EuxSr1−xS or a metal La1−xGdxAl2.
Another way of creating site disorder, is to start with an intermetallic com-
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pound, e.g. GdAl2 and to destroy its crystalline form by making it amorphous.
This can be done with many different techniques such as splat-cooling, quench-
condensation or sputtering.
However, as discussed, the randomness in the interactions is not only created
through a random distribution of sites, it can be also synthesized in a regular
lattice by randomizing the sign of the couplings. In fact, Rb2Cu1−xCoxF4 and
Fe1−xMnxTiO3 can be modeled up to very good approximation on a perfect lat-
tice with only ±J couplings (see, for instance Eq. (3.3)).
3.2.1 Magnetic interactions
As usual, the magnetic interactions are written in terms of a exchange potential.
Let us consider two spins placed at x and y, then, the interaction between them
two is given by a spin Hamiltonian
Hxy = −Jxy Sx · Sy, (3.3)
where the Jxy are the couplings. As discussed above, a necessary condition for spin
glass behavior is that the couplings Jxy can take both positive and negative values.
This condition is fulfilled by different kinds of interactions as reviewed in [Myd93].
We will only discuss here the classical solution found in the magnetic alloys
where the conduction electrons create an indirect exchange interaction known
as the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction [Rud54, Kas56, Yos57],
whose Hamiltonian is Hx,y = J(|x− y|) Sx · Sy. In these materials, the sea of con-
ducting electrons with oscillating spins induce an oscillating interaction between
the impurities magnetic moments located at x and y that depends on their separa-
tion r = |x− y|. For large separations within the impurities, the coupling strength
is given by
J(r) ' J0 cos(2kFr + φ)
(kFr)3
, (3.4)
where kF is the Fermi momentum of the metal and the phase φ accounts for the
charge difference between the impurity and the host.
The coupling J(r) is thus an oscillating function of the distance between spins.
Now, these distances are determined by the position of the impurities, which are
random. Then, the interaction between spins oscillates randomly from positive to
negative interactions, as needed to produce a spin glass.
3.3
Experimental spin glasses
As discussed in Section 3.1, the spin glass phase is characterized by a frozen ran-
dom configuration of spins that hardly evolves with time. In fact, as in other glassy
systems, one of its main features is that the relaxation times become exceedingly
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long at low temperatures. For this reason, at least to discuss the experimental work,
SG must be considered to be always out of equilibrium.
3.3.1 Aging
One of the most studied consequences the nonequilibrium nature of spin glasses is
the aging [Vin96, Ber03b]. Let us discuss how aging shows up in the simplest ex-
perimental protocol, the direct quench. The system is cooled down very fast below
the critical temperature Tc in presence of a magnetic field, and it is let to equili-
brate from t = 0 (the time of the quench) for a waiting time, tw. At t = tw the
field is suddenly switched off. The relaxation of the “Thermo-remanent magneti-
zation” (TRM), M, is measured at a later time t + tw, see Figure 3.2–top. It can be
decomposed as
M(t + tw) = MST(t) + MAG(t + tw, tw), MST(t) ≡ limtw→∞ M(t + tw, tw), (3.5)
then, there is a fast stationary contribution MST(t) independent from tw, and an
aging part, which, to good approximation, is a function of the quotient t/tw,
see Figure 3.2–bottom, at least for 10−3 < t/tw < 10 and tw in the range 50s—
104s [Rod03]. This suggests that the effective relaxation time of the system is of the
order of its age. This effect is known as Full Aging. Nowadays, there is some con-
troversy about the validity of this natural time value. In fact, it has been proposed
to use t/tµw with µ . 1 [Dup05]. At any rate, the moral is that the only relevant
time scale in spin glasses seems to be tw, that is, the age of the system in the SG
phase.
Similar consequences are observed when looking to the response to the system
to an oscillating field. Indeed, let us consider we cool the system from T  Tc
to the working temperature T < Tc at tw = 0. Then, we apply a very small
oscillating field, and measure the a.c. susceptibility χ at certain frequency ω. What
is observed is that the amplitude of χ decreases with tw (the age of the system as a
SG). In other words, the response of the system to the perturbation depends on its
thermal history. In fact, χ is both a function of ω and tw. To a good approximation
it can be written as
χ(ω, tw) = χST(ω) + χAG(ωtw). (3.6)
Again, there is a stationary part χST, independent of tw, and an aging one χAG that
scales roughly on the scaling variable ωtw. Note that M and χ are essentially the
Fourier transform one from the other in the linear response theory, so the full aging
t/tw found in M translates to ωtw in the frequency space.
Let us consider another aging experiment, but now concerning more complicate
protocols. This is the case of the response of spin glasses to temperature cycles with
or without the influence of a small constant magnetic field H. We investigate the
behavior of the dc susceptibility, χdc,2 under two different cooling procedures. In
2As a matter of fact, experimentalists refers to χdc as χDC = M/H.
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Figure 3.2: (Top) Thermo-remanent magnetization M normalized by the field-cooled value
Mfc, vs. time t. (Bottom) Same curve but presented as function of t/tw, the full aging
scaling. Figures taken from [Vin96].
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the field-cooled [(a), (c)] and zero-field-cooled [(b), (d)] sus-
ceptibilities for two samples of CuMn with different concentration of impurities. Figure
from [Nag73], as quoted in [Myd93].
both protocols, we start on the paramagnetic phase T0  Tc and end in the spin
glass phase at a working temperature T1 < Tc. In the first protocol, named field
cooling (FC), the field H is applied constantly during all the cooling process. On
the second case, on the zero field cooling (ZFC), the field is only switched on once
reached T1. Figure 3.3 shows the temperature dependency of χdc for CuMn (1
and 2 at. %) with a field of 6 gauss. Let us discuss the two different behaviors.
First, when one performs the field-cooling [curves (a) and (c)], χFCdc increases as
the temperature decreases in the paramagnetic phase up to a point from which it
remains constant with temperature, that is, in the spin glass phase region. Now, if
one considers the inverse heating cycle, the curve in χFCdc is roughly reversible. On
the other hand, in the ZFC procedure, one cools the sample up to T1 < Tc with no
field. Once at T1, the field is switched on, and the susceptibility χZFCdc (t) evolves
with time. It starts from the initial value zero and grows with time. In the infinite
time limit (not achieved in experiments), this susceptibility would reach the FC
curve, i.e. χZFCdc (t → ∞) ≈ χFCdc . Now we let the sample relax some time at fixed
temperature until it reaches the curves (b) and (d) in Figure 3.3. If we then increase
the temperature keeping also fixed the field, the susceptibility starts to grow until
it reaches the FC curve at Tc. From that point, the FC and ZFC curves overlap.
Finally, if we restart to cool the system again, the curves that are reproduced are
again (a) and (c), that is, the FC curves. That means that the process is not reversible
and curves (b) and (d) can only be obtained during the heating of a sample cooled
by ZFC, in the direction marked by the flags in Figure 3.3.
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3.3.2 Fluctuation-Dissipation Relations
Another consequence from the nonequilibrium nature of SG is the violation of the
Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT).
In equilibrium, the response RO(t + tw, tw) to an external field h conjugate
to any observable O is related to the two-time autocorrelation function CO(t +
tw, tw) ≡ 〈O(t + tw)O(tw)〉 by means of the FDT [Bou97],
RO(t + tw, tw) ≡ δ 〈O(t + tw)O(tw)〉δh(tw)
∣∣∣∣
h=0
= RO,EQ(t) = − 1T
∂CO,EQ(t)
∂t
. (3.7)
If we introduce the integrated response χ(t+ tw, tw) =
∫ tw+t
tw
R(t+ tw, t′)dt′, which
in equilibrium is nothing but the magnetic susceptibility, the FDT reads
χ(t + tw, tw) = χO,EQ(t) =
CO,EQ(0)− CO,EQ(t)
T
. (3.8)
One can check the validity of this relation by making a parametric plot of χ(t +
tw, tw) vs. CO(t + tw, tw) as shown in Figure 3.4. The linear relation (3.8) is only
fulfilled for a system in equilibrium, which means that one should only recover the
straight line of slope −1/T (dashed straight line in Figure 3.4) if tw  tEQ, where
tEQ is the equilibration time.
The FDT is normally violated in nonequilibrium systems. In general, the FDT
violation can be parameterized by introducing a violation factor X(t, t′) in (3.8),
defined as
RO(t, t′) ≡ −XO(t, t
′)
T
∂CO(t, t′)
∂t′
. (3.9)
In analytic studies in spin glasses, it is shown that for large times, this XO depends
on t and t′ always through the value of the correlation function, i.e. XO(t, t′) =
X[CO(t, t′)]. Then, since the different theoretical models for spin glasses predict
different behaviors of CO(t, t′), the different theories (see Section 3.5) predict dif-
ferent violation factors that can be compared with experiments.
.
3.3.3 Memory and rejuvenation effects
Among the surprising experiments concerning SG, the experiments of memory and
rejuvenation are probably the most striking ones. Besides, these two phenomena
are purely a glassy feature, not just a nonequilibrium one. Notice that the concept
of aging also applies to the coarsening dynamics in a ferromagnet [Bra94], while
no memory or rejuvenation effect has been found in these systems.
We consider the experiment studied in [Jon98] shown in Figure 3.5. In it, the
imaginary part of the a.c. susceptibility χ′′ is measured as a function of the tem-
perature, under the influence of a low frequency ω/2pi = 0.04 Hz magnetic field.
We consider the two following experiments:
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Figure 3.4: Experimental realization of the violation of the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem (linear relation (3.8) in dotted-dashed line) in a spin glass (from [Hér02], see text for
discussion). In the figure, t′ corresponds to our tw and t stands for our t + tw.
1. One starts at a temperature in the paramagnetic phase, that is well above Tc,
and cools the system at a constant slow rate of 0.1 K/min (small as compared
to the ω/2pi = 0.04 Hz frequency to ensure one stays in the t  tw regime).
The χ′′(T) initially increases while T > Tc, then describes a cusp at the tran-
sition temperature Tc ≈ 15 K and finally decreases monotonically in the SG
phase. If afterwards the reverse cycle is repeated but now heating the system,
the resulting χ′′(T) describes roughly the cooling curve. In other words, the
process is essentially reversible. This experiment is represented in Figure 3.5
by a thick black line.
2. This time (curve with empty diamonds), we consider the same cooling proce-
dure, but this time we make a stop of few hours when the sample reaches an
intermediate temperature T1 = 12K(< Tc) (within the SG phase). The system
relaxes (ages at T1), which produces a dip in the χ′′ curve. However, if one
restarts the cooling again at the same original cooling rate, the susceptibility
quickly returns to the reference curve obtained with experiment 1, as if the
cooling had never stopped. This astonishing effect is known as rejuvenation.
Now, as before, one heats the system again at constant rate until the high-
est temperature, but this time without making any stop on the path (curve
with black diamonds). Even though no stop is made at T1, the susceptibil-
ity remembers the dip and reproduces the curve in empty diamonds. This
phenomenon is called memory.
The theoretical description for spin glasses will be discussed later on. Although,
let us anticipate that there are two possible scenarios to rationalize these experi-
ments:
• The first one is to relate them to the so-called temperature chaos predicted for
spin glasses [Bra87]. The Chapter 5 is fully devoted to this effect. In this
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Figure 3.5: Memory and rejuvenation in an experimental spin-glass (Figure taken
from [Jon98]). Reference line corresponds to experiment 1, while diamonds and circles
correspond to the cooling and heating part of experiment 2 respectively.
approach, the frozen spin pattern strongly varies with the temperature. In
this picture, the aging at T1 would not be affected by the aging at T2 < T1,
since the spin pattern at T1 would look completely random for the eyes of
the system at T2. Rejuvenation is very natural on this scheme, but memory is
unexplained. We will come back to this discussion in Chapter 5.
• On the other hand, there is a much simpler approach that assumes length
scale separation at different temperatures and fast modes [Ber02a, Ber03a].
Indeed, in all theories, as we shall see, the aging in the spin glass phase is
explained as a process where coherence domains grow with time. In Chapter
4, we will study numerically this coherence length. This growth is expected
to be slower the lower is the temperature. Then, if one assumes that this
speed varies sharply with temperature, hand-waving, one can explain both
the rejuvenation and the memory effects at least in very simple protocols. In
order to illustrate this idea, let us consider the cycling experiment E → A →
B → A, where TE  Tc (E in the paramagnetic phase), and TB < TA < Tc
(A and B in the SG phase). Now, starting from E, the system is quickly
quenched to TA and is let to age for a time 0 < t < tA. Then, the coherence
length grows with t, and at every time it will be `(t, TA). That means that,
at t, the system will be equilibrated up to length scales ` < `(tA, TA), but
will continue out of equilibrium for larger scales, evolving still from the state
at TE. If now the system is again cooled to TB < TA at tA (but TA − TB
large), all length scales are out of equilibrium again (assuming sensibility
of the equilibrium phase to external conditions, but not necessarily such a
strong sensibility as in the temperature chaos). Then, the rejuvenation is due
to the re-equilibration of the small length scales below the new coherence
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length `(t, TB) that starts to grow for tA < t < tB. Now, if the growing
speed is a lot slower than at TA, and tB − tA ≈ tA as normally happens in
experiments, at `(tB − tA, TB) `(tA, TA). Then, if now the system in heated
again to TA, the intermediate lengths `(tB − tA, TB) < ` < `(tA, TA) will
be already equilibrated for TA from the previous aging, they remember the
previous ordering. That would be the explanation to memory.
We should stress, however, that the numerical methods of [Ber02a] can be ap-
plied as well to disordered ferromagnets. In fact, one finds as well “memory”
and “rejuvenation” [Jim05], although they do not appear on experimental
ferromagnets. One must thus question whether the “memory” and “rejuve-
nation” on [Ber02a] is related to the experimental effects.
3.4
Spin glass models
All the description up to know was purely experimental. For a theoretical approach
a simple model to work with is needed. In nature there are many different kinds of
magnetic interactions that lead to the qualitatively similar SG behavior. The only
obvious common features have been mentioned: randomness, mixed interactions
and frustration. With this idea in mind, the goal for theoretical physicists is to find
a model simple enough that it allows analytical treatment but yet complex enough
to display the surprising effects observed in experiments.
3.4.1 Edwards-Anderson model
Concerning theoretical physics of SG, on 1975 “all hell broke loose” with the pro-
posal of Edwards and Anderson of a very simple model [Edw75]. In it, the spins si
(i = 1, . . . , N) lie on a regular, translationally invariant lattice, and the couplings Jij
are random. The Hamiltonian is given by
H = −∑
i,j
Jijsisj, (3.10)
where the si are unitary vectors of three components (in Heisenberg spin glasses),
two components (XY spin glasses) or with only one component (Ising spin glasses).
In principle, the interactions Jij are random variables with a distribution that de-
pends on the distance between the spins |Ri − Rj|. However, among all the possi-
ble options, the most popular election is the one where the interactions occur only
between nearest neighbors. Actually, this model is the one often known as the
Edwards-Anderson (EA) model. The Hamiltonian is now
H = −∑
〈i,j〉
Jijsisj, (3.11)
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where 〈i, j〉 indicates a nearest neighbors summation. The Jij are generally extracted
from a probability distribution such that Jij = 0. The most popular elections are
Gaussian and bimodal (±J) couplings. Actually, the shape of the distribution seems
not to be very important.
Edwards and Anderson also came up with a proposal of order parameter for
the spin glass phase. Concerning all what discussed in the previous section, this
parameter cannot be long-ranged since the spin glass phase has no long-range
order, and must depend on the temperature if one assumes temperature chaos.
Their proposal was
qEA = lim
t→∞
1
N ∑i
〈si(0)si(t)〉t , (3.12)
namely the overlap between the spin configurations at two different distant times
(in equilibrium). We discussed before that time average of the local magnetization
is non-zero in the spin glass frozen phase. In particular, q = 1 at T = 0 (no
evolution at all) and since the transition is second order, we should expect q → 0
when T → Tc as in a paramagnetic phase. As usual, Eq. (3.12) can be simplified
qEA =
1
N ∑i
〈si〉2 . (3.13)
We will come back to this parameter in Section 3.6.1.
3.4.2 Quenched averages and replicas
Before introducing analytical derivations, it is interesting to discuss how to deal
with disorder averages.
In the disordered magnetic systems we are considering here, as in the EA model
just defined, the Hamiltonian HJ({si}) depends on two kinds of variables: the
spins, {si}, and the couplings J ≡
{
Jij
}
. Now, one notes that the diffusion time
for impurities (think of Mn atoms on Cu1−xMnx) is huge as compared with the
timescale for spin-flip (picoseconds). This suggests to work in the quenched approxi-
mation: spins cannot have any kind of influence over the material impurities. Then,
the set of coupling constants in a particular realization of J, namely sample, will
be considered random variables distributed according to certain probability distri-
bution P({J}) known in theoretical models. The free energy density within each
sample is then also a random variable, and is given by
f J = − 1
βN
log ZJ , (3.14)
where
ZJ =∑
{s}
e−βHJ({s}), (3.15)
is the partition function for this sample.
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However, ordinary statistical mechanics tells us how to compute the free energy
for a given set of J’s. But what if we do not know which is the actual set of
J’s because they are random? how do we compute f J? Indeed, the only thing
we know about these J’s is their probability distribution function. Fortunately, if
one considers the N → ∞ limit, thermodynamic magnitudes such as the energy
density must take the same value in all the samples (this property is known as self-
averaging). That means that the randomness in the samples leads to fluctuations
of order 1/N
f 2J −
(
f J
)2
= O
(
1
N
)
, (3.16)
where (. . .) refers to average over samples J’s, i.e.
f ≡ f J =∑
J
P(J) f J . (3.17)
According to this last statement, for finite system sizes, the best way of inferring
the thermodynamic limit is to average over all the samples. Indeed, fluctuations
will be reduced by 1/Ns, being Ns the number of samples. That means that from
now on we will be interested in the averaged magnitudes. As usual in statistical
mechanics, the central magnitude is the free energy f defined in (3.17).
This magnitude can be computed easily using the so-called replica method. Tech-
nically, it is computed as an analytical continuation of the disorder average of the
partition function of n uncoupled replicas of the system. Before using this trick, it
is useful to introduce some definitions,
Zn ≡∑
J
P({J}) (ZJ)n = (ZJ)n, fn ≡ − 1nβN log Zn. (3.18)
Now, using the relation An ≈ 1 + n log A valid for n ≈ 0 and the usual
∑J P({J}) = 1, we get
log (ZJ)
n ≈ log
(
1+ n log ZJ
)
≈ n log ZJ , (3.19)
for n ≈ 0. Then, it is clear that the desired averaged free energy is
f = lim
n→0
fn. (3.20)
Here comes the so-called replica trick. If one considers n to be an integer, (ZJ)
n can
be easily computed by means of n uncoupled replicas of the same system (evolving
under the same set of J’s),
(ZJ)
n = ∑{
s(1)i
} ∑{
s(2)i
} · · · ∑{
s(n)i
} e−β∑
n
a=1 HJ
({
s(a)i
})
, (3.21)
where the spins s(a)i carry two indices: the upper is the replica index, running from
1 to n, and the lower labels the site of the spin, running from 1 to N.
We now use this approach to obtain the famous solution to the Sherrington
Kirkpatrick model, the mean field version of the EA model already discussed.
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3.4.3 The mean-field spin glass: the Sherrington Kirkpatrick model
At variance with ferromagnets, the mean field (MF) approximation in spin glasses
is highly non trivial. We will discuss in this section the mean field solution to the
EA spin-glass. As we shall see, although MF allows an exact analytical description,
the emergent picture is by no means, simpler. In fact, it is not even clear if it is
simpler than the unperturbed problem.
In this section we present a sketch of the derivation of the mean-field solution
for the EA spin glass. For a full derivation see, e.g. [Dot01, Méz87]. We will
just concentrate on the necessary information to understand its predictions for the
spin-glass phase.
The most important MF model in spin glasses is the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick
(SK) model [She75], which is both the first and the most studied model. However,
more realistic mean field models have been proposed in the last decades, we will
discuss some of them in Section 4.2, as well as define a new MF model, called the
Hypercube model.
The SK model is the fully connected version of the EA model [She75]. In it,
all the spins interact with all the other spins in the system, and the strength of
these interactions is random, with no relation with the distance between them. In
this sense, this is quite an unnatural model since no distance or, at least, notion of
neighborhood exists. In addition, spins are considered to be Ising variables, that is,
only two orientations are possible. The Hamiltonian is thus defined as
H = −∑
i<k
Jiksisk, (3.22)
where the couplings are Gaussian distributed with mean Jik = 0 and variance
J2ik =
1
N , that is,
P(Jik) =∏
i<j
√
N
2pi
e−
N
2 J
2
ik . (3.23)
With this election, the total energy (3.22) is proportional to N.
Now we apply the replica approach discussed in Section 3.4.2. Our first step is
to compute the Zn introduced in (3.18) using the Hamiltonian (3.22)
Zn = (ZJ)
n =∑
J
P({J})∑
{s}
eβ∑
n
a=1 ∑i<k Jik s
(a)
i s
(a)
k , (3.24)
where ∑{s} denotes the sum over all the possible spin configuration in all the n
replicas. We introduce the probability distribution function (pdf) for the couplings,
defined in (3.23) and use it to remove the J’s dependency. The result is
Zn =∑
{s}
e
β2
2N ∑i<k
(
∑na=1 s
(a)
i s
(a)
k
)2
=∑
{s}
e
β2Nn
4 +
β2N
2 ∑1≤a,b≤n
(
∑i=1 s
(a)
i s
(b)
i
)2
. (3.25)
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Finally, one can linearize the sum over the sites using the so-called replica matrix
Qab,
Zn =
(
n
∏
a<b
∫
dQab
)
∑
{s}
exp
[
β2Nn
4
− β
2N
2 ∑1≤a,b≤n
Q2ab + β
2 ∑
1≤a,b≤n
∑
i
Qabs
(a)
i s
(b)
i
]
,
(3.26)
where Q is a n× n symmetric matrix, with zeros on the diagonal. This last expres-
sion can be simplified so that
Zn =
(
n
∏
a<b
∫
dQab
)
e−NA({Q}), (3.27)
A ({Q}) = −β
2n
4
+
β2
2 ∑1≤a,b≤n
Q2ab −
1
N
log∑
{s}
exp [−βH ({Q, s})], (3.28)
H ({Q, s}) = −β ∑
1≤a,b≤n
∑
i
Qabs
(a)
i s
(b)
i . (3.29)
Then, we can use the saddle-point approximation to compute Zn for the large
N limit, i.e. Zn = min [A ({Q})]. Therefore, the task is to find the solution to the
n(n− 1)/2 equations ∂A/∂Qab = 0 . It turns out that the solution is given by
Qab =
1
N ∑i
〈sai sbi 〉Q , a 6= b, (3.30)
where the average 〈·〉Q is taking using the Hamiltonian H ({Q, s}) defined in (3.26).
The function A ({Q}) is symmetric with respect to the exchange of rows or
columns: all the replicas are equivalent. The only replica symmetric solution is
then
Qab = (1− δab)q. (3.31)
However, although this solution reproduces the right phase diagram, it leads to a
negative value of the entropy at low temperatures and the q = 0 solution turns
to be a maximum in the free energy for T > Tc, which makes no sense. Besides,
the q = 0 solution below Tc seems to be more stable than the spin glass solution
q 6= 0 [Alm78]. Furthermore, it leads to a negative susceptibility which contradicts
the experiments and basic thermodynamic notions.
Some deeper analysis concluded that the conditions ∂A/∂Qab = 0 did not imply
that A ({Q}) is a minimum function of Q for all values of n. Indeed, the number
of equations, the n(n− 1)/2 becomes negative when 0 < n < 1 and for the replica
trick one needs precisely to take the n→ 0 limit.
The solution to this problem was proposed by Parisi some years later [Par79,
Par80], and implies breaking the replica symmetry, i.e the solution is not longer
(3.31) (see Fig. 3.6). The starting point is this symmetrical matrix (3.32). Now,
one step of Replica Symmetry Breaking (RSB) consists on dividing the matrix into
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constant blocks [(n/m1)× (n/m1)] of size m1 ×m1 and set each diagonal block as
a sub-matrix whose off-diagonal elements are all q1 and the remaining terms stay
how they were, i.e with the value q0, as done in (3.33). A second RSB is taking in
the same way, but now introducing a new overlap q2, see (3.34). This process is
continued indefinitely.
Note that with this description, the equivalence between replicas is still con-
served. In fact, all the rows or columns have the same components, although the
order of appearance of the qi is different.
The pdf is given by
p(q) =
1
n(n− 1) ∑a 6=b
δ(Qab − q) (3.35)
=
n
n(n− 1)
[
(n−m1)δ(q− q0) + (m1 −m2)δ(q− q1) (3.36)
+ (m2 −m3)δ(q− q2) + . . .
]
, (3.37)
and taking the n→ 0 limit one gets
p(q) = m1δ(q− q0) + (m2 −m1)δ(q− q1) + (m3 −m2)δ(q− q2) + . . . . (3.38)
Note that, although by construction n ≥ m1 ≥ m2 · · · ≥ 1, when taking the n → 0
limit, it turns around and 0 ≤ m1 ≤ m2 ≤ · · · ≤ 1.
Then, in the limit of infinite RSB steps,
mk/mk+1 → 1− dx/x, and qk → q(x) (3.39)
with x ∈ [0, 1], i.e. can take whatever value within this interval. Thus, the spin
glass order parameter is not a number, but a function. In other words, we have
now an infinite number of order parameters. This solution suggests that the SK
has infinite number of “frozen spin patterns”, whose overlap q′ can take all values
in q(0) ≤ q′ ≤ q(1).
All the description here was quite naive, specially concerning an integer num-
ber of replicas that, at certain point, is analytically continued to zero. However,
although later in time, it has been rigorously shown that the RSB scheme produces
the correct free energy for the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model [Tal06].
In addition, the RSB approach leads to an ultrametric distribution of states
[Ram86]. Indeed, the order parameter matrix Qab can be represented by a tree
with emanating branches. In order to illustrate this idea, let us consider the 8× 8
matrix presented in Figure 3.6 of a system of n = 8 replicas. We can represent this
matrix on a tree as the one shown in Figure 3.7—left. At the root (no RSB step), all
the elements have the same overlap q0. After one RSB step with m1 = 4 all elements
are divided into two branches {1, 2, 3, 4} and {5, 6, 7, 8}, each with overlap q1. The
process continues with many sub-divisions until q = 1. Then, the overlap between
two given replicas α and β in Figure 3.7—left, qαβ is given by the level at which the
branches coming from each replica join. In the case of the Figure, qαβ = q1. This
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replica symmetric solution

0
q0
0
0
0
q0
0
0
0
0

−→ (3.32)
1 RSB step

0 q1 q0
0
q1
0
0
q0
0 q10
q1
0
0

−→ (3.33)
2 RSB steps

0 q2 q1 q0
q2 0
q1
0 q2
q2 0
q0
0 q2 q1q2 0
q1
0 q2
q2 0

−→ (3.34)
· · ·
Figure 3.6: Sketch of the replica symmetry steps for a problem of n = 8 replicas (see main
text for discussion).
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Figure 3.7: Sketch of the ultrametric space for n = 8 replicas. The trace between α and β
one must go back to the point where their branches join, for instance qαβ = q1. The overlaps
of the overlaps within the same row are the same.
leads to a hierarchical distribution of clusters. As in any tree graph, the overlaps
fulfill the ultrametric inequality
qαβ ≥ min{qαγ, qβγ}. (3.40)
This equality implies that the space of states can be divided into clusters of a given
overlap, and each of them subdivided in other subclusters and so on, see 3.7—right
for the previous example. Note that there is no overlap between clusters of similar
order, each point lies on one single cluster. An space with an organization like the
one described here is called ultrametric.
One of the most important features of the RSB solution is that the p(q) is non-
trivial, as discussed above. In addition, another important feature of the RSB solu-
tion of the SK model, is that the spin glass phase is not destroyed in the presence
of a magnetic field. Besides, when computing the susceptibility, it reproduces the
constant behavior χ(T) in the field cooling (FC) experiments discussed in Section
3.3.
3.5
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Theoretical scenarios: the Droplets and the RSB pic-
tures
There are mainly two competing theories for explaining the equilibrium SG phase:
the droplets [Fis86, Fis87, Hus87, Fis88a] and the RSB one [Mar00]. In addition,
numerical simulations suggested an intermediate picture between these two. This
theory is known as the TNT [Krz00, Pal00] (we will leave its discussion for Section
3.6.3).
On one hand, the droplets picture is based on the Migdal-Kadanoff renormaliza-
tion, exact for D = 1 EA model. According to the droplets picture, the SG phase
would be ferromagnetic-like, with a complicated spin texture due to the disorder,
but essentially with only two equilibrium states related by spin-flip symmetry. The
dynamics is thus explained in terms of low lying excitations of compact domains
(droplets) of coherently flipped spins about these states. Since the couplings are
disordered, the boundaries of these domains wander so that they can take advan-
tage of the unsatisfied bonds and avoid the stronger satisfied ones. This effect
results in a non convex droplet structure. Indeed, droplets are expected to be frac-
tal of dimension D− 1 ≤ Ds < D, thus, not space filling. In addition, this theory
assumes that the lowest energy excitations of spatial extent ` typically cost a free
energy
F` ∼ γ(T)`θ, (3.41)
where γ(T) is called the stiffness modulus and θ the stiffness coefficient, which fulfills
0 < θ < (D− 1)/2. (3.42)
Hence, in the thermodynamic limit, an excitation involving a finite fraction of the
total spins, i.e. ` = O(L), would cost an infinite free energy. Then, this approach
only expects excitations of size `  L. As a consequence of this model, the spatial
correlations decay with θ,
C(rij) =
〈
sisj
〉2 − 〈si〉2 〈sj〉2 ∼ 1rθij , (3.43)
which makes the pdf for the overlap trivial, i.e. P(q) = δ(q2 − q2EA), as mentioned
before.
On the other hand, the RSB is based on the mean-field solution sketched in
Section 3.4.3. There is a growing consensus that the RSB is valid for the EA model
for dimensions D > Du = 6, with Du being the upper critical dimension. In this
theory, the D = 3 EA spin-glass is drawn as a perturbative extension from the exact
solution obtained above for the SK model. The emerging picture is very similar to
the one presented in the previous section: the equilibrium SG phase is composed by
an infinite number of degenerate states organized through an ultrametric structure.
Indeed, as in the SK solution, the pdf for the order parameter P(q) is not trivial,
and all values for the overlap between [−qEA,+qEA] are possible even in the infinite
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volume limit. The RSB theory expects non-compact domains whose surface is
space filling, that is, the fractal dimension Ds is equal to the space dimension D.
In addition, as in the SK model, there can be excitations that involve flipping an
O(L) number of spins with a finite energy cost (the MF prediction is θMF = 0). In
addition, in this scenario, the spin glass survives under the influence of a magnetic
field.
For both theories, Aging is a explained as a process where coherent domains of
low temperature phase grow with time. The characteristic length scale for these do-
mains is ξ(tw), the coherence length. The two theories disagree in their predictions
for these domains properties:
• For the droplets theory, these domains are compact objects: the surface-
volume ratio vanishes in the high ξ(tw) limit [Fis88b]. The SG order pa-
rameter is non zero inside of each domain.
• The RSB theory expects space filling domains with a surface-volume ratio
constant for large ξ(tw). The SG order parameter vanishes inside those do-
mains.
It is interesting to point out that even though the droplet picture is simpler com-
pared to the RSB, it still accounts for the complex physics of experimental spin
glasses. A curious example of the diverse explanations of the same effects appears
on the evolution of the spin freezing pattern with temperature and the apparition
of temperature chaos, see Chapter 5 (let us note that temperature chaos has not
been directly measured in experiments, but it is predicted by both theories). In
the droplet theory, the compact domains can suddenly flip due to an infinitesimal
change of the temperature, because of a delicate balance between the free energy
(3.41) and the entropy of the system. We will discuss this approach in detail in
Section 5.1. On the contrary, the RSB explains it with a hierarchical structure of
the ground states as function of the temperature, as shown in Figure 3.8. In it,
during the aging at certain temperature T, the system samples the infinitely many
metastable states at a given level of the hierarchical tree. The aging is later restarted
upon lowering the temperature following the subdivisions in possible states in the
free energy of each valley. The system must find the equilibrium state but al-
ways inside the branch already chosen. Within this approach, the rejuvenation and
memory effects discussed in Section 3.3.3 are directly explained. Once we lower
the temperature, the aging is reactivated with the subdivision, leading to the reju-
venation effect. But if the temperature is increased again, the system returns to the
initial valley. In the same sense, temperature chaos is expected in such a picture,
the distribution of valleys in free-energy changes completely from one temperature
to the other.
As mentioned before, even after 40 years of intense study, there is not still
consensus about which is the nature of the equilibrium phase. One of the main
difficulties to test experimentally these different scenarios is precisely the fact that
the real spin glasses are always out of equilibrium. Then, one needs to find a way
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Figure 3.8: Sketch of the hierarchical structure of metastable states as a function of tem-
perature. Figure taken from [Vin96].
of tracking the influence of the equilibrium configuration in the nonequilibrium
evolution of the system. An example of this idea is found in the violation of the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) discussed in Section 3.3.2. Indeed, as dis-
cussed above, the violations of the FDT can be quantified by means of the violation
factor X(t, t′) introduced in (3.9). In equilibrium, t, tw → ∞ and C(t, tw)→ q, then,
the susceptibility
χ(t + tw, tw) =
∫ t
0
R(t + tw, t′ + tw)dt′ → − 1T
∫ q
qmin
dq‘ P(q′). (3.44)
That means that the violation of the FDT depends on the equilibrium pdf for the
overlap P(q). Since this pdf is radically different in the two scenarios, the prediction
for x(q) ≡ ∫ qqmin dq‘ P(q′) changes from one theory to the other. This factor can be
measured in a experiment if comparing with the linear behavior with the 1/T
expected for the FDT, as was shown in Figure 3.4. As long as in the droplet theory
the overlap distribution is trivial, one would expect a constant behavior below qEA,
while in the RSB theory, this function should decrease with q as shown in the
dashed lines in Figure 3.4.
3.6
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Spin glasses in numerical simulations
The two theoretical scenarios for the equilibrium phase discussed above are both
exact in two different oversimplified models for spin glasses. Namely, in those
models where the mean field approximation (in the case of RSB) or the Migdal-
Kadanoff renormalization (in the case of droplets) are exact. However, their validity
for describing real spin glasses or, at least for more realistic theoretical models, such
as the D = 3 EA model, is not clear.
That is precisely where computer simulations are essential: they can fill the gap
between experiments and theory (obtained in oversimplified models). Indeed, nu-
merical simulations allow us to explore the SG phase in more realistic theoretical
models which, because of their complexity, cannot be solved analytically. Fur-
thermore, simulations allow both equilibrium and non equilibrium studies, which
enable to compare results either with theory or with experiments.
Basically without exceptions, numerical work in D= 3 is best described by the
RSB theory (see [Mar00] for a review, refs. [Con06, Con07, Con09, ÁB10a] for recent
work and refs. [Krz00, Pal00, Jör08] for some somewhat dissenting views). How-
ever, the system sizes that can be thermalized in reasonable times in a simulation
are so small that one should question whether the observed effects are really com-
ing from the nature of the SG phase or are just finite size effects [Moo98, Bok00].
The same situation is observed in nonequilibrium, where the simulation times are
often too far away from experimental scales to account for the interesting phenom-
ena. In other words, the computer capacity is currently the real bottleneck in spin
glass studies.
However, the situation has improved notably in the last years, with the large-
scale simulations performed on Janus [Bel06, Bel08a], a special-purpose computer
designed for the simulation of SG. Indeed, the Janus computer outperforms the
conventional computing architectures by several orders of magnitude, both in times
and in lengths scales. Considering nonequilibrium simulations [Bel08b], it was able
to follow the nonequilibrium dynamics up to times∼ 0.1s, which improves by three
orders of magnitude a conventional computer. This time must be compared with
the experimental window that goes from seconds to hours. Simulations still cannot
reproduce experiments, but Janus is almost there. On the other hand, with the
Janus computer it is possible to thermalize lattices of size L= 32 down to temper-
atures T ≈ 0.64Tc. This is not only a world record, but provides as well the best
glimpse on the low temperature SG phase ever. We will use these unprecedentedly
large configurations, thermalized up to very low temperature for our study of tem-
perature chaos in Chapter 5. The existence of these configurations will be crucial
for the conclusions achieved.
Leaving aside the computer capacity improvements, the finite time/size prob-
lems can be useful. Indeed, the comparison between dynamics and statics has
created a bridge between these two separate worlds. A dictionary between finite-
time nonequilibrium and finite-size equilibrium simulations has been established,
allowing us to directly relate non equilibrium experiments (which also take place
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in finite times as compared with the relaxation times in glasses) with theory, which
is almost exclusively concerned with equilibrium. Before introducing this equiv-
alence, it is convenient to present the observables usually measured in computer
simulations. These magnitudes will be used in the following chapters as well.
3.6.1 Observables
The starting point is the Edwards-Anderson model, discussed in Section 3.4. For
the following, we will consider only Ising spins, which means that our spin vari-
ables, si, can only take two opposite values ±1. The Hamiltonian is then,
H = −∑
〈i,j〉
Jijsisj, (3.45)
where ∑〈i,j〉 refers to the summation over the nearest neighbors.
As in the ferromagnetic case, the Hamiltonian (3.45) has a global symmetry
Z2 (si → −si for all i), which is spontaneously broken in the low temperature
phase. Not as obvious is the gauge symmetry induced by the disorder average over
couplings (see Section 3.4.2). In fact, we choose a random sign for each position,
εi=±1, the energy (3.45) remains invariant under the transformation
si → εisi , Jik → εiεk Jik . (3.46)
Now, since the transformed couplings εiεk Jik are just as probable as the original
ones, the quenched mean value of O({si}) is identical to that of its gauge average
∑{ej=±1}O({ejsi})/2N , which typically is an uninteresting constant value. Then,
we need to define observables that are invariant under the gauge transformation
(3.46). The Hamiltonian (3.45) provides, of course, a first example. For the rest of
magnitudes, we first form gauge invariant fields. This can be done by considering
two systems at equal time, that evolve independently with the same set of cou-
plings couplings, {s(1)i , s(2)i } (this is nothing but the replicas introduced as a trick
in Section 3.4.2) or, alternatively, from a single system considered at two different
times:
qi(tw) = s
(1)
i (tw)s
(2)
i (tw) ,
ci(t, tw) = s
(1)
i (t + tw)s
(1)
i (tw) .
(3.47)
Indeed, as discussed in Section 3.3, relaxation depends on two times. One considers
pairs of times tw and t + tw, with t, tw > 0, after a sudden quench from a fully
disordered state to the working temperature T.
We discuss first the time-dependent observables to end up with the equilibrium
observables.
3.6.1.1 One-time-quantities.
The order parameter
q(tw) =
1
N ∑i
qi(tw) , (3.48)
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vanishes in the nonequilibrium regime (so the system is much bigger than the
coherence length, ξ(tw)). We define the SG susceptibility as
χSG(tw) = Nq2(tw) . (3.49)
The long tw limit of χSG(tw) is proportional to the non-linear magnetic suscepti-
bility, but only in the paramagnetic phase. In the SG phase, for an infinite system,
χSG grows with tw without bound (in fact, as a power of ξ(tw)).
The Binder parameter provides us with information about the fluctuations
B(tw) =
q4(tw)
q2(tw)
2 . (3.50)
In the Gaussian regime B = 3. In a ferromagnetic phase, B = 1. In the SG phase,
the long time limit and the infinite size limit do not commute. If one takes first the
thermodynamic limit, one stays forever in the q = 0 sector of the nonequilibrium
dynamics. In this regime B = 3 since the fluctuations are Gaussian. On the other
hand, if one takes before the limit of long tw, thermal equilibrium is reached. B
grows with the temperature from B = 1 at T = 0. The equilibrium paramagnetic
phase is in Gaussian regime.
3.6.1.2 Two-time-quantities
The correlation spin function tells us about the memory kept by the system at time
t + tw, about the configuration at tw:
C(t, tw) =
1
N∑i
ci(t, tw) . (3.51)
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the SG susceptibility and the time correlation function
are related through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (3.8), χ(ω = 2pi/t, tw) ∝
[1− C(t, tw)]/T, which is only valid in equilibrium (then, in the SG phase this is
true only for t tw [Bou97]).
On the other hand, when tw is fixed, C(t, tw) is just the thermo-remanent mag-
netization presented in (3.5) and Figure 3.2. Indeed, using the gauge transformation
(3.46), it is possible to rewrite an ordered configuration (by an external magnetic
field, for instance), as the spin configuration found at time tw after a random start.
The link correlation function (z being the connectivity of the system)
Clink(t, tw) =
1
zN∑〈ik〉
ci(t, tw)ck(t, tw) , (3.52)
carries the information of the density of the interfaces between coherent domains at
tw, that at t + tw have flipped. Indeed, the sum ∑〈ik〉 runs only over the connected
spins.
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3.6.1.3 Spatial correlation functions
In all the scenarios considered above for the SG phase, the dynamics are character-
ized by the growth of coherent domains. For this reason, we introduce separately
the spatial correlation functions.
For the sake of simplicity, for these definitions, we will label the spins in the
lattice by their spatial coordinates x, instead of just the index i as done before.
Then, the spatial correlation function is
c4(r, tw) =
1
N∑x
qx(tw)qx+r(tw) . (3.53)
The large distance decay defines a coherence length ξ(tw) through the scaling of
the form
c4(r, tw)→ 1ra f
(
r
ξ(tw)
)
. (3.54)
The function f is a damping function. It must be there, if anything else fails,
because of causality. It is normally assumed an exponential decay.
Note that this c4(r, tw) is related to the SG susceptibility [defined in (3.49)] by
means of the relation
χSG(tw) =
∫
dDr c4(r, tw). (3.55)
We define one additional spatial correlation function that takes aging explicitly
into account. For this reason, we introduce the non-equilibrium spatial correlation
function,
c2+2(r; t, tw) =
1
V ∑x
〈sx(tw)sx(t + tw)sx+r(tw)sx+r(t + tw)〉. (3.56)
3.6.1.4 Equilibrium Observables
Equilibrium quantities are a straight-forward generalization of the nonequilibrium
ones. In this case the explicit dependence with time is not longer necessary and
magnitudes are averaged over the time history. We will use now two kinds of
averages, the disorder average (· · · ) already introduced, and the time average,
represented by 〈· · ·〉.
The Edwards-Anderson order parameter, the spin overlap, already defined in
(3.13), is
q =
1
N ∑i
qi , (3.57)
with qi, the overlap field,
qi = s
(1)
i s
(2)
i . (3.58)
In particular, it yields the (non-connected) spin-glass susceptibility
χNC(T) = N〈q2〉 , (3.59)
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that diverges at Tc with the critical exponent γ. For all T < Tc, one expects χNC =
O(N) . We shall also consider the Binder ratio
B(T) =
〈q4〉
〈q2〉2
, (3.60)
Which as its nonequilibrium counterpart, takes limL→∞ B = 3 for all T > Tc. Its
behavior in the low temperature phase is controversial. For a disguised ferromagnet
picture one expects B to approach 1 in the limit of large lattices. On the other hand,
for an RSB system one expects 1 < B < 3 in the SG phase (T < Tc).
The link overlap is
Qlink =
1
zN
〈
∑
〈ik〉
qiqk
〉
. (3.61)
We will devote the next section to discuss the implications of this observable.
Finally, we introduce the overlap spatial correlation function in equilibrium
c4(r) =
1
V ∑x
〈qx qx+r〉 . (3.62)
3.6.2 On the link overlap and the overlap equivalence
We devote this section to the link overlap Qlink (3.61) [or its nonequilibrium coun-
terpart Clink(t, tw) (3.52)] and its relation with the spin overlap q (3.57) [or C(t, tw)
(3.51) in nonequilibrium]. From a mathematical point of view, the square of the
overlap represents the covariance of the Hamiltonian in the SK model, while the
link overlap is the covariance of the Hamiltonian in the EA model. For this reason,
it has been suggested that the Qlink should be the fundamental quantity to describe
the SG phase below the upper critical dimension [Con03, Con05, Con06].
When summing over all the spins in the system, a priori, these two overlaps
should lead to different global order parameters. Indeed, Qlink refers to the cor-
relation between the links, and q between the spins. However, in the SK model
(defined in Section 3.4.3) they are essentially the same quantity. In fact, it is trivial
to check that Qlink = q2 [and Clink(t, tw) = [C(t, tw)]
2]. On the other hand, when
one considers only nearest neighbors interactions, like in the EA model, these two
magnitudes have different behaviors under spin inversion: q undergoes changes of
volume sizes after spin flips, while Qlink suffers only surface changes. Indeed, after
a domain flip, Qlink is only affected by the links that cross its domain’s surface.
According to the previous discussion, in the droplet theory (where the domains’
surface-to-volume ratio vanishes in the large-L limit), Qlink should become con-
stant, no relation with q2 should be observed. On the contrary, in the RSB theory
(were the domains are space-filling) these two magnitudes would be completely
correlated, as in the SK model. In other words, in the RSB theory, the link overlap
distribution is also non trivial.
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In fact, this relation between the overlaps is known as overlap equivalence [Par00].
This property states that all the mutual information about two equilibrium config-
urations is encoded in the mutual overlap, and thus, no other definition of overlap
(such as the Qlink) can increase the knowledge of the system. This overlap equiva-
lence is equivalent to ultrametricity, but a lot simpler to check. Its validity in MF is
straight-forward but there is still a broad discussion about its validity in the D = 3
EA model. Indeed, according to the previous discussion, the overlap equivalence
is not fulfilled in the droplets theory.
3.6.3 The TNT picture
The above discussion about the geometry of the excitations and its relation with
the behavior of the overlap and the link overlap, led to an intense study of the
properties of these two magnitudes in realistic EA models. Simulations leading to
a somehow mixed scenario between the droplets and the RSB predictions [Krz00,
Pal00]. The emerging picture was named trivial-non-trivial (TNT), accounting for
a trivial distribution of Qlink and a non trivial distribution of q. Let us explain this
last statement.
The new model would behave like the droplets theory for finite length scales
and like RSB for system sizes excitations. In that sense, there would be two tran-
sient stiffness coefficients θ, as introduced in (3.41). One, θl, valid for local excita-
tions `  L, whose free energy would scale like droplets’ F(`) ∝ `θl . And another,
θg ≈ 0 (like MF), for the global excitations ` = O(L). This allowed large excitations
lead to a probability distribution of the overlap composed by many valleys, like
in RSB. Then, a non-trivial distribution for q. However, concerning the geometry
of these excitations, they should be like the droplets, since locally this scenario be-
haves like them. Then, one would expect a vanishing surface-volume ration and
thus, a trivial distribution for the link overlap. According to this scheme, as in the
droplets, no overlap equivalence should be found.
3.6.4 Statics-dynamics relation: the time-length dictionary
As discussed many times in this section, the theory of spin glasses accounts for an
equilibrium phase, which for experimental samples is unreachable in a laboratory.
However, it is assumed that this equilibrium phase still conditions the nonequilib-
rium behavior.
However, one should make this above statement quantitative. We recently es-
tablished a quantitative relation between the statics and the dynamics correlation
functions [Bel08b, ÁB10a]. The proposal is that the equilibrium correlation func-
tions computed in finite systems reproduce the nonequilibrium counterparts in the
thermodynamic limit but for finite times. The idea besides this statement is that
a system with finite coherence length ξ(tw) can be regarded as a collection of fi-
nite systems with L ∼ ξ(tw) in equilibrium. If this relation holds, it is possible to
establish a time-length dictionary tw ↔ L.
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The goal is to relate the equilibrium correlation function c4(r) in (3.62) with
the two-times spatial correlation function c2+2(r, t, tw) in (3.56). Now, the explicit
dependency on tw is removed using L ∼ ξ(tw) and the dependency on t, is taken
from the two-times correlation function C(t, tw) defined in (3.51). Indeed, as aging
states, there is one-to-one relation between t and C(t, tw) for fixed tw. Further-
more, in order to relate c4(r) and c2+2(r, C(t, tw), tw) one needs to consider the
equilibrium correlation function conditioned to a fixed value of q (as an analogy to
the dependency on C(t, tw) in the nonequilibrium counterpart). Summing up, the
sought relation is taken between
c2+2(r, C(t, tw), tw)↔ c4(r|q). (3.63)
For the q-conditioned c4(r|q), the natural election would be using the pdf for
the overlap
p1(q) =
〈
δ
(
q− 1
N ∑x
qx
)〉
, (3.64)
however, for finite systems this is a non smooth function composed by a sum of
N + 1 Dirac deltas. As a solution, we considered a smoother version of it, the
convolution of p1(q) with a Gaussian of width 1/
√
N
p(q = c) =
∫ ∞
−∞
q′ p1(q′)GN(c− q′) =
〈
GN
(
c− 1
N ∑x
qx
)〉
, (3.65)
GN(x) =
√
N
2pi
e−Nx
2/2. (3.66)
Using this p(q), they defined a new conditional expectation value for fixed q as
E(O|q = c) =
〈
OGN
(
c− 1N ∑x qx
)〉
〈
GN
(
c− 1N ∑x qx
)〉 . (3.67)
Using this definition, the standard expectation values can be easily computed from
these E(O|q), by means of
〈O〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
q p(q)E(O|q). (3.68)
Finally, the fixed-q correlation function we were looking for is obtained as
c4(r|q) = E
(
1
N ∑x
qxqx+r
∣∣∣∣∣q
)
. (3.69)
In the first attempt to establish this time-length dictionary [Bel08b], the non-
equilibrium curve c′2+2(r = 1, t, tw) as a function of [C(t, tw)]
2 was compared to
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the nonequilibrium curve C′2+2(r = 1, C2, tw) vs. C2 for for
several waiting times at T = 0.7 (in points), with the equilibrium C4(r = 1|q) vs. q2 (in
continuous lines). Figure taken from [Bel08b].
the equilibrium c4(r = 1|q) versus q2. Both curves could be superposed almost
perfectly (see Figure 3.9) if we take as time-length dictionary
L(tw) ≈ 3.7ξ(tw). (3.70)
In a second attempt in [ÁB10a] unprecedentedly large sizes could be thermalized
thanks to Janus computer, reaching L = 32 (see [Yll11] for details), leading to
more precise results. The equivalent curves are displayed in Figure 3.10 for other
values of r(> 1). According to the time-length dictionary, the L = 32 equilibrium
simulations can be corresponded with non equilibrium simulations with tw ≈ 231,
while the L = 24 correspond to tw ≈ 226.
The equivalence has some striking consequences. The longest times tw studied
in these numerical works [Bel08b, ÁB10a, ÁB10b], are, thanks to Janus computer,
very near to the experimental times. Indeed, these works reached 232 MCS which
corresponds roughly to 0.1 seconds. This are not that short times in comparison
with the experiments, and still, they correspond to equilibrium simulations for
rather small systems. This leads to the direct question of how important is the
thermodynamic limit in equilibrium for the experiments. In fact, we considered
a typical experiment, which takes place in 1 hour, and extrapolated the corre-
spondent length for equilibrium. The result was that the relevant length scale
for nonequilibrium experiments [ÁB10b] was L ∼ 100, which is definitely very far
away from the thermodynamic limit. This relation brings closer the simulations to
the experimental behavior. Indeed, the state-of-the-art in the equilibrium studies is
around L = 32, then, not that far as one would expect.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of our non-equilibrium correlation functions C′2+2(r, C2, tw)
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CHAPTER IV
The hypercube model
4.1
Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 3, our understanding of the spin glass phase comes, to
a considerable degree, from analytical results obtained under mean field (MF) ap-
proximations. As discussed then, the mean field solution to the EA model (the
Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model, see Section 3.4.3) still accounts for most of the
complex physics found spin glasses, and draws a picture of an intricate structure
for the SG phase characterized by an infinite number of equilibrium states fol-
lowing an ultrametric organization. Even though the SK model allows analythical
calculations, there are many phenomena which are not yet understood not even in
MF.
In fact, the understanding of the nonequilibrium behavior is not yet well un-
derstood not even in the SK model. And, as was widely supported all over the
Chapter 3, the nonequilibrium is the only relevant regime for a real spin glass.
However, the analythical treatment for the simplest experiments of aging is diffi-
cult, not to say anything about explaining more complicate temperature protocols
such as the one necessary for the memory and rejuvenation experiments discussed
in Section 3.3.3. Furthermore, not only the nonequilibrium is not fully understood,
some equilibrium effects such as the temperature chaos (see Chapter 5) are still
under investigation [Par10].
For this reason, even at MF level, non perturbative tools, such as Monte Carlo
(MC) calculations, are still necessary. Indeed, simulations in MF models, under-
standing MF model as a model where the MF approximation becomes exact in
the thermodynamic limit, can be most useful considering that our large theoreti-
cal understanding of these models provides us with much extra information when
approaching other unknown phenomena.
We introduced our first MF model in Section 3.4.3 when talking about the
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Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model SK, which was the simplest possible MF model for
the Edwards-Anderson Hamiltonian (3.11). As explained then, in the SK model all
spins are connected, which simplifies a lot the analytical calculations, but makes
simulations unaffordable (energy calculations for the MC tests areO(N2)). Besides,
it lacks either from a finite coordination number or a notion of neighborhood,
which spaces it out from more realistic models where the spins hardly interact
beyond nearest neighbors. For these two reasons, a whole family of solvable MF
models with finite connectivity has been proposed in the last years, [Par06, Méz01].
Among all the MF models, those formulated on graphs have become very popular.
First, because they allow an analytical approach based on the statistical mechan-
ics’ iterative methods typical for tree-like structures, and second, because they are
deeply connected with the random optimization problems in computer science (see
Section 9.1), which turn out to have finite connectivity too.
We discuss here some popular tree-like lattices with finite connectivity z for
the connections between spins before introducing our own new model. We start
with the so-called Cayley tree. In this graph, starting from site i = 0, one chooses
randomly a first shell of z neighbors. Afterwards, each of these spins in the first
shell is connected again with z− 1 new neighbors for the second shell and so on,
until there are no more new spins to connect. Thus this graph is a true tree, in
the sense that nearest neighbors are only connected by their common link, there is
no overlap between new neighbors. However, in such construction, there is finite
number of spins lying on the boundary, which makes the system very inhomoge-
neous. Indeed, these boundary spins origin properties that are far from the usual
finite dimensional problems. To avoid this problem, the Bethe lattice is normally
considered. In it, only the first L′ shells of the Cayley graph are considered. This
approach works well as long as the graph completely forgets the information from
the boundaries, which is not the case, in general, for spin glasses, where boundaries
still impose some degree of frustration. For this reason, spin glasses are often de-
fined on other kind of Bethe lattice structures. Now, let us consider a random graph
with fluctuating connectivity known as Erdos-Renyi graph. In it, each link between the
pair (i, j) is active with probability z/N. Then, each spin is connected in average
with z spins. As a subgroup of this last set, one can define the fixed connectivity
random graphs containing only those graphs where each spin interacts with exactly
z neighbors. We will come back these two models in further detail later on.
Then, we want to define a spin glass on a graph. As we did when presenting
the SK model, the starting point is the EA model discussed in Section 3.4.1 for
Ising spins, i.e. si(±1). With the sake of clarity, at variance with the discussion
when describing the EA model, we encode the nearest neighbor summation by
introducing a connectivity matrix, nik = nki = 1, 0 (nik = 1 as long as spins i and
k interact). In addition, we must consider the coupling constants, Jik = Jki too
carrying the information of the ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic character of the
interaction (we will consider Jik = 1 for the ferromagnet and Jik = ±1 for the SG,
which defines our energy scale). In other words, we consider now two quenched
variables (see Section 3.4.2), the connectivity matrix {n} and the couplings {J}.
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Using these two kinds of variables, the interaction energy is now
H = −∑
i<k
Jikniksisk . (4.1)
Now we consider the Erdos-Renyi graph described above. As defined, this graph is
drawn by connecting each possible couple of spins, (i, k), (among the N(N − 1)/2
possible ones) with probability z/(N − 1). In terms of the variables described
just above, activating a link means setting nik = 1. According to this probability,
the number of neighbors of spin i or coordination number ni, follows a Bernoulli
distribution function
p(ni) =
(
N − 1
ni
)(
z
N − 1
)n
i
(
1− z
N − 1
)N−1−ni
, (4.2)
which tends to a Poisson distribution function with average z (the connectivity) in
the large-N limit,
p(ni) =
zni
ni!
e−z. (4.3)
We will consider z= 6 to mimic a three dimensional system. This kind of graphs
are locally cycle-less: the mean shortest length among all the closed loops that
passes through a given point is O(log N), i.e. the system is still locally tree-like.
In order to support his statement, let us compute the the amount of all possible
closed graphs of length l,1 that pass through a given point of the graph, multiplied
by the probability of all the links involved are active,2
(N − 1)(N − 2) · · · (N − l + 1)
2l
(
z
N − 1
)l
=
(N − 1)!
2l(N − l)!
(
z
N − 1
)l
, (4.4)
taking the N → ∞ limit, and using the Stirling relation n! ≈ √2pin(n/e)n for large
n, we get
z
2l
(z
e
)l−1 1
N − 1. (4.5)
Then, the only surviving loops are those whose length is O(log N). In other words,
there are no local loops a the Erdos-Renyi graph. We will see that this condition is
enough for the Bethe approximation to hold.
This spin glass in an Erdos-Renyi graph has a finite connectivity as we needed
for a numerical study, but we still want to step forward and to find a model that
also allows us to define a notion of distance. Indeed, as discussed, the origin of
1Defining distance between nodes as the minimum number of links that must be crossed for
going from one node to the other.
2Once one spin of the loop is chosen, the amount of eligible spins decreases by one, and so on.
Indeed, we talk about a loop of size l, but there are only l− 1 links can be freely elected. In addition,
in order to not count the same loop more than once, we must divide by 2l, which takes into account
all the possible starting spins within the same loop.
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the SG phase is an association of the spins in coherent domains, and the different
theories precisely differ in the properties of these domains. For this reason, we
want a MF model that lets us to explore as well the growth of a coherence length
ξ(tw).
In this chapter, we will present a new MF model for SG: the spin glass on a
D-dimensional hypercube with fixed connectivity [Mar95]. In such a model, as we
will discuss later, the Bethe approximation becomes exact in the thermodynamic
limit (which coincides with the large D limit for this model). As a consequence,
the statics is of Bethe-lattice type and can be computed. A nice feature of this
new model, is that it has a natural definition of distance, which allows us to study
the spatial correlations within MF approximation. In other words: this MF model
is more similar to a real D = 3 system than any of those considered previously.
Indeed, it let us to compute space correlation functions.
4.2
The hypercube model
A simple alternative consists on formulating the spin model on a D-dimensional
unit hypercube, see Figure 4.1. Thus, the spins are located in each of the hypercube
vertices x (then, N=2D) and the bonds lie on the edges, x, µˆ, where µˆ labels the D
possible unit vectors in the D−dimensional space. We consider periodic boundary
conditions, and then, each spin can be connected with, at most, D= log2 N spins.
The interaction energy (4.1) is now written as
H = −1
2∑x,µˆ
Jx,µˆnx,µˆsxsx+µˆ , (4.6)
where nx,µˆ = 1 if spins sx and sx+µˆ interacts, and nx,µˆ = 0 if not. In the sections
below, we will discuss how to distribute these connectivity variables.
Note that, at variance with other infinite-dimensional graphs, this hypercube
model has at least two natural notions of distance: Euclidean metrics and the post-
man metrics. In the postman metrics, the distance between two points, x and y,
is given by the minimum number of edges, either occupied or not, that must be
covered when joining x and y. The two distances are essentially equivalent, since
the Euclidean distance between two sites in the hypercube is merely the square
root of the postman distance.
In the following we shall use the postman metrics, which has some amus-
ing consequences. For instance, our correlation-length will be the square of the
Euclidean one, thus yielding a critical exponent ν = 1, doubling the expected
νMF = 1/2. Of course, if we use the Euclidean metric we recover the usual expo-
nent ν = 1/2.
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Figure 4.1: Projection of a D = 8 hypercube. Spins are placed in the nodes, represented by
blue circles, and links are the edges.
4.2.1 Random connectivity model
By analogy with the Poissonian graph, we consider that a link is active (i.e. nik =
1) over each edge with probability z/D. We call this model random connectivity
hypercube. This model is also a Poisson graph. Indeed, in the thermodynamic limit
(D → ∞) the probability distribution function for the coordination number ni of
the ith spin is locally Poissonian, i.e.
p(ni) =
zni
ni!
e−z. (4.7)
with average the coordination number z. We show in Figure 4.2 an example of this
graph for D = 8.
Again, this graph is also locally cycle-less. In a hypercube with only nearest
neighbor interactions, for drawing a loop, one must move only along orthogonal
directions. Besides, if one wants to close a loop, each orthogonal direction can be
either covered an even number of times or not covered at all. Then, when drawing
a loop of l links, only half of them can be freely chosen, the remaining half steps
are forced to cover previous directions. Then, if the length of the loop is l = 2r, and
it contains movements along n different orthogonal directions (n ≤ r, directions
can be repeated), the number of possible loops multiplied by the probability that
all the links are active, is
f (n) D(D− 1) · · · (D− n + 1)
( z
D
)2r
, (4.8)
where f (n) is a function only of n. Clearly, the less suppressed contribution in D
corresponds to n = r, i.e. when each direction in the loop is covered only twice. We
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Figure 4.2: Random connectivity hypercube with z = 6 for a D = 8 hypercube. Active
links, i.e. nx,µˆ = 1 are represented in pink.
may count the number of loops of length l = 2r that imply r different orthogonal
directions in space:3
D!
(D− r)!
(r− 1)(r− 1)!
2r
( z
D
)2r
. (4.9)
Then, for D → ∞, the number of loops of length l = 2r is
(r− 1)(r− 1)!
2r
e−r z
2r
Dr
, (4.10)
then, the density of closed loops of length l decays, at least, with D−2 (i.e. with the
squared logarithm of N, as it also happens in the Erdos-Renyi graph). But there can
be still closed loops in the graph, those of length O(D). Nevertheless, the absence
of closed loops of finite length is sufficient for the Bethe approximation to be exact
in the thermodynamic limit, as we discuss in Appendix A.1.
However, it turns out that the random connectivity hypercube suffers a ma-
jor disadvantage. The inverse of the critical temperature in a ferromagnet (see
Appendix A.1 for details of the calculation) or in a SG [Tho86] can be computed
within the Bethe approximation:
KFMc = atanh
1
〈n〉1 − 1
, KSGc = atanh
1√〈n〉1 − 1 . (4.11)
3Again, once a direction has been taken, there are only D − 1 available directions for the fol-
lowing step, and so on. As before, we can cover the same loop beginning in any of its nodes, then
we have to divide the final expression by a factor l. However, in contrast to the Poisson graphs
discussed in the previous section, in an elementary hypercube, a loop can be covered only in one
orientation due to its periodical boundary conditions (both orientations are equivalent).
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In this expression 〈n〉1 is a conditional expectation value for n, the coordination
number of a given site in the graph. This conditional expectation value is computed
knowing for sure that our site is connected to another specific site (this is different
from the average number of neighbors of a site that has at least one neighbor!). A
simple calculation (see Appendix A.1) shows that 〈n〉1 = 1 + z− zD in the random
connectivity model. Since D = log2 N, we must expect huge finite size corrections
(O(1/ log N)) at the critical point. Note that this problem is far less dramatic for a
Erdos-Renyi graph where 〈n〉1=1+ z− zN−1 .
The cure seems rather obvious: place the occupied links in the hypercube in
such a way that n = z (here, z = 6). Unfortunately, drawing these graphs poses a
non trivial problem in Computer Science. Our solution to this problem is discussed
in the next subsection.
4.2.2 The fixed connectivity hypercube
We have not found any systematic way of activating links in the hypercube that
respects the fixed connectivity condition. Thus, we have adopted an operational
approach: the distribution of bonds is obtained by means of a dynamic MC. We
must define a MC procedure that generates a set of graphs that remains invariant
under all symmetry transformations of the hypercube group. We include a detailed
description of the program used to implement this MC in a computer in Appendix
B.
Specifically, we start with an initial condition in which all bonds along the di-
rections 1 to 6 are activated (of course, this procedure makes sense only for D≥6).
Clearly enough, the initial condition verifies the constraint n = 6. We shall modify
the bond distribution by means of movements that do not change n. We perform
what we called a “plaquette” transformation (a plaquette is the shortest possible
loop in the hypercube, of length 4).
We randomly pick, with uniform probability, one hypercube plaquette. In case
this plaquette contains only two parallel active links (nik = 1), these two links are
deactivated at the same time that the other two are activated. On the opposite case,
nothing is done.4 This transformation is illustrated in Figure 4.3. This guarantees
that the set of generated graphs is isotropic.
In order to this procedure to be useful, the dynamic MC correlations times
must be short. In Figure 4.4, we show the MC evolution of the system isotropy. We
make kN plaquette transformations, and we control the density of occupied bonds
in two directions: the first direction (initially occupied in every vertex) and the
seventh direction (initially unoccupied). As we see, for two different system sizes,
4This movement keeps each vertex connectivity unaltered. Besides, a transformation and its
opposite are equally probable. As a consequence the Detailed Balance Condition is satisfied with
respect to the uniform measure on the ensemble of fixed connectivity graphs. An standard theorem
[Ami05] ensures that the equilibrium state of this Markov chain is the uniform measure over the
subset of fixed connectivity hypercubes reachable from the initial condition by means of plaquette
transformations
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Figure 4.3: Plaquette transformation.
we get short isotropization exponential times (for D = 22 we get τexp ≈ 7.4N).5
For this reason, we assume that taking k = 100 is long enough to ensure that the
configurations obtained are completely independent from the initial condition.
At this point, a question arises about the completeness of set of graphs we can
generate by means of this procedure. Can we achieve all the possible graphs of
fixed connectivity in the hypercube? or on the contrary, we only create graphs
within a fixed subgroup. Nevertheless, as we will show below, most of the sample
dispersion is induced by the coupling matrix {Jik}. One could argue that there the
generated set of graphs is incomplete for a simple reason: the plaquette transfor-
mation cannot break loops. Indeed, when we interchange neighboring links we can
only either join two different loops or split up a loop into two loops as shown in
Figure 4.5. Due to the hypercube boundary conditions, in the initial configuration
all sites belonged to closed loops. This situation cannot be changed by plaquette
transformations. However, this objection does not resist a close inspection. In fact,
a non-closed lattice path formed by occupied links should have an ending point
with an odd coordination number, which violates the constraint n = z for any even
z. Thus, all lattice paths compatible with our fixed connectivity constraint, do form
closed loops. This argument, as well as the numerical checks reported below, make
us confident that the set of generated graphs is general enough for our purposes.
Actually, we conjecture that our algorithm generates all possible fixed connectivity
graphs with z even.
One may worry as well about the applicability of the Bethe approximation to
the fixed connectivity model, since all loops are closed. Actually, the crucial point
to apply the Bethe approximation is that the probability of having a closed path
of any fixed length should vanish in the large D limit. It is easy to prove for the
random connectivity model . In the fixed connectivity case, one may argue as
5Note that the article [Fer10a] we presented τexp≈ 4.2N. However, a refined analysis using two
exponentials instead of just one for the fit, leaded to this more accurate new result.
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Figure 4.4: Generation algorithm of fixed connectivity graphs: (top) for two system sizes
(D=20, 22) and two spatial directions (u=1, 7), we represent the density of occupied edges
as function of the MC time. As MC time goes on, the system recover the lost isotropy
induced by the initial condition. (Bottom) Fit of the upper data for D= 22 and u = 1 to a
double exponential Ae−x/B + Ce−x/D obtaining B ≈ 7.37N and D ≈ 1.76N.
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the effect of a plaquette transformation on a loop of active links,
as discussed in the main text, it can never open a loop. Here we present a projection in
two dimensions of a small loop of active links (in lines) in the hypercube, before and after
applying a plaquette transformation represented by thick red lines.
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follows. Let us imagine a walk over the closed path. On the very first step, the
probability that the chosen link is present is z/D, whereas in the following step the
probability of finding the link is (z− 1)/(D− 1) in the limit of large D (since one of
the z links available at the present site was already used to get there). This estimate
implicitly assumes that the occupancy of different links is statistically independent.
The independence approximately holds for large D and becomes exact in the D →
∞ limit, where occupied links form a diluted set. At this point, the estimate of
the number of paths of any given fixed length in the large D limit is analogous to
the one performed for the random-connectivity case but changing the probability
of active link. In other words, one finds that, in the fixed connectivity case, the
number of closed loops of a given length per site also decays at least as O(1/D2).
In addition to the above considerations, we can compute numerically the prob-
ability of having graphs of a given length in our set of generated graphs for a finite
dimension D. The idea is to obtain the length of the second shortest path that joins
two connected nearest neighbors i1, i2 in the hypercube, and this we can by iter-
ating the connectivity matrix. In fact, we consider a truncated connectivity matrix,
n˜, that coincides with the true one, n, but for the link i1 − i2, which is deactivated:
n˜i1,i2 = n˜i2,i1 = 0. We take a starting vector v
(0) with all its components set to zero
but the component i1 which is set to one. We iteratively multiply the vector by
the truncated connectivity matrix, i.e. v(t) = n˜v(t−1), until the i2-th component is
nonzero. The sought length is just the minimum value of t that fulfills the stopping
condition.
In Figure 4.6, we compare the probabilities for the length of such paths in the
random (top) and fixed (bottom) connectivity models, for different system sizes
obtained by averaging over 104 set of graphs. In both cases, we note that the
maximum of the probability shifts to larger length as D grows. We note as well
that, for fixed connectivity, no tree-like graph arises.6
4.2.3 Ising model in the hypercube
As a first check of the model, we study numerically the Ising model on these two
kinds of hypercube graphs. We will see that the random-connectivity model suffers
from very strong finite size effects that makes it essentially useless for computer
simulations. However, we will show that this problem is originated precisely in
the randomness on the connectivity, and then, the cure is as simple as to fix the
connectivity.
The Ising model is simpler than the spin glass. The interaction now is always
ferromagnetic, i.e. Jx,µˆ = 1, and thus the randomness is only introduced through
the connectivity matrix nx,µˆ. Besides, as explained in Appendix A.1, one can obtain
many analytical results for this model, always under the Bethe approximation. For
this reason, the Ising model is here a perfect benchmark to study the performance
of these newly introduced random graphs, as measured by the magnitude of finite
6We say that a graph is a tree-graph if, once the link between two neighboring spins is removed,
there is no way of joining them following any other path.
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Figure 4.6: Probability distribution function of the length of the second shortest path join-
ing nearest-neighbors in hypercubes of random-connectivity (top) or fixed-connectivity
(bottom). For both panels, the average connectivity is z = 6 and several system dimensions
have been considered. Lines have been slightly displaced in order to help the visualization.
Mind that the vertical axis is shown in logarithmic scale.
size effects.
4.2.3.1 Simulation details
For this study, we run simulations using parallel tempering [Huk96] for the tem-
perature updates, and the spin updates (at constant temperature) is done with the
cluster algorithm [Ami05]. Thermalizing a ferromagnet is easy, however we use
parallel tempering to correlate the measurements at different temperatures within
the same sample. This correlation helps us to reduce the error when averaging over
disorder.
We display in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 the relevant simulation parameters for the study
in the random-connectivity and the fixed connectivity graphs respectively. We
include the number of temperatures NT simulated in parallel for each dimension,
the number of samples Nsamples, and the time expended for each sample Nt. Time
lengths are written in terms of an elementary Monte Carlo step, defined here as
the combination of one cluster update and one single tempering update.
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D NT 1/Tmin 1/Tmax Nsamples Nsimt N
term
t
6 6 0.135 0.275 1000 1000 1000
8 7 0.151 0.247 1000 1000 1000
10 6 0.171 0.211 1000 1000 1000
12 10 0.172 0.208 1000 1000 1000
14 10 0.171 0.189 1000 1000 1000
16 12 0.175 0.185 1000 1000 1000
18 19 0.1735 0.1825 665 1000 1000
Table 4.1: Technical data for the simulation of the Ising model in random-connectivity
graphs.
D NT 1/Tmin 1/Tmax Nsamples Nsimt N
term
t
6 6 0.135 0.275 1000 1000 1000
7 4 0.151 0.247 1000 1000 1000
8 7 0.151 0.247 1000 1000 1000
9 7 0.1545 0.247 1000 1000 1000
10 6 0.19 0.24 1000 1000 1000
11 6 0.19 0.22 1000 1000 1000
12 11 0.19 0.235 1000 1000 1000
13 9 0.184 0.2175 1000 1000 1000
14 14 0.185 0.2175 1000 1000 1000
15 8 0.195 0.21 1000 1000 1000
16 19 0.185 0.215 1000 1000 1000
17 8 0.1996 0.2057 1000 1000 1000
18 17 0.2 0.21 1000 1000 1000
Table 4.2: Technical data for the simulation of the Ising model in fixed-connectivity graphs.
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4.2.3.2 Determination of the critical point
The final aim of this section, is to reproduce numerically the critical point obtained
in Appendix A.1 with the Bethe approximation for the two kinds of graphs: the
random connectivity,
Kc(D) = tanh−1
(
D
z (D− 1)
)
. (4.12)
and the fixed connectivity graph
Kc = tanh−1
(
1
z− 1
)
. (4.13)
One must recall that these two expressions are only exact in the D → ∞ limit,
where the Bethe approximation becomes exact. The presence of short loops, as
the ones presented in Figure 4.6 should introduce corrections of O(D−2) for finite
dimensions, i.e. logarithmic corrections in N. As mentioned before, we expect
the random connectivity model to display as huge D-corrections, to become com-
pletely useless for numerical purposes. Indeed, not only suffers from finite-loops
corrections, but the Bethe approximation itself leads to a D−dependent expression
for Kc (4.12).
With this purpose, we compute the Binder cumulant. We already introduced
this quotient in (3.60) for a spin glass. Now, since the order parameter in a ferro-
magnet is the magnetization
M =∑
i
si, (4.14)
instead of the overlap, we define the Binder parameter as the dimensionless quo-
tient
B =
〈M4〉
〈M2〉2
. (4.15)
As discussed then, the expectation value for the Binder parameter is 3 in the disor-
dered paramagnetic phase. At variance with the spin glass, the expectation value
for the ferromagnetic phase is strictly 1. We can use the cross over between these
two limiting behaviors to obtain numerically Kc(D).
We show in Figure 4.7 the dependence of the Binder cumulant with the temper-
ature for different system sizes. As predicted, it drops from 3 to 1 when K increases
(K is proportional to the inverse temperature) but the point at which the fall occurs
displaces a lot with the system size, which makes difficult to obtain K∞c by means
of crossings between curves, as it is normally done using a finite size scaling ap-
proach [Ami05]. Instead, as an alternative, we compute the average of two values
of K where B(K, D) takes prescribed values. We refer to this estimate as Kmpc . This
Kmpc (D) tends to the desired K∞c when D → ∞. We present the results obtained for
the midpoint defined as
Kmp.c (D) =
B−1(1.2) + B−1(2.4)
2
, (4.16)
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Figure 4.7: Random connectivity model in a ferromagnet. Binder cumulant as function of
K for different D. The lines are interpolated from the simulation points using cubic spline.
D KBethec K
mp
c
6 0.20273 0.216(2)
8 0.19283 0.207(5)
10 0.18735 0.195(2)
12 0.18386 0.1889(15)
14 0.18145 0.1846(8)
16 0.17969 0.1818(4)
18 0.17834 0.17967(3)
Table 4.3: Random connectivity model in a ferromagnet. Comparison of the analytical
estimates of Kc(D), eq. (4.12), with the numerical estimate K
mp
c (D), eq. (4.16).
in Table 4.3 together with the analytical expectation values obtained by means of
the Bethe approximation (4.12). As we previously discussed, one should not expect
to have compatible values for finite values of D, since both calculations are plagued
by finite size corrections, they should only be equal in the D → ∞ limit. Indeed,
the higher D, the better mutually agreement is.
In order to study more quantitatively this convergence, we fit the Kmpc (D) values
to
Kc(D) = K∞c +
a1
D
+
a2
D2
+
a3
D3
, (4.17)
keeping K∞c fixed. We summarize the results in Table 4.4. The conclusion of this
fit, though expected, is devastating. The large coefficients a1 and a2 show how
important the finite size corrections are.
Clearly, the random connectivity hypercube is a disaster even for the Ising
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Dmin χ2/dof a1 a2 a3
6 0.53/4 0.073(13) 2.9(3) -9.8(15)
8 0.0313/3 0.117(7) 1.6(2) -0.7(13)
8 0.0342/4 0.1208(15) 1.53(3) 0
Table 4.4: Random connectivity model in a ferromagnet. Results of the fits of Kmpc (D)
to Kmpc (D) = K∞c +
a1
D +
a2
D2 +
a3
D3 . K
∞
c was fixed to the exact value K∞c = 0.16824 . . .. We
include in the fit all data with D ≥ Dmin. In the last row, a3 = 0 has been taken.
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Figure 4.8: Fixed connectivity model in a ferromagnet. Binder cumulant as a function
of K for different dimensions. The lines are interpolated from the simulation points using
cubic spline.
model, so we will not consider it to study the SG, where randomness makes a
lot more difficult to control finite size effects.
On the contrary, if we perform exactly the same study but on the fixed connec-
tivity graph, we obtain more promising results. Indeed, we plot in Figure 4.8 the
Binder cumulant as a function of K. The finite sizes effects are reduced drastically.
In this case, we may easily compute the crossings between two consecutive
curves in B, and thus obtain the the crossing estimator KD,D+1c . We expect a scaling
(K∞c = 0.20273 . . .)
Kc(D) = K∞c +
c2
D2
+
c3
D3
+ · · · . (4.18)
Indeed, as discussed previously, the contribution of closed loops (plaquettes or
larger) are of order 1/D2. Hence, the linear term in 1/D found for the random
connectivity model arises exclusively from the Bethe equation (4.12). These expec-
tations are confirmed by our numerical data shown in Figure 4.9. Note that while
the random connectivity model did not reach the asymptotic 1/D regime even for
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Dmin χ2/dof c2 c3
12 6.41/4 0.07(2) 1.3(3)
13 0.92/3 0.114(14) 0.66(20)
14 0.40/2 0.136(18) 0.3(3)
Table 4.5: Fixed connectivity model in a ferromagnet. Results of the fits of KD,D+1c to
K∞c +
c2
D2 +
c3
D3 . K
∞
c is fixed to the exact value K∞c = 0.20273 . . .. We include in the fit all data
with D ≥ Dmin.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the finite volume effects at the critical point in KDc for the
ferromagnetic Ising model, both in the random (red circles) and fixed (green circles) con-
nectivity hypercubes. As a guide to the eye, we have included two different scalings with
D.
D = 18, for fixed z the asymptotic 1/D2 regime is reached, although strong 1/D3
corrections are visible for D < 14. This qualitative picture on scale corrections is
confirmed by a χ2 test in Table 4.5.
A summary of our efforts is shown in Figure 4.9, where we plot the dependency
of the critical point with D for the ferromagnetic Ising model for the two kinds
of graphs. As anticipated several times already, the random connectivity model
suffers very important finite volume corrections which make it essentially useless
for numerical studies. The problem is solved using fixed connectivity hypercubes
instead, where the finite volume effects are only caused by the residual presence of
short closed loops. From now on, we will only consider this second kind of graphs.
4.3
Spin glass in the fixed connectivity hypercube
After this last short preliminary study in the Ising model, we can be confident
about the introduced graphs (and its generation algorithm). Indeed, numerical
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results were compatible with the expected analytical determinations of the criti-
cal point at D → ∞. Furthermore, now we know that we should only consider
fixed-connectivity hypercubes if we want to reduce the finite size effect as much as
possible. Thus, we are ready to move to our final interest, the numerical study of a
spin glass on these graphs.
In particular, we will consider a diluted spin glass where couplings can take
only two possible values Jx,µˆ = ±1, randomly chosen with probability 1/2 each.
Since we only consider a fixed connectivity graph, each spin is connected with
exactly 6 neighbors (among the D possible nearest neighbors).
The structure of this section will be the following. We will begin in Section 4.3.1
with a description of the used numerical methods and a discussion on the particu-
larities of the spatial correlation functions in the hypercube in Section 4.3.2. Later
on in Section 4.3.3, we will study the equilibrium behavior (where we have ana-
lythical predictions to compare with), to end up with the final goal of this chapter,
the nonequilibrium study in Section 4.3.4
4.3.1 Numerical Methods
All the variables involved in the Hamiltonian (4.6), the spins and the couplings,
are binary. They can thus be coded in the bits of a computer word, making this
model highly parallelizable. In fact, we implement the so-called Multi-spin Coding:
we simultaneously codify 64 systems in one single 64 bits computer word. Besides,
being the nodes of the lattice distributed on an unit hypercube, also sites can be
written in term of bits, see the appendix Section B.1.2 for a detailed definition. For
the computational point of view, it is a challenge to write a simulation program
that takes fully benefit of the parallelization of bitwise operations. For this reason,
we have included a section in the Appendix B where we explain in detail how to
do it.
Following this approach, one can simulate 64 samples in practically the same
time it would take to simulate just one. However, in order to keep the parallelism,
all the samples in the same run share the same connectivity matrix nx,µˆ (and differ
only in the configuration of couplings Jx,µˆ). With this common matrix, we find
errors which are∼ 7 times smaller than those obtained with one single sample per
matrix. This should be compared with the error reduction by a factor 8, expected
if 64 truly independent samples were simulated. Our program needs 0.29 ns/spin-
flip in an Intel i7 at 2.93GHz (in Ref. [Has08a] they report∼ 1.2 ns/spin-flip on an
Opteron at 2.0 GHz, for the simulation of the D = 3 EA model in the cubic lattice)7.
In a nonequilibrium dynamical study such as ours, one computes both one-time
and two-times quantities, see Sect. 3.6.1. The calculation of two-times quantities
implies the storage on disk of intermediate configurations. Disk capacity turned
out to be the main limiting factor for the simulation. For this reason, we have
worked in parallel with two program versions: one valid for measuring quanti-
7Note that we are considering the z = 6 case. Then, the core of the Metropolis algorithm is
equivalent to the D = 3 EA model in a cubic lattice.
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ties at one and two times and another restricted to the computation of one-time
quantities.
We have computed two-time quantities at temperature T = 0.7Tc, on systems
with D = 16, 18, 20 and 22. The number of simulated samples were 8×64 samples
for each system size (hence, for self-averaging quantities (see Section 3.4.2) the
statistical quality of our data grow with D).
Besides, since this new model requires intensive testing, we have computed
equilibrium one-time quantities at T/Tc = 0.95, 0.97, 0.99, 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4. The
system sizes were again D = 16, 18, 20 and 22. The number of simulated samples
was 128×64 samples per temperature (at Tc we computed 256×64 samples).
4.3.2 Spatial correlation functions in the hypercube
As mentioned in the objectives of this work, the goal of this project was to define
a MF model that allows to approach the domain growth in spin glasses. Indeed,
we discussed in Section 4.2 that the hypercube geometry let us to define a distance
based on the minimum number of edges one needs to cross to join two nodes.
Then, as in the 3-D EA model, we can use the standard spatial correlation functions
defined in Section 3.6.1.3 but using the postman metrics instead of the Euclidean
one. However, even being basically the same definitions, the hypercube introduces
certain particularities that will be discussed in this section.
The main problem here appears when averaging c4(r, tw) defined in (3.53) over
all the displacements r = r. In the hypercube, at variance with the 3-D EA model,
the number of spins separated by r depends strongly on the precise value of r.
Indeed, a short calculation tells us that it is given by Nr = (Dr ). As a consequence,
when we consider the average
C4(r, tw) =
1
Nr
∑
r,|r|=r
c4(r, tw) , (4.19)
see Figure 4.10, C4(r, tw) does not present a limiting behavior with D for a given
tw. We can get a clue by looking at χSG(tw) (defined in (3.49)), see Figure 4.11,
which does reach a thermodynamic limit. It was discussed in (3.55) that χSG(tw) is
nothing but the integral of C4(r, tw) with a Jacobian that here is precisely Nr, that is
(Dr ). Then, it seems reasonable to define the following spatial correlation function
instead:
Cˆ4(r, tw) = ∑
r,|r|=r
c4(r, tw) . (4.20)
We can see that Cˆ4(r, tw) does reach the high-D limit, Figure 4.12, at least for
short tw. Besides, in the paramagnetic phase, it is possible to compute analytically
Cˆ4(r, tw), see Appendix A.2, taking first the limit tw → ∞ and making afterwards
D → ∞. The resulting correlation function, which is only valid in the paramagnetic
phase, is a simple exponential. Hence, both the equilibrium and the nonequilib-
rium computations, suggest that one should focus on Cˆ4 rather than on C4.
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Figure 4.10: C4(r, tw), (4.19), for (top) tw = 24, (center) tw = 28 and (bottom) tw = 212, and
different system sizes, N=2D, at T=0.7Tc.
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Figure 4.11: SG susceptibility a T = 0.7Tc as function of tw for different system sizes,
N=2D.
We note in Figure 4.12, that in the SG phase, Cˆ4 is non monotonically decreasing
with r, but rather presents a maximum. This maximum moves to bigger r with tw,
then, the system has a characteristic length that increases with time. Thus, we can
estimate the coherence length, by means of the integral estimator ξ0,1(tw):
ξ0,1(tw) =
∫ ∞
0 dr r Cˆ4(r, tw)∫ ∞
0 dr Cˆ4(r, tw)
. (4.21)
When computing numerically this ξ0,1(tw), we only summed up to certain cutoff
in order to avoid meaningless noise in the determination of Cˆ4(r, tw). Our actual
criterion was to sum up contributions while Cˆ4(r, tw) was higher than 3 times its
error (obtained with the fluctuations between samples). A major advantage of ξ0,1
over more heuristic definitions of the coherence length, is that it is computed from
self-averaging quantities (see details in [Bel08a, Bel09], we note that, in this work,
we have not tried to estimate the contribution to the integrals by the noise-induced
long distance cutoff).
The existence of such a characteristic length is the main advantage of the hy-
percube model over other MF models.
In addition to this correlation function in the real space, we will also be inter-
ested in its behavior in the Fourier space. We define the Fourier transform in the
standard way. Our wave vectors are k = pi(n1, n2, . . . , nD) with ni = 0, 1. The
propagator is
G(k, tw) =∑
r
eik·rc4(r, tw). (4.22)
In particular, G(0, tw) = ∑Dr=0 Cˆ4(r, tw) = χSG(tw).
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Figure 4.12: Cˆ4(r, tw), (4.20), for D=20 and 22 for tw=24, 28 and 212 at T=0.7Tc. This has
to be compared with the behavior of C4(r, tw), Figure 4.10.
Now, because of the disorder average, c4(r, tw) is only a function of r = |r|
(postman metrics). It follows from (4.25) that G(k, tw) actually depends only on
k= |k|.
The rotational invariance allows us for a major simplification [Par06][with a
slight abuse of notation, we write c4(r, tw) rather than c4(r, tw)],
G(k, tw) =
D
∑
r=0
Kr(D, k) c4(r, tw), (4.23)
where Kr(D, k) are the Krawtchouk polynomials:
Kr(D, k) =
min(k,r)
∑
m=max(0,r+k−D)
(−1)m
(
k
m
)(
D− k
r−m
)
. (4.24)
It is interesting to point out that neither Kr(D, k) nor c4(r, tw) have a thermody-
namic limit, while G(k, tw) does so. In fact, when k = 0, Kr(D, 0) = (Dr ) is diverg-
ing. Thus, we can rewrite (4.23) in terms of quantities with a well defined limit, i.e.
G(k, tw) =
D
∑
r=0
Kr(D, k)
(Dr )
Cˆ4(r, tw). (4.25)
4.3.3 Equilibrium Results
Since the present work is the first study ever made of a EA model on a fixed con-
nectivity hypercube it is necessary to make a few consistency checks. Equilibrium
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T χ(T)D=∞ χ(T)D=20 χ(T)D=22
1.4Tc 2.4497. . . 2.41(3) 2.44(3)
1.3Tc 3.0176. . . 2.98(4) 2.98(4)
1.2Tc 4.1650. . . 4.08(6) 4.10(7)
1.1Tc 7.6344. . . 7.11(13) 7.43(11)
Tc ∞ 26(2) 98(7)
Table 4.6: Comparison between the SG susceptibility in large D limit for the paramagnetic
phase, (4.26), and numerical results for D = 20, 22.
results are most convenient in this respect, since we have analytical computations
(valid only for the large D limit) to compare with.
We will briefly study the spatial correlations in the paramagnetic phase. In
addition, we will check, by approaching to Tc from the SG phase, that the SG
transition does lie on the predicted Tc, (4.11).
4.3.3.1 Paramagnetic Phase
Our very first check will be the comparison between the Monte Carlo estimate of
the SG susceptibility defined in (3.59) (at finite D) with the analytical computation
for infinite D:
χ(K) = 1+
z tanh2 K
1− (z− 1) tanh2 K , (4.26)
see Appendix A.2. Our results are presented in Table 4.6. We see that finite
size effects increase while approaching Tc. For our larger system, D = 22, the
susceptibility significantly deviates from the asymptotic result only in the range
Tc < T < 1.1Tc.
After the fast convergence to the large D limit observed in the SG susceptibility,
the results for Cˆ4 are a little bit disappointing. In Figure 4.13 we display Cˆ4(r, D)−
Cˆ4(r,∞) as a function of r (Cˆ4(r,∞) is obtained using (a.37) in Appendix A.2).
We can see that finite size effects become more important once one approaches
Tc. Besides, finite D corrections as a function of r oscillate between positive and
negative values. This is not surprising: the finite D corrections to the susceptibility
are very small, and they are nothing but the integral under these curves. More
quantitatively, we see in Table 4.7 that the corrections with D for r = 1, 2 are
O(D−1). Indeed, the path counting arguments in Appendix A.2 are plagued by
corrections of O(D−1).
4.3.3.2 SG phase
In the SG phase, our test has been restricted to a check of (4.11), that predicts a
SG phase transition for the high-D limit. With this aim, we compute the Binder
cumulant, B(T), defined in (3.60), nearby Tc. For all T < Tc, we expect B(T) < 3
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Figure 4.13: Difference between the numerical and analytical spacial correlation function
for different system sizes at two temperatures T = 1.1Tc and T = 1.4Tc.
r = 1 r = 2
D T = 1.1Tc T = 1.4Tc T = 1.1Tc T = 1.4Tc
16 0.783(6) 0.198(5) 2.130(18) 0.320(12)
18 0.779(4) 0.201(3) 2.115(11) 0.327(7)
20 0.784(2) 0.202(2) 2.109(6) 0.332(4)
22 0.7776(12) 0.2006(9) 2.083(4) 0.324(2)
Table 4.7: D times the difference between Cˆ4(r), for finite D and infinite D (using (a.37)
in Appendix A.2), as computed for r = 1, 2. The absence of any D evolution evidences
finite-D corrections of order 1/D.
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Figure 4.14: Equilibrium values of the Binder cumulant, (3.60), for several system sizes, as
function of the temperature in units of the exact asymptotic value of Tc, (4.11), in the SG
phase.
for large enough D. As we show in Figure 4.14, B(T) decreases with T and shows
sizeable finite size effects. In fact, at T = 0.99Tc, we need to simulate lattices as
large as D = 20 to find values below 3. Right at Tc, the Gaussian value B(T) = 3 is
found for all the simulated sizes.
4.3.4 Nonequilibrium Results
In this section we will address the main features of the nonequilibrium dynamics
obtained in our largest system, D = 22. The issue of finite D corrections will be
postponed to Sect. 4.3.7.
4.3.4.1 The structure of isothermal aging
We widely presented evidences of isothermal aging in experiments in Section 3.3.1.
Now we approach it in numerical simulations. The picture of isothermal aging
dynamics in MF models of SG behavior was largely drawn in [Cug94] (see also
[You97]). The dynamics is ruled by an infinite number of time-sectors:
C(t, tw) =∑
i
fi (hi(tw)/hi(t + tw)) , (4.27)
where C(t, tw) is the two-time correlation function introduced in (3.51). The scal-
ing functions fi are positive, monotonically decreasing and normalized, i.e. 1 =
∑i fi(1). The unspecified functions hi are such that, in the large tw limit, hi(tw)/hi(t+
tw) is 1 if t  tµiw , while it tends to zero if t  tµiw . In other words, the decay of
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C between values Ci and Ci+1 is ruled by the scaling function fi and takes place in
the time-sector t ∼ tµiw .
This picture is radically different to the Full Aging often found both in experi-
ments (recall Figure 3.2) and in 3D simulations. A full aging dynamics is ruled only
by two sectors of time, µi = 0, 1. Nevertheless, recent experimental studies [Ken06]
show that full aging is no longer fulfilled for t tw. Probably more time-sectors
must be considered to rationalize these experiments.
However, (4.27) is probably an oversimplification, since the spectrum of expo-
nents µi might be continuous. An explicit realization of this idea was found in
the critical dynamics of the trap model [Ber02b], where the correlation function
behaves for large tw as
C(t, tw) = f (α(t, tw)) , α(t, tw) = log t/ log tw . (4.28)
Again, the scaling function f is positive and monotonically decreasing. Clearly
enough, in the limit of large tw and for any positive exponent µ, if t = At
µ
w, the
correlation function takes a value that depends only on µ, no matter the value of
the amplitude A.
As expected, C(t, tw) is clearly not a function of t/tw in our model, see Figure
4.15. On the contrary, data seem to tend to a constant value when tw → ∞ in
any finite range of the variable t/tw. This is precisely what one would expect
in a time-sectors scheme. On the other hand, if we try (without any supporting
argument) the Bertin-Bouchaud scaling, (4.28), see Figure 4.16, the data collapse is
surprisingly good. Therefore, the nonequilibrium dynamics in the SG phase seems
ruled by a, not only infinite but continuous, spectrum of time-sectors.
We note en passant that the scaling (4.28) is ultrametric only if the scaling func-
tion reaches a constant value for all α(t, tw) > 1, for details see Appendix C. In
fact, dynamic ultrametricity is a geometric property [Cug94] that states that for all
triplet of times t1  t2  t3, one has in the limit t3 → ∞:
C(t1 − t3, t3) = min {C(t1 − t2, t2), C(t2 − t3, t3)} . (4.29)
Finding dynamical ultrametricity in concrete models has been rather elusive up to
now. An outstanding example is the critical trap model [Ber02b], where f (α > 1) =
0. It is amusing that the trap model is not ultrametric from the point of view of
the equilibrium states, as discussed in Section 3.4.3. Thus, the casual connections
between static and dynamic ultrametricity are unclear to us. At any rate, since our
scaling function in Figure 4.16 does not show any tendency to become constant for
α(t, tw) > 1, we do not find compelling evidences for dynamic ultrametricity in this
model.
We have also looked directly to the plots of C(t1 − t2, t2) versus C(t2 − t3, t3)
(see Appendix C) and we have not found convincing indications for the onset of
dynamical ultrametricity. In this respect, it is worth to recall similarly inconclu-
sive numerical investigations of the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model [Cug94, Ber00].
There are two possible conclusions:
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Figure 4.15: C(t, tw) over t/tw for D=22 and T=0.7Tc.
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Figure 4.16: Same data of Figure 4.15, as a function of α(t, tw), defined in (4.28). The
window is a zoomed image of the central region.
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Figure 4.17: Clink over C2(t, tw) for different tw at T=0.7Tc and for D=22.
1. the model does not satisfy dynamical ultrametricity in spite of the fact that it
satisfies (according to the standard wisdom) static ultrametricity.
2. Dynamical ultrametricity holds but its onset is terribly slow.
Both conclusions imply that it is rather difficult to use the dynamic experimental
data (or any kind of data) to get conclusions on static ultrametricity.
4.3.5 Aging in Clink
Just as in the 3D case [Bel08a], the aging dynamics in SG in the hypercube is a
domain-growth process, see Figure 4.23. For any such process, the question of the
ratio surface-volume arises. When this ratio vanishes in the limit of large domain
size, as it is the case for any RSB dynamics (recall the discussion on the replica
equivalence in Section 3.6.2), one expects a linear relation between Clink(t, tw) (de-
fined in (3.52)) and C2(t, tw). This is precisely what we find in Figure 4.17.
It is interesting to point out, that the linear relation found for D = 22 is the
same one in the rest of system sizes, see Figure 4.22.
4.3.6 Thermoremanent magnetization
The experimental work indicates that for T< 0.9Tc, the thermoremanent magneti-
zation follows a power law with an exponent proportional to Tc/T [Gra87]. The
data obtained in JANUS for a three dimensional SG (see Figure 4.18 and [Bel09])
agree with this statement. However, the data obtained in the hypercube model
does not follow such power law, neither can them be rescaled with T log t.
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Figure 4.18: Thermoremanent magnetization over T log t. The JANUS data (in red circles),
follow a power law with an exponent ∝ 1/T. Our results for D = 22 are shown in dark
tonalities (lighter colors: D<22).
This lack of an algebraic decay is surprising on the view of the exact results of
Ref. [Par97]. Indeed, it was analytically shown there that, at Tc, the thermorema-
nent magnetization of the SK model decays as t−5/4. Universality strongly suggests
that the same scaling should hold for our model. Although it seems not to be the
case, at the first glance, Figure 4.19—top, a closer inspection confirms our expec-
tation. Indeed, when plotted as a function of t−5/4 , see inset in Figure 4.19—top,
the thermoremanent magnetization curve has a finite non-vanishing slope at the
origin. As we show in bottom panel of Figure 4.19, finite size effects do not con-
tradict this claim. In summary, the magnetization decay for the hypercube suffers
from quite strong finite time effects, but asymptotically it scales with the proper
exponent, at least at Tc.
4.3.7 Nonequilibrium Correlation Functions and Finite Size Ef-
fects
The importance of finite size effects in nonequilibrium dynamics has been empha-
sized recently [Bel08a, Bel09]. In our case, we have encountered important size
effects, both in C(t, tw), Figure 4.20, and in ξ(tw), Figure 4.23–top.
We compare in Figure 4.21 the finite D effects in C(t, tw) for two different MF
models with fixed connectivity: the hypercube and a previously studied model
(the random graph with connectivity z= 6, where each spin can interact with any
other spin with uniform probability [Leu08]). Clearly enough, the effects are much
weaker in the hypercube model.
It is interesting to point out that, although the finite size effects seems to be
important in C(t, tw), they are largely absorbed when one eliminates the variable
t in favor of C2(t, tw), see Figure 4.22. Hence, one of our main findings (the linear
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behavior of Clink as function of C2) seems not endangered by finite size effects.
A very clear finite size effect is in the coherence length, ξ(tw). By definition,
it cannot grow beyond D. Furthermore, what we find is that it hardly grows be-
yond D/2, Figure 4.23–top. Nevertheless, at short times, we can identify a D-
independent region, where it grows roughly as log tw. Hence, one is tempted to
conclude that ξD=∞(tw) ∝ log tw. At this point, finite size scaling suggests that
both ξD/D and log tw/D are dimensionless scaling variables. This is confirmed
in Figure 4.23–bottom, where a spectacular data collapse occurs. This is further
confirmed by the Fourier transform G(k), defined in (4.25). Now, since k can range
from 0 to D, it is clearly a dimensionless quantity (a dimensionful momentum
would be p = k/D). It follows that G(k)/G(0) is a dimensionless quantity that
may depend only on a dimensionless variable, such as log tw/D. Our data support
this expectation, see Figure 4.24.
As for the k dependence of G(k), we expect a 1/p4 behavior in the range of
1/ξ(tw)  p  1 [Dom93, Dom98, Dom06]. Indeed, when comparing nonequi-
librium with equilibrium spatial correlation functions, it should be kept in mind
that the nonequilibrium ones correspond to the equilibrium q = 0 sector [Bel08a,
ÁB10a] (since we take the large D limit at fixed tw).
Now, it is very important to recall that p4 in Euclidean metrics translates into
p2 in the postman metrics. We have also seen that the dimensionful p (postman
metrics) corresponds to k/D. Thus, since in our range of tw, ξ(tw) ∼ log tw, the
product G(k)
(
p2 + 1/ log2 tw
)
should be roughly constant as D grows. As we
show in Figure 4.25, the scaling is better for p of order 1 (k ∼ D), although it seems
to improve for smaller p as D grows. As far as we know, this is the first observation
of the p4 propagator in a numerical work.
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Figure 4.22: Clink over C2(t, tw) at T=0.7Tc for tw = 212 and for different system sizes.
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Figure 4.25: Fourier transform G(k), (4.25), in units of the propagator
[
(
p2 + 1/ξ2(tw)
)−1] [Dom93, Dom98, Dom06] as a function of p, where the dimen-
sionful momentum is p = k/D and ξ(tw) ∼ log tw. Recall that we are using postman
metrics, hence, p2 translates to p4 in the Euclidean metrics. We show results for two
waiting times: tw = 216 (top) and tw = 220 (bottom).
CHAPTER V
Temperature Chaos
5.1
Introduction
Spin glasses (SG) display an anomalously large response to external perturbations.
This phenomena is known as chaos. Some of these instabilities are well established.
This is the case of the chaos induced in the system by a magnetic field [Par84]
or by small perturbations in the bond configurations, known as disorder chaos.
However, the temperature counterpart (the fragility of the equilibrium state of a
SG when the the temperature is slightly changed) remains to be understood. This
effect is named temperature chaos and will be the scope of this chapter.
In the last years, temperature chaos has attracted a lot of attention because of
its suspected relation with the impressive memory and rejuvenation experiments
(see Sect. 3.3.3) which are still far from being understood. In fact, chaos is one
of the simplest explanations for rejuvenation. Indeed, if the equilibrium states at
two different temperatures, T1 and T2 (T2 < T1), were completely uncorrelated,
the susceptibility would not be affected by the isothermal aging at the previous
temperature T1. Memory is still compatible with temperature chaos because of
the length scale separation discussed in Sect. 3.3.3, the ghost domains in droplets
scenario [Yos03, Jön04] or a hierarchical organization of states with T, as discussed
in Section 3.5.
The property of temperature chaos was predicted a lot time ago [Bra87], but
unfortunately, it remains still nowadays an elusive phenomenon. The analytical
work on temperature chaos is based on two different approaches:
• First, by means of scaling arguments and real renormalization analysis [Bra87,
Fis88b, Ban87]. The scaling approach appears in the droplet theory frame-
work (see Sect. 3.5). As discussed below, this theory assumes that the lowest-
energy excitations of the system are compact domains of coherently flipped
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spins, the so-called droplets. Because of its relevance in the field, we will
spend some few lines in describing how chaos is described phenomenologi-
cally using this droplet picture. However, we will not follow this approach in
our work, we will explain why later.
By definition, the temperature chaos appears if the spin polarizations at two
temperatures T1 and T2 are decorrelated beyond certain characteristic length,
ξC(T1, T2), namely the chaotic length. One can estimate this length using ther-
modynamic arguments and the scaling picture. Indeed, two states will be
uncorrelated if from temperature T1 to T2 a droplet of size higher than this
ξC(T1, T2) has flipped. This happens if the free-energy inverts the sign be-
tween these two temperatures. We use thermodynamic arguments to com-
pute this free energy. Let us consider two states at T1 that differ one from the
other by a large droplet of size ξ. Then, using (3.41), the two free energies
differ by ∆F(T1) ≈ γ(T1)ξθ. Now, we slightly change the temperature to T2,
so that |T2 − T1|  T1. The total change of free-energy will be
∆F(T2) ≈ γ(T1)ξθ ± |T2 − T1|σ(T1)ξDs/2, (5.1)
with σ(T1) the entropy stiffness and Ds the fractal dimension of the droplet’s
surface. Here, with the sake of clarity, we considered only very small varia-
tions in temperature in order to neglect the changes with the temperature in
γ and σ (these effects can be considered without too much change in the final
expression, as done in [Kat07]).
According to (5.1), if θ ≤ Ds/2, as happens in the droplet theory, the free
energy ∆F(T2) can have opposite sign than ∆F(T1) because of the entropic
term. This will occur for scales greater than
ξC(T1, T2) ∝
[
γ(T1)
σ(T1)|T2 − T1|
]1/ζ
, (5.2)
with ζ = Ds/2− θ being the chaotic exponent. Summarizing, when the tem-
peratures are changed, even for very small variations, the equilibrium config-
urations are expected to differ in scales higher than this ξC(T1, T2).
There is a lot of numerical work available both in MF [Bil00, Bil02] or in more
realistic EA models [NN97, NN98, Asp02, Riz03, Krz04, Sas05, Kat07], and
almost invariably, numerical data were analyzed using a scaling picture.
• Second, using large deviation functionals and perturbation theory in MF
models [Bil02, Riz03, Par10]. In MF analytical calculations, temperature chaos
is described in terms of a large-deviation functional (the free-energy of a sys-
tem constrained to have similar spin configurations at two different temper-
atures in the SG phase, T1, T2 < Tc). Later on, this functional is obtained by
means of a perturbative approach. The existence of this large-deviation func-
tional implies a large fluctuation in the possible overlaps, which anticipates a
dramatic sample-to-sample variability.
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A full analytical study of temperature chaos has been achieved recently [Riz03,
Par10] in mean field models, expected to be accurate in spatial dimensions
above D=6. Surprisingly, it has been shown that the most studied MF model,
the SK model (see Section 3.4.3) suffers anomalously weak temperature chaos
effects, which explains why it has been that slippery to find it in computer
simulations (even more than in more realistic models) [Bil00, Bil02]. Indeed,
all the lower power terms in the perturbative expansion of the large-deviation
functional pathologically vanish in the particular case of the SK model. In
fact, the temperature chaos has been studied in diverse Bethe lattices models
reaching the conclusion that chaos is stronger the more heterogeneous the
model is.
Despite of the intensive numerical work on this topic in the last 15 years [Bil02,
NN97, NN98, Krz04, Sas05, Kat07] the numerical confirmation for the scaling pic-
ture is rather weak. All the evidences presented are based on an indirect phe-
nomenological renormalization approach. Indeed, authors find nice scalings of the
data which allow them to infer the chaos exponent ζ (for instance in EA models,
ζ ≈ 1.07 in D=3 [Kat07] and ζ ≈ 1.12 in D=4 [Sas05]) which seems to be compat-
ible with the accepted values for Ds and θ in each model. However, this method
presents a major caveat: scaling holds also for T1, T2 > Tc, that is, deep in the
paramagnetic phase (see [NN97, NN98, Kat07] and Figure 5.18–bottom) where no
chaos should be found.
Moreover, apart from this phenomenological renormalization, no numerical
work has succeeded in presenting clear evidences of chaotic behavior, that is, in
the sense of decorrelation between spin configurations at different temperatures.
This failure has been attributed to a very large ξC(T1, T2), comparable or larger
than the simulated system sizes [Asp02]. Summing up, this approach states that
chaos should be there but we are in the border of detecting it. Because of that,
the overall emerging picture is that of a gradual and extremely weak phenomenon.
However, if this ξC(T1, T2) were as large as suggested (ξC ≈ 20 for T1 = 0.7 and
T2 = 0.4 [Asp02]), the effect of temperature chaos should also be very weak in
experiments which handle with coherent clusters of roughly ∼ 105 spins [Ber04]
(i.e. ξ ∼ 40 lattice spacings). On the other hand, rejuvenation is observed both
in experiments [Jon98] and simulations [Jim05], which means that either there is
no connection between temperature chaos and rejuvenation (as some authors sug-
gest [Ber02a, Ber03a] and Section 3.3.3), or there is something wrong in this picture
and the chaos pops up at much shorter length scales. Our analysis suggests this
second scenario. In fact, in this chapter we shall extend the MF picture and the
large deviation functional approach to the D=3 EA model.
However, even if the temperature chaos is an equilibrium property, experimental
SG are out of equilibrium as was widely shown all over Chapter 3. As discussed in
Section 3.6.4, this gap between theory and experiment has been recently filled for
isothermal aging. The static-dynamics dictionary relates equilibrium properties of
finite-size systems, with macroscopic aging samples at finite-times. Unfortunately,
the dictionary presented in Section 3.6.4 works only for the simplest experimental
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protocol, in which you cool the SG as fast as possible to the working tempera-
ture, then keep T constant. Instead, memory and rejuvenation effects are exposed
only by temperature-varying protocols. Static-dynamics dictionaries are yet to be
built for these richer protocols. Experimental attempts to establish them were very
crude [Jön02, Jön04, Ber04]. Indeed, a crucial ingredient was missing: the char-
acterization of equilibrium temperature-chaos and of its system-size dependence.
Here, we achieve this task, thus paving the way for extensions of the isothermal
time-length dictionary to temperature-varying experiments.
5.2
Simulation set-up
In this work, we revisit numerically the temperature chaos problem in the D = 3
Edwards-Anderson model studied in [Kat07] but using significantly higher systems
(Lmax = 32 here vs. 10 in [Kat07]) thermalized up to unprecedentedly low temper-
atures. For this purpose, we reanalyze JANUS’ equilibrium spin configurations
already used for previous equilibrium studies [ÁB10a, ÁB10b].
Our Ising spins sx = ±1 are placed in the V = LD nodes x of a cubic lattice
of linear size L, with periodic boundary conditions. The interaction is restricted
to lattice nearest neighbors. The coupling constants Jx,y = ±1 are chosen with
50% probability. This model undergoes a SG transition at Tc = 1.109(10) [Has08b].
We study 4000 realizations of disorder, named samples, for L = 8, 12, 16 and 24
(1000 samples for L = 32). The minimal temperature in the Parallel Tempering
simulation increased with L (for L = 32 it was Tmin = 0.7026). Simulation details
are summarized in Table 5.1.
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L Tmin Tmax NT Nmes NminHB NmaxHB NmedHB Ns System
8 0.245 1.575 8 103 1.0×106 6.48×108 2.30×106 4000 PC
12 0.414 1.575 12 5×103 1.0×107 1.53×1010 3.13×107 4000 PC
16 0.479 1.575 16 105 4.0×108 2.79×1011 9.71×108 4000 Janus
24 0.625 1.600 28 105 1.0×109 1.81×1012 4.02×109 4000 Janus
32 0.703 1.549 34 2×105 4.0×109 7.68×1011 1.90×1010 1000 Janus
Table 5.1: Parameters of our spin-glass parallel tempering simulations. In all cases we have
simulated four independent real replicas per sample. The NT temperatures are uniformly
distributed between Tmin and Tmax (except for the runs of the first row, which have all the
temperatures of the second one plus T = 0.150 and T = 0.340). In this table Nmes is the
number of Monte Carlo Steps between measurements (one MCS consists of 10 heat-bath
updates and 1 parallel-tempering update). The table shows the minimum, maximum and
medium simulation times (NHB) for each lattice, in heat-bath steps (the length of each
simulation depends on the sample, for thermalization protocol see [Yll11]). Lattice sizes
L = 8, 12 were simulated on conventional PCs, while sizes L = 16, 24, 32 were simulated on
Janus. Whenever we have two runs with different Tmin for the same L the sets of simulated
samples are the same for both. The total spin updates for all lattice sizes sum 1.1× 1020.
5.3
Selecting the right observables to change the paradigm
As discussed above, the temperature chaos has been an elusive phenomenon up to
now. In this work, we argue that the reason for its apparently small consequences
was in the observables and the statistical methods used in previous studies. In
this section, we will support that a change of paradigm is necessary: chaos must
be treated as a rare event driven phenomenon. Since this approach is quite novel,
we will spend some lines discussing which magnitudes are better to detect the
temperature chaos, and to define the concept of chaotic event.
In analogy with the rest of SG studies, the natural parameter to approach the
temperature chaos is the two temperatures overlap:
qT1,T2 =
1
V ∑x
sT1x sT2x , (5.3)
i.e. the traditional spin overlap (see Eq. (3.57)) but mixing configurations at two
different temperatures. As it also happens at one single temperature, the overlap
(5.3) is the one preferred magnitude for mean-field analytical computations [Riz03,
Par10]. As an extension, numerical approaches to temperature chaos in MF (only
available in the SK model) also investigated this overlap [Bil00, Bil02], obtaining
an extremely low chaotic signal. For some time, this signal was so low that this
fact was used to support the non existence of this temperature chaos phenomenon.
Nowadays we now that, among the mean field models, the SK model is patho-
logical, in the sense that chaos is anomalously weak on it [Par10] and all terms in
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perturbation theory below the ninth order vanish in this precise model [Riz03].
Here we want to detect chaos in the D = 3 EA model. As a first attempt, we try
to look directly to the spin overlap. According to the chaos hypothesis, the overlap
between equilibrium states at two different temperatures should be always zero.
That means that the pdf P(qC) should be a delta function centered on qC = 0. Of
course, this the large L-limit, for a finite system one would expect a growing peak
with L around qC = 0 in the pdf. However, as we discuss below, the chaotic signal
through this magnitude is still too weak in our computation, and more sophisticate
quantities are needed.
The two-temperatures overlap is a stochastic variable, with two sources of ran-
domness: the thermal fluctuations, and the choice of the nearest-neighbors cou-
plings. In practice, for each sample, we have at our disposal four independent
sets of thermalized configurations (each independent set corresponds to a single
parallel-tempering Markov chain) [ÁB10a]. Consider Monte Carlo times tA and
tB, from the Parallel-Tempering chains A and B.1 In a fully explicit way, the two-
temperatures overlap is computed as
qT1,T2(tA, tB; J) =
1
V ∑x
sT1x (tA)sT2x (tB) . (5.4)
Computing such a large amount of overlaps in a feasible time was not an easy
task,2 multispin coding techniques were necessary. We include an explanation
about these techniques in Appendix B.2.
In Figure 5.1–top, we show its accumulated pdf, namely the probability of find-
ing a value of qT1,T2(tA, tB; J) no larger than ε. In the chaos scenario, one would
expect a step function in ε = 0. Clearly, we are far away from this limit, but the
evolution with L seems to approach it. However, these curves must be compared
with the curves at one single temperature, i.e. T1 = T2, see Figure 5.2–top, which
do not suffer from chaos. We can see that the situation is very much the same,
these one-temperature curves displays a strong size-dependency too.
In order to absorb the spurious non-chaotic finite-size effects, we employ the
lattice-size dependent Edwards-Anderson parameter, qEA(L, T), defined in (3.13),
obtained with the same set of data in [ÁB10a]. In fact, if we rather compute the pdf
for the following modified parameter,
qˆT1,T2 =
qT1,T2√
qEA(L, T1) qEA(L, T2)
, (5.5)
see Figure 5.1–bottom, we realize that the chaos signal is basically non-existent for
L ≤ 16, and extremely weak for L = 24, 32. On the other hand, if we consider
1 For each chain, we pick a subset of Nt configurations, evenly spaced in Monte Carlo time (for
L = 32, Nt = 100).
2For a single sample, we compute 6N2t such overlaps (there are six ways of choosing a pair
A 6= B out of four parallel-tempering chains). These thermal fluctuations will be integrated out for
further studies, but here, instead, we want to explore what happens when the thermal fluctuations
are considered. In addition, there are N2T/2 possible couples of temperatures, being NT the number
of temperatures simulated.
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Figure 5.1: (Top) Probability distribution function for the overlap defined in (5.4),
p(|qT1=0.7026,T2=0.90318| ≤ ε). (Bottom) Same as top panel, but subtracting system-size ef-
fects with the parameter qˆT1,T2 , defined in (5.5). Error bars (smaller than the symbol size)
are displayed.
the analogous curve for T1 = T2, see Figure 5.2–bottom, the curves collapse as one
would expect. Clearly enough, other effects with no relation with chaos (such as
the global spin reversal Z2 symmetry and the non-triviality of the P(q, T1, T2 = T1),
at least on small lattices), are responsible for most of the probability at low qT1,T2 .
With this idea idea in mind, now integrating out times and replicas, we use a
popular slight-modification to the qˆT1,T2 parameter discussed before, known as the
chaotic parameter [NN97]
X JT1,T2 =
〈
q2T1,T2
〉
J√〈
q2T1,T1
〉
J
〈
q2T2,T2
〉
J
. (5.6)
Here, 〈·〉J refers to thermal-averages within the same sample. By definition, 0 ≤
X JT1,T2≤1. In fact, X
J
T1,T2
is similar to a correlation parameter (if X JT1,T2 =1 two typ-
ical spin-configurations at T1 and T2 are indistinguishable in a particular sample,
while X JT1,T2 =0 indicates completely different configurations, then, extreme chaos).
This parameter absorbs many of the spurious effects found in the two-temperatures
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Figure 5.2: (Top) Probability distribution function for the overlap at the same temperature,
T1 = T2 = 0.7026, p(|qT1=0.7026,T2=0.7026| ≤ ε). (Bottom) Same as top panel, but subtracting
system-size effects with the parameter qˆT1,T2 , defined in (5.5). Error bars (smaller than the
symbol size) are displayed.
overlap, but still, this X JT1,T2 was used in numerical works before [NN97, NN98,
Kat07], and the standard analysis (wrongly) concluded that chaos was very weak.
That means that this parameter (5.6) is not enough by itself, and we need something
more.
We look for some intuition. We seek it in the Monte Carlo dynamics, specifically
in the temperature flow of the Parallel Tempering (PT) [Huk96, Mar98]. Indeed, if
the equilibrium configuration for two neighboring temperatures are too different
(temperature chaos), a bottleneck in the temperature random-walk should appear.
This is precisely what we find in the simulations, as it is illustrated in Figure 5.3
for one of our configurations. The simulation temperature flow can be character-
ized using the exponential autocorrelation times, as we already did in [ÁB10a] to
establish a thermalization protocol. Besides, the performance of PT deteriorated
dramatically when the system size grows from L = 8 to L = 32. In fact, it was
precisely this strong stagnation of the PT dynamics in certain samples, what made
us fell that a strong form of temperature chaos was waiting to be unveiled. This
idea of identifying equilibrium properties using the dynamics is not new, it was
used in the glassy context before [Sch07, Fer06a].
The temperature-flow dynamics is characterized by its exponential autocorre-
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Figure 5.3: Temperatures random walk of a single configuration of one of the spin glass
samples. The temperature index i(t) is plotted as a function of the time in units of heat bath
updates. The critical temperature corresponds to ic = 17 (in the middle range). Clearly
there is a well defined blockage in the dynamics’ ergodicity around i ∼ 5, our bet is that
its origin is precisely the temperature chaos.
lation time, τexp [Sok97, ÁB10a]. Our standpoint is that the quantity that better
correlates with log τexp will also be the most informative about chaos. The rea-
son for seeking correlations with log τexp instead of just τexp is precisely the large
sample to sample variability. Indeed, given the disparity of times, one must take
log τexp in order to ensure that familiar concepts from Gaussian statistics, such as
the correlation parameter, make sense.
As a first step, we study the correlation of the probability of finding small over-
laps (5.3), p(|qJT1=0.7026,T2=Tc | < 0.1), with log τexp for each sample in Figure 5.4.
Indeed, chaotic samples should have very small overlaps, but as discussed above,
the histogram for qT1,T2 around 0, is affected by other non chaotic effects (that do
not hamper thermalization), and thus the correlation with times is poor. The situa-
tion is very much improved if we consider the correlation of the chaotic parameter
X JT1,T2 with log τexp instead. We show in Figure 5.5 this magnitude computed for
T1 = Tmin (our lowest temperature for L = 32), and T2 = Tc, the critical tem-
perature, versus log τexp. The correlation is higher, but still we can find a better
magnitude. In fact, our optimum is the integral of X JT1,T2 with temperature, i.e.
I =
∫ Tmax
T1
X JT1,T2 dT2 (5.7)
, see Figure 5.6. This integral will be small in the case that X JT1,T2 suffers a sharp
drop at low T2, and as seen, the samples with small I correspond with those where
the temperature flow is likely to get stuck. This correlation calls for the notion of
chaotic event, rather than an analysis based on sample-averages.
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Figure 5.4: Seeking clues about temperature chaos on the parallel tempering autocorrela-
tion time τexp [ÁB10a]. We show the scatter plot p(|qJT1=0.7026,T2=Tc| < 0.1) [q
J
T1,T2 in (5.3)]
versus log τexp. The correlation parameter r is displayed. To compute the red lines, we
ordered the samples by increasing log τexp and made groups of 100 consecutive samples.
Within each group, medians were computed (errors from bootstrap).
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Figure 5.5: Scatter plot of XT1=Tmin,T2=Tc vs. the logarithm of the exponential autocorrelation
time, τexp. Data for L = 32. The correlation parameter r is displayed. The line is obtained
in the same way than in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.6: Scatter plot of I=
∫ Tmax
T1
X JT1,T2 dT2 versus τexp, [X
J
T1,T2 in (5.6), T1=Tmin=0.7026,
Tmax=1.549, data for L=32]. The line is obtained in the same way than in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.7 describes this change of paradigm. The top panel shows the standard
average over the samples of X JT1,T2 , as a function of T2. In agreement with previous
work [NN97, NN98, Kat07], our simulated sizes are painfully away from the large-
L limit, where the average of X JT1,T2 should vanish if T2 6= T1. Instead, our curves
are smooth and cross Tc without qualitative changes. This smoothness is a clear
indicator that chaos is not being detected. Indeed, temperature chaos is a inner
property of the spin glass phase, it cannot be found in the paramagnetic phase.
Yet, the behavior of individual samples is quite different, see Figure 5.7—center.
For some samples, X JT1,T2 falls abruptly at well defined temperatures T2. This we
name chaotic event. The temperature at which these events occur is random (many
samples do not suffer any). In fact, as L grows, the sample dispersion of X JT1,T2 in
the SG phase, see Figure 5.7–bottom, approaches 1/
√
12 (which is the dispersion of
a random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 1), whereas it tends to zero
if T2 > Tc. This is quite a remarkable achievement: it is the first time that a quan-
titative different behavior is observed between the SG phase (with chaos) and the
paramagnetic phase (without chaos). We conclude that a statistical analysis based
on sample averages (as shown in Figure 5.7—top) throws away crucial information
about temperature chaos.
Now, even though the temperature at which one of these sudden drops takes
place is random distributed within the SG phase, it has strong effects in the Par-
allel Tempering’ performance (as suggests Figure 5.6). Indeed, the deeper in the
SG phase, the more stagnant the temperature flow is. In order to compute the cor-
relation of this temperature with the exponential autocorrelation time, we need to
define a method to compute this temperature. Our choice is the following: for each
sample, we consider the dependency of X JT1,T2 on T2, keeping fixed T1 (as shown
in Figure 5.7—center). We compute its derivative with T2, i.e. dX
J
T1,T2
/dT2, and
obtain the temperature at which it reaches its maximum value. This temperature
will be our chaos temperature, T Jchaos(T1). This definition counts drops for all the
samples, even in those whose X JT1,T2 displays a soft behavior without any chaotic
effect. However, if this were the case, these temperatures would, in majority, lay
nearby Tc or on the paramagnetic phase. Now we study the correlation of this
T Jchaos(T1) with log τexp, see Figure 5.8. The conclusion of this figure is clear, the
deeper in the SG phase the drop takes place, the longer the thermalization time.
In summary, our statement is that chaos was not clearly observed in numerical
simulations up to now because the portion of samples that suffered chaotic events
was still too limited in the simulated system sizes. Then, chaos seemed to be very
week because it was very rare. Indeed, we have seen that, when appearing, it is a
strong phenomenon. Of course, in order to chaos to be relevant in the large-L limit
this portion of chaotic samples must grow with L. We devote the next section to
this discussion.
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Figure 5.7: Different views on X JT1,T2 , (5.6), as function of T2 (T1 = 0.7026, the vertical line
is T2=Tc).(Top) For all our system sizes, sample-average of X
J
T1,T2 . (Center) For L = 32, we
show X JT1,T2 for ten samples evenly spaced on a list of growing τexp, recall Fig 5.4. (Bottom)
For all our system sizes, we show the dispersion (i.e. square root of variance over the
samples) of X JT1,T2 .
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Figure 5.8: Chaos temperature, T Jchaos, defined in the text versus the logarithm of the
exponential autocorrelation time τexp. Data for L = 32. The red line is obtained in the same
way than in Figure 5.4. Horizontal dashed line corresponds to Tc = 1.109 [Has08b].
5.4
Large-deviation approach
In this section, we will check that the fraction of samples that suffer a chaotic event
for any pair of temperatures T1, T2 (T1 < T2 < Tc) indeed increases with L. With this
aim, we compute the cumulative distribution function for the chaotic parameter
X JT1,T2 (i.e. the probability that X
J
T1,T2
≤ ε), for several system sizes. Results are
summarized in Figure 5.9 for T1 = 0.7026 and Figure 5.10 for T1 = 0.625 (this last
one is only available for L ≤ 24, see Table 5.1). According to these results, the
portion of samples whose chaotic parameter is smaller than a given value seems
to increase very fact with the system size no matter the couple of temperatures
considered.
This fact suggests the introduction of a large-deviation potential, ΩLT1,T2(ε), as
the one introduced in MF computations [Riz03, Par10]:3
Probability[X JT1,T2 > ε] = e
−LDΩLT1,T2 (ε) , (5.8)
note that here we are considering the complementary probability to the one dis-
cussed before. The notion of a large-deviation potential is useful only if ΩLT1,T2(ε)
3The large-deviation potential is normally associated to the probability density, instead of the
accumulative probability. Nevertheless both statements are equivalent in the large-L limit. From a
numerical point of view, computing the accumulative probability is easier than the probability.
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Figure 5.9: Probability distribution function for X JT1,T2 for T1 = 0.7026 and (top) T2 =
0.805703, (center) T2 = 0.907545 and (bottom) T2 = 1.00148.
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Figure 5.10: Probability distribution function for X JT1,T2 for T1 = 0.625 and (top) T2 =
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Figure 5.11: Large deviation potential for T1 = 0.7026 and (top) T2 = 0.805703, (center)
T2 = 0.907545 and (bottom) T2 = 1.00148.
becomes L-independent for moderate system sizes. In a chaotic scenario, this prob-
ability should vanish in the thermodynamic limit for ε > 0. In terms of the large
deviation potential, ΩT1,T2(ε) must remain positive for large L and all ε > 0.
We plot ΩT1,T2(ε) in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 for T1 = 0.7026 and 0.625 respectively.
As expected for chaos, ΩT1,T2(ε) is nonnegative and increases with ε, but suffers
from very strong finite size effects. However, ΩT1,T2(ε) does reach the large-L limit
for the largest systems, at least for small ε. Besides, the lower T1 is (that is, the
deeper in the SG phase), the faster the convergence is achieved. Actually, the large-
L limit is reached for L = 24 for T1 = 0.7026 and for L = 16 for T1 = 0.625. It is
important to point out that this study only makes sense for low ε. Indeed, for a
finite amount of samples NS, there is always a XmaxT1,T2 ≤ 1 above which the potential
diverges, i.e. ΩT1,T2(ε > X
max) = ∞, and then no fit makes sense.
Both Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 suggest a linear behavior of ΩLT1,T2 on ε
2, at least for
the large-L limit. Besides, chaos seems to weaken the closer T2 is to T1. These two
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Figure 5.13: Computation of exponent β, in (5.9). ΩL(ε) is fitted to a εβ for L = 32, 24, and
16 and for two different values of T2. The fitted exponents are βL=32 = 1.94(4), βL=24 =
2.16(5), and βL=16 = 2.74(5) for T2 = 1.12103, while βL=32 = 1.88(4), βL=24 = 2.51(15) and
βL=16 = 2.93(7) for T2 = 0.907545.
properties suggest a MF-inspired scaling (see [Par10] and later discussion)
ΩLT1,T2(ε) ∝ |T2 − T1|bεβ. (5.9)
For later discussion, we note that the MF analytical calculations obtain a large devi-
ation potential which is sum of several terms like this one, with different exponents.
To check this scaling, we fit our data for different system sizes to
ΩLT1,T2(ε) ∝ A(|T1 − T2|)εβ. (5.10)
As shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 for different pairs of temperatures, data agree
very well with one single β exponent. Again, the determination for β suffers from
finite size effects, though seems to converge to a finite large-L limit clearly β > 1
(this will have important consequences later). All the data fit very well to scaling
(5.9). Indeed, the values of χ2/dof of the fits are in most cases in the interval
[0.25,0.5], but the different points are very statistically correlated, then, the errors
in the fitting parameters are probably underestimated.
On the other hand, when one compares the two fits for each value of T1, though
similar, the fitted β seems to depend on T1 and T2. We explore this point. With this
aim, we plot the exponent β as a function of T1− T2 (only for T1 = 0.7026) in Figure
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Figure 5.14: As in Figure 5.13, for T1 = 0.625. The fitted exponents are βL=24 = 1.65(2)
and βL=16 = 2.27(7) for T2 = 0.908333, while βL=24 = 1.84(2) and βL=16 = 2.87(13) for
T2 = 0.904444.
5.15. For L = 32 one obtains quite stable values. The situation for L = 24 is very
different. It monotonically drops from β ≈ 3 at low temperature differences, until
it reaches certain temperature, from which, it remains stable. Low temperature
differences imply little chaos, which indicates that the scaling (5.9) is only valid
when chaos is present.
Once obtained β we can compute the other exponent b in (5.9). According
to Figure 5.15 only data for L = 32 can be considered as a representative from
the large-L behavior in the whole temperature range. For this size, we fix β ∼ 2
and obtain the temperature dependent part of the potential by fitting the data to
A(T1, T2)ε2. This temperature dependent factor A(T1, T2) is shown in Figure 5.16.
Afterwards, b is obtained by fitting this factor to
A(T1, T2) ∝ |T2 − T1|b. (5.11)
We distinguish in Figure 5.16 two different regimes. On one hand, for small tem-
perature differences b ≈ 2.8, while for bigger ones, b ≈ 1.16. We will come back
to this discussion later. We would like to point out, that the election of β to obtain
A(T1, T2) is not crucial, one obtains compatible results at least for b ∈ [1.7, 2].
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5.5
Spatial correlation functions
As discussed in the introduction, almost all numerical work up to now was based
on the scaling picture. In it, it is possible to identify the ζ exponent, associated
with the correlation length by collapsing the curves XT1,T2(L) (averaged over all the
samples in the system). This approached predicted a correlation length as well as
its critical exponent which seemed to be recovered in simulations. Some authors
argued [Asp02], that the chaotic correlation lengths would be very large (in the
order of the system sizes reached in simulations) to be observed in numerical work.
According to the above discussion, all measures of the correlation length in
previous studies were obtained in an indirect way. Considering our discussion in
Section 5.3, we argued that the averaged curves studied in previous studies had lost
most of the chaos signal, so we did not believe that this phenomenological scaling
study could carry information about chaos. To prove that, we compute directly the
correlation length, by means of the spatial correlation functions. Indeed, now we
defined the concept of chaotic event, we can compute the actual correlation length
in a chaotic sample.
With this aim, we shall be considering here two types of spatial correlation
functions. The simplest one is
C JT1,T2(r) =
1
3V ∑r=rex,y,z
∑
x
〈
sT1x sT2x s
T1
x+rs
T2
x+r
〉
J
, (5.12)
which is the two temperatures version of the equilibrium spatial correlation func-
tion c4 introduced in (3.62) but averaged over all the r of the form r = rei, with
i = x, y, z.
Alternatively, in analogy with the chaotic parameter X JT1,T2 , we may consider
also a renormalized function:
K JT1,T2(r) = C
J
T1,T2
(r)/
√
C JT1,T1(r)C
J
T2,T2
(r) . (5.13)
Note that computing these correlation functions is even harder (in number of op-
erations’ sense) than computing the overlaps. We discuss in Appendix B.2 how to
take benefit of multispin coding to obtain these magnitudes.
Considering all the discussion performed before about chaotic events, we cannot
average the two correlation functions over all samples if we want to keep track of
the chaos phenomena. But we still have disorder and need to average in order to
infer something about the thermodynamic limit. Our approach is the following:
we compute separately the chaotic or the non chaotic spatial correlation functions
by averaging only over the most chaotic samples or over the less chaotic samples.
Of course we need a criterion to select which samples belong to each sets. We use
the chaotic parameter X JT1,T2 for this purpose. Indeed, the lower X
J
T1,T2
the more
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chaotic the sample is conversely the higher, the less chaotic. Then, our choice is to
consider as chaotic (non chaotic) samples, the 10% of the samples for L = 32 with
smallest (higher) X JT1,T2 and average within each group of samples. This selection
(in our systems) is equivalent to the condition X JT1,T2 ≤ 0.33 or X
J
T1,T2
> 0.93 for
T1 = 0.7026 and T2 = 0.90318. We argued before that in thermodynamic limit all
samples would be chaotic, then, only the average over the chaotic-samples is the
one really representative of the thermodynamic limit. Actually, if one wanted to get
a representative over the convergence to thermodynamic limit, one should average
over samples with
X JT1,T2 ∼ 1/LD/β|T2 − T1|−b, (5.14)
with β and b defined in (5.9).
We show in Figure 5.17 CT1,T2(r) either averaged over all the samples, or over
the set of chaotic or non-chaotic samples. As expected, the behavior is qualitatively
different when chaos is present, and the global behavior is more similar to the non-
chaotic behavior than to the chaotic one. On the contrary as what scaling theory
predicts, curves for the chaotic samples fall down at very short lengths, noticeable
shorter than when there is no chaos. According to this, chaos can be detected even
at very short distances (which contradicts all previous knowledge about it).
One can make this discussion quantitative by fitting the curves to decaying
exponentials as expected for long distances (3.54), i.e.
C JT1,T2(r) ∼ exp[−r/ξC]/ra, (5.15)
in order to obtain the correlation length.
We found that all the CT1,T2(r) are extremely well fitted by a sum of two expo-
nentials,
CT1,T2(r) ∼ ∑
i=1,2
Ai
(
e−r/ξi + e−(L−r)/ξi
)
, (5.16)
in the range 2 ≤ r ≤ L/2, see Figure 5.17 and Table 5.2 for the fitting details.
According to our data, there is no need for a pre-algebraic factor, and thus c ≈ 0.
According to the the χ2 test, see Table 5.2, the fits are extremely good. However,
the resulting values of χ2/dof are too small (smaller than 1/10 for all four fits).
The reason for that, is that we only use, as usual, the diagonal elements in the
covariance matrix to compute χ2 and the non-diagonal elements are very important
here due to the large correlation of our data. Hence, the error estimates in the fitted
parameters must be regarded as merely indicative.
As a summary of the the fits, on non-chaotic samples, the correlation length is
ξNC ≈ L/2 while, for the chaotic ones, ξC ≈ 6 for L = 32 (or ξC ≈ 4 for L = 24).
Given the disparity of scales, it is not obvious how to estimate the single chaotic
length of Refs. [Fis86, Bra87].
We include also show in Figure 5.17 the average over the L = 32 chaotic sam-
ples for K JT1,T2(r). The renormalization with respect to CT1,T2(r) allows to fit to a
single-exponential for 6 ≤ r ≤ L/2. However, the renormalization causes a change
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Figure 5.17: Spatial correlation function for T1 = 0.70260 and T2 = 0.90318, (5.12), as
averaged over different sets of samples: all samples, non-chaotic samples (XT1,T2 > 0.93)
and chaotic samples (XT1,T2 ≤ 0.33). The filled black diamonds correspond to the average
of K JT1,T2(r) (5.13) over the L = 32 chaotic samples. Lines are fits to ∑i=1,2 Ai
(
e−x/ξi +
e−(L−x)/ξi
)
. For each fit, the largest correlation lengths were ξL=32chaos = 5.69(2), ξ
L=24
chaos =
4.447(15), ξL=32non−chaos = 23.7(7), ξ
L=24
non−chaos = 18.9(3).
L = 32 L = 24
Chaotic Non-chaotic Chaotic Non-chaotic
A1 0.483(3) 0.343(6) 0.531(3) 0.343(4)
A2 0.59(6) 0.498(6) 0.67(10) 0.401(7)
ξ1 5.687(22) 23.7(7) 4.447(15) 18.9(3)
ξ2 0.84(4) 0.343(6) 0.70(5) 1.31(3)
χ2/dof 1.03/11 3.3/12 0.5/7 0.3/7
Table 5.2: Fitting variables obtained by fitting CT1,T2(r), (5.12), averaged over the chaotic
and not chaotic samples as defined in the text, to the curve ∑i=1,2 Ai
(
e−r/ξi + e−(L−r)/ξi
)
.
The longest length corresponds to the correlation length.
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of curvature in the small r region, that can be fitted for r ≥ 2 as (1+ r2)0.18/2 times
a decaying exponential. Anyhow, we also obtain ξC ≈ 6, in qualitative agreement
with the estimate from CT1,T2(r). According to that, in the case of the spatial cor-
relation function, there is no particular improvement in detecting chaos by using
K JT1,T2(r) instead of CT1,T2(r). In fact, K
J
T1,T2
(r) makes the fitting more difficult.
It might be quite shocking that the chaotic correlation length, though small in
comparison with L, increases with the system size (ξC ≈ 6 for L = 32 and ξC ≈ 4
for L = 24). Our data seem to suggest a non finite correlation length. This somehow
strange result is however what one should expect, as we discuss below.
Indeed, barring normalizations, 〈q2T1,T2〉J is the space integral of the correlation
function (5.12), recall (3.55). Then, if one considers an exponential decay with r/ξC
in (5.15) or (5.16), it follows that
〈q2T1,T2〉J ∝ (ξC/L)D. (5.17)
Let us assume that, below Tc, both 〈q2T1,T1〉J and 〈q2T2,T2〉J are of order one (the EA
parameter depends on L but has a finite large-L limit). Then, also
X JT1,T2 ∼ (ξC/L)D. (5.18)
Using this scaling, we are ready to discuss the size dependency of the chaotic length
ξC. Indeed, let us plug (5.9) with β ≈ 1.7 in (5.8). If the probability in (5.8) is to
remain of order one for large L, then
X JT1,T2 ∼ 1/LD/β. (5.19)
Then, combining (5.18) with (5.19), one obtains
X JT1,T2 ∼ (ξC/L)D, (5.20)
which leads to
ξC ∼ Ld, (5.21)
with d = (β− 1)/β ≈ 0.4. In other words, the chaotic correlation length increases
with L, but still is very small as compared with the system size. In other words,
ξC/L→ 0 for long L.
Let us come back to the spatial correlation scaling (5.15). Our data suggest that,
at least for our system sizes, there is no need of algebraic pre-factor, i.e. a ≈ 0.
However, in numerical work it is not possible to distinguish a very small a from
the clean 0 value. Besides, let us discuss briefly the effect in the previous scaling of
an hypothetical pre-factor. Then, we consider the case a 6= 0. It follows that
〈q2T1,T2〉J ∝ ξD−aC /LD, (5.22)
which would lead to
ξC ∼ LD(β−1)/(β(D−a)). (5.23)
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The above conclusion is shocking: the chaotic-length [Fis86, Bra87] is expected
to be infinite for large L. Actually, only β = 1 in (5.9) would be compatible with
a finite ξC (recall we obtained ξC ∼ L(β−1)/β), and our data suggests a β clearly
above this value. However, mean-field results [Par10] warns about transient effects.
In fact, in mean-field, for small overlap and |T1− T2|, the large-deviations potential
scales as
Ω˜mean−field ∝ Aq2T1,T2 |T1 − T2|3 + B|qT1,T2 |3|T1 − T2|2 , (5.24)
(A and B are constants). Either of the two terms can be dominant for some region
of q, N and T1− T2 (N is the number of spins). We now let N grow at fixed T1− T2,
and seek q such that Ω˜ ∼ 1/N [i.e. probability of order one, see (5.8)]. We realize
that there is a crossover size N∗ ∼ |T1 − T2|−5 such that q2 ∼ N−2/3 if N  N∗.
On the other hand, if N  N∗, q2 ∼ N−1: the mean-field prediction for (5.9) is
β = 1. That means that in MF it is possible to define a finite correlation length. This
might be quite strange if one thinks in SK model 3.4.3, where no notion of distance
or at least neighborhood exists. However, in this precise model, as discussed in
the introduction, all the coefficients in the perturbation in q below |q|9 (β = 4.5)
vanish [Riz03, Par10]. On the other hand, the Eq. (5.24) was obtained for Bethe
lattices discussed in Sect. 4.2, where although distance is not yet well defined,
there exists a notion of neighborhood.
5.6
Phenomenological scaling
A question arises at this point: if the chaotic-length is not finite (at least for our
system sizes that yield β ≈ 1.7), what is the chaos exponent ζ computed in previous
works [Sas05, Kat07]? We argue that this exponent is actually ζ = D/b [b is the
temperature-difference exponent in (5.9)]. According to that, the exponent ζ would
be unrelated to the chaotic length.
Indeed, some reflection reveals that phenomenological renormalization [Kat07]
can be cast as follows. For the purpose of discussion, we fix the lowest temperature
T1. Then, for each L, we find a T2(L) such that the probability distribution function
for X JT1,T2(L), becomes L-independent, see Figure 5.18–top. The scaling picture is
based on the statement that XT1,T2 = F (ξC(T1, T2)/L), with F a universal function
and ξC(T1, T2) following the scaling
ξC(T1, T2) ∝
[
γ(T1)
σ(T1)|T2 − T1|
]1/ζ
. (5.25)
Then, once collapsed all the curves, the exponent ζ of Ref. [Kat07] follows from
L ∝ |T1 − T2(L)|1/ζ . In fact, we can fit our data to
T1 − T2(L) ∝ 1/Lζ , (5.26)
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obtaining ζ = 1.02(3) (for L ≤ 32, T1 = 0.7026 and T2(L = 8) = 0.90318, with
χ2/dof = 3.57/3) or ζ = 1.07(2) (for L ≤ 24, T1 = 0.625 and T2(L = 8) = 0.815,
with χ2/dof = 1.77/2). These results are compatible to the exponent ζ ≈ 1.07
obtained in [Kat07].
On the other hand, if we combine (5.8) and (5.9), we obtain that the phenomeno-
logical renormalization amounts to
LD|T1 − T2(L)|b = constant, (5.27)
which is equivalent to ζ = D/b.
We have already computed b, see the fits in Figure 5.16. We discussed then that
there seem to be two different regimes. For |T1− T2(L)| < 0.25 we got b = 2.81(13),
which implies ζ = 1.07(5), which in excellent agreement with [Kat07] and with the
data collapse just discussed shown in Figure 5.18—bottom. We note, however, that
this b value only applies for small |T1 − T2(L)| < 0.25, when the chaotic events are
extremely rare for our system sizes. In a nutshell, the phenomenological renor-
malization applies where chaos is not present. It is thus not surprising that their
results hold also in the paramagnetic phase.
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Figure 5.18: (Top) Phenomenological renormalization: for each L, we seek T2(L) such that
the distribution function p
(
X JT1=0.7026,T2(L) ≤ ε
)
best resembles the L = 8 distribution for
T1 = 0.7026 and T2 = 0.90318. (Bottom) Sample-averaged X
J
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ζ = 1.06 (data for T1 = 0.7026 and, when L ≤ 24, also for T2 = 0.625). The data collapse is
found both for T2 < Tc and for T2 in the paramagnetic phase.
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5.7
Overlap equivalence
The fact that the chaotic samples have a fairly small correlation length suggests
to ask whether chaos might be detected even at distance r = 1. This quantity is
nothing but the link-overlap (3.61) but defined for two temperatures
Qlink,JT1,T2 =
1
zN ∑〈ik〉
qT1T2,Ji q
T1T2,J
k , (5.28)
where the sum runs on the nearest neighbors 〈ij〉. With this aim, we perform the
same study we did for XT1T2 in Figure 5.7 but this time for an analogous X
link
T1T2
defined as
Xlink,JT1,T2 =
〈
Qlink,JT1,T2
〉
√〈
Qlink,JT1,T1
〉 〈
Qlink,JT2,T2
〉 , (5.29)
as shown in Figure 5.19. The results are very much the same that the ones dis-
cussed in Section 5.3. In fact, the notion of chaotic event makes just as much sense
if we study the link overlap. This fact suggests the overlap-equivalence property
discussed in Section 3.6.2. As discussed then, the overlap equivalence leads to the
notion of ultrametricity, and this time, it is between overlaps at different temper-
atures, which somehow contradicts oversimplified pictures of temperature chaos
as a scale-separation phenomenon [Ber02a] discussed in Section 3.3.3 and suggests
an explanation based on a hierarchical structure of states as the one discussed in
Section 3.5.
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CHAPTER VI
Introduction to colloidal systems
6.1
The problem
We devoted all the Part I of this thesis to the study of the effect of inherently dis-
ordered interactions on magnetic systems. As discussed then, the low temperature
phase is characterized by a frozen disordered orientation of the spins. At variance
with other problems in condense matter, the spatial ordering of the impurities is
not an important feature of the spin glass phase (although there is other kind of
order, as already discussed). This fact let us to model them as lying on a regular
lattice and simplify the theoretical calculations, as well as to speed up the com-
puter simulations. For this last reason, the effect of disorder has been extensively
addressed in lattice systems (spin glasses, magnetic materials in random field, etc.)
while the situation in off-lattice systems is much less understood. In this Part II, we
tackle the same problem but this time in colloidal or liquid systems. In these sys-
tems, disordered interactions can be induced by for instance, a random distribution
of charges, polymer chain lengths, or particle sizes as we shall consider here.
Let us make some general considerations about disorder in statistical mechan-
ics. There are two well defined limits [Par92]. The first one, the quenched disorder,
was introduced in the Part I when studying spin glasses. As discussed in Section
3.2, the spin glasses are alloys, normally a core of metal with a few magnetic im-
purities that carry the spins. These impurities are in random positions after the
synthesize process (inducing the random interactions), but interactions make them
diffuse although at geological times as compared with the spin evolution charac-
teristic times. For this reason, the quenched approximation assumes that the spin
configuration has no influence in the distribution of disorder. Then, we always
seek the equilibrium configuration of the spins within a given fixed realization of
disorder (sample). With this approach we are not considering the much stabler
minimum achieved after the equilibration of the impurities (a ferromagnet dot in a
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non-magnetic matrix, for instance) since the time at which it would be relevant is
far beyond our experimental window. The opposite limit is observed in the fluid
phase of the systems considered here. Now the particles (carrying the disorder on
their random size) can easily diffuse through the total volume but this diffusion is
very influenced by the instantaneous distribution of disorder. Indeed, the particles
tend to crowd with those of similar size since the small ones diffuse faster than the
big ones. This kind of disorder where there is not clear scale separation between
distribution of disorder and the particle motion, is known as annealed disorder.
However in colloidal systems, when considering the solid phase, the diffusion
is almost suppressed, and the equilibration of disorder occurs at much longer times
than local formation of crystal clusters. For instance, a big particle could minimize
the free-energy by locating in a conglomerate far away in the system, but if gets
trapped in a crystal structure will hardy ever move. This situation is better de-
scribed by the quenched than the annealed approximation. This problem is not
clearly recognized in literature. In fact, among the chemical physics’ community, it
has become fairly common the use of semi-grand canonical ensembles to approach
these kind of systems [Sol10]. These ensembles accelerate the annealing dynamics
by changing the disorder. These algorithms are indeed very powerful to study the
fluid phase, but when applied to the solid phase, the equilibrium obtained corre-
sponds to the relevant state at much longer time-scales that what can be found in
experimental times (when the disorder equilibrates). In fact, these simulations lead
to a fractionation scenario (see the discussion below) and phase diagrams that are
not observed in experiments [Lid11].
In spite of this conceptual problems, the solid phases are also important. In-
deed, most fluids become crystalline solids upon cooling or compression. Then,
crystallization is a vast field of research, where a fruitful exchange is achieved
between experiments and theory. Consider, for instance, the simplest model of
fluid, the hard spheres (HS). The numerical finding of a fluid-solid phase tran-
sition [Ald57, Woo57] motivated experiments on colloidal suspensions [Pus86a,
Pus89]. Nowadays, an accurate assessment of the equilibrium phases (and phase-
boundaries) for colloids is crucial to address novel challenges for statistical me-
chanics, such as super-solidity (as modeled by quantum HS) or self-assembly (the
spontaneous organization of particles into desired arrangements). Moreover, the
custom design of particles with non-spherical interaction potentials (Janus parti-
cles) opens exciting opportunities [Man03, Glo07], but puts further demands on
numerical work [Sci09, Rom11].
It seems reasonable that if the size dispersion δ (i.e. the ratio of the particles’ size
dispersion with the average, see definition in (7.1)) is very high, it would be diffi-
cult to accommodate the particles in a lattice structure and thus the crystal phase
should somehow destabilize. Experiments confirm this hypothesis. In fact, crys-
tallization of very viscous colloidal samples with δ larger than 12% does not occur,
even after several months spent from the sample preparation [Pus86b]. This leads
to several basic questions about the equilibrium phase diagram of polydisperse
systems [Bar98, Kof99, Aue01, Fas04, Dul04, Cha05, Fer07b, Bra09, Zac09a, Wil10,
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Figure 6.1: Phase diagram δ − β. The green vertical line corresponds to the dynamical
glass transition, while the black one refers to the freezing transition. Figure taken from
[Fer07b].
Sol10]. Does enough large polydispersity hinder crystallization? Is the suppres-
sion of crystallization a dynamical effect arisen from the low diffusivity of large
particles [Eva01], the interplay with the glass transition [Bra09, Zac09a, Fer07b]
or anomalously large barriers [Aue01]? Is the glass phase stable rather than only
metastable? And, probably at a more fundamental level, is thermodynamic equilib-
rium relevant at all to describe real polydisperse materials or these are instead in-
herently off-equilibrium over the experimental time scales? Answering such ques-
tions is crucial for condensed matter physics, since polydispersity is found both
in artificial (synthetic colloids, polymers) and natural systems, from supercooled
liquids on the atomic scale up to biological fluids such as blood.
An attempt to rationalize the experimental findings is the so-called terminal
polydispersity scenario where a characteristic value δt ∼ 0.12 exists above which
the homogeneous crystal becomes thermodynamically unstable (see the phase dia-
gram in Figure 6.1). There is not consensus however about what kind of structure
should replace such single phase crystal. Density functional analysis [Cha05] pre-
dicts the instability of any crystal structure (even partial) above δt, thus leaving
the amorphous ones (either liquid or solid) as the only possibility. Yet, the mo-
ment free-energy approach [Fas04] predicts fractionation: phase separation between
many crystal phases [though of the same ordering, face centered cubic (FCC) for
instance], each one with a much narrower size dispersion than δ. Fractionation
is supported by a recent numerical simulation that found that a first-order fluid-
solid transition actually occurs at any polydispersity [Fer07b]. However, the found
solid phase is quite complex, at least in the high polydispersity region. In fact, for
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δ > 0.19 the transition regards only a fraction of the particles and the ordered state
is inhomogeneous. Such state has been previously referred to as I-phase [Fer07b]
(I stands for inhomogeneous).
In this part of the thesis, the final goal is to study the phase diagram for this high
polydispersity region and the properties of this new solid phase using computer
simulations. Approaching equilibrium in this kind of systems is very discouraging,
the equilibration times become excessively large for numerical purposes even for
rather small systems. In fact, the typical numerical equilibrium studies cover only
N . 500 particles which must be compared with the N = 222 (Chapter 4) or 323
(Chapter 5) spins studied for lattice systems. The difficulties we must face can be
summarized in three points:
• First, at variance with lattice systems, such as the spin models studied in
the Part I, the MC updates imply a random three dimensional displacement
instead of just a spin flip. In addition, particles can diffuse, and then, the
nearest neighbors are no longer fixed. This means that computing energies for
the Metropolis updates would, in principle, imply N2/2 operations. However,
if the interaction is short-ranged, one can reduce the problem to O(N) as we
shall discuss below.
• Second, when δ > 0, the system suffers from the dynamic glass transi-
tion. This fact results in a divergence of the relaxation times, and thus
the equilibration times as well. Simulated typical Brownian dynamics get
completely stuck as it happens in experiments, and optimized MC methods
(implying not physical moves) must be introduced. In fact, the swap algo-
rithm [Gri01a, Fer06b, Fer07a] accelerates the dynamics and makes possible
to thermalize large systems below the kinetic glass temperature.
• Third, the freezing transition is first order, and then, suffers from exponential
dynamic slowing down (EDSD). Indeed, in the vicinity of the transition two
or more phases are metastable at the simulation conditions. Therefore, all
these phases should be found in an equilibrium simulation. The system tun-
nels between these phases by building interfaces of size of order L2 whose
free-energy cost is βγL2 (being γ the surface tension).1 Then, the probability
of creating such an interface is exp
[−βγL2] and thus the natural time scale
for the simulation grows exponentially with N2/3. This effect could be neu-
tralized if one could constrain the simulation to one single phase. This can be
done by choosing properly the order parameters so that there are not multiple
metastable states. In other words, if one could avoid jumps between phases
(they are informally named as flip-flops). This EDSD is, by far, the hardest of
the three problems presented in here, and going beyond it has been one of
our main purposes of this thesis.
1The number of particles is proportional to the overall volume by means of the relation N = ρL3,
where ρ is the density of particles. Hence, if ρ is fixed, L ∼ N1/3.
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Finding computational strategies to speed up the simulations is specially im-
portant in off-lattice systems, where the amount of available efficient methods is
very reduced as compared to its lattice counterpart. For this reason, a large part of
our efforts have been put in proposing new algorithms to study this kind of sys-
tems. We will devote more time to algorithm description than in Part I of the thesis,
where we used rather standard methods. In particular, it was necessary to move
among many statistical ensembles, some of them standard, some of them not: we
go from the regular ones (canonical, isobaric and microcanonical) to end up with
new ones, original from this thesis: the isocorical and the tethered ensembles as
applied to a first order transition. We include a summary of all them in Appendix
D.
6.2
Research outline: Beating the exponential dynamic slow-
ing down
This Part of the thesis is based on three papers [Fer10b, MM11, Fer12b], as well as
some unpublished failed trials. Our break through in this problem is a story of an
underestimated problem, unsuccessful approaches, upcoming new questions and
steps back to simpler problems that were finally solved. For this reason, I decided
to present this part the thesis, not only as a summary of the physical results we
obtained, but also as a description on the research path we followed. In other
words, I will structure this part of the thesis in a chronological order.
The starting point was the problem discussed above, the study of the phase dia-
gram in polydisperse systems but paying special attention to the high-polydispersity
region, where the standard simulation methods fail to thermalize even for very
small systems. The origin of this divergence in equilibration times is precisely the
fluid-solid first-order transition and its associated EDSD mentioned above.
If one seeks to mimic the experiments, the appropriate ensemble should be the
NpT ensemble (constant pressure). Of course, in equilibrium one expects ensem-
ble equivalence in the large-N limit, but the convergence to it can be significantly
different from one statistical ensemble to other. For this reason, our first naive pro-
posal was that, since in nature the NpT situation are preferred, so should they be in
numerical simulations. The results clearly contradict this statement, we find strong
metastabilities that leads to very long thermalization times. One could anticipate
this result easily. Indeed, the fluid and the solid phase have different characteris-
tic volumes, and since the volume fluctuates in this ensemble, both phases can be
accommodated at the same pressure.
According the last naive explanation, the direct solution would be to fix the total
volume in the system. However, the same problem was studied with NVT simu-
lations in [Fer07b] and the same behavior was observed. Indeed, one can define
the pressure using the virial equation, for instance, and also a different pressure
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can accommodate the two involved phases in the same volume. At that moment
is clear that not all the magnitudes that suffer a discontinuity at the transition are
proper reaction coordinates (magnitudes that describe univocally the reaction path).
Then, our goal from that point on was to identify an ensemble that forbids
metastabilities at all simulation conditions. In fact, if phase-tunneling can be
avoided, there are no reasons to expect EDSD. Since this objective has been ful-
filled in simulation studies of first order transitions in lattice magnetic systems, we
can try to export their solutions. Now, our bet was that the microcanonical ensem-
ble, that was determinant to prove the first-order nature in the disordered Potts
model [Fer08a], should also split up the fluid and the solid phase here.
Following this intuition, we implemented the microcanonical Monte Carlo me-
thod strategy [Lus98, MM07] to the problem studied in [Fer07b] for δ = 0.24 (large
polydispersity, in the region where no crystal is stable). This study is presented in
Chapter 7, which is based on Ref. [Fer10b]. Unfortunately, as we shall discuss, the
energy turned out not to be a good reaction coordinate in this particular problem.
In plain words, we still suffered from EDSD. Even though the main strategy to
thermalize had failed, we still could improve over previous work and to thermalize
in the solid phase thanks to the combination of this microcanonical MC algorithm
with a modified version of the Parallel Tempering (PT) algorithm [Huk96, Mar98].
At that point, the physics of the problem was clearer to us. However, we still
could not make a clear breakthrough in the size of the systems that could be ther-
malized. Indeed, we could equilibrate samples but more with brute force (very
long simulations) than thanks to a clever election of the simulation methods. Nev-
ertheless, we were not placed at the same point that we were at the beginning: now
we knew that the microcanonical strategy failed because the first-order transition
actually corresponded to a phase separation in our problem. We needed an order
parameter that controlled the size of the segregated regions of solid phase growing
in the fluid.
However, if these metastabilities really arose from a phase separation, this very
same problem should come up in any kind of solidification/melting problem, not
necessarily related to disorder. In particular, it should arise in the simplest possible
problem: the crystallization of monodisperse hard spheres. The HS freezing tran-
sition is well established since 1968 [Hoo68], but, to our surprise when reviewing
thoroughly the literature, not even at HS level the EDSD problem was controlled.
At this stage, we decided to step backward, and to seek a method that truly con-
trols the crystallization in this simple model. This goal is achieved in Chapter 8,
which is based on Refs. [MM11, Fer12b].
Once the mechanism is fully understood, we would return to the original and
more interesting problem. This last step is beyond this thesis, but we would like
to emphasize that the tools developed here will be extremely useful for further
studies not only in polydisperse soft spheres, but also for any problem involving a
first-order transition.
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6.3
Crystalline order parameters
In this section we introduce the standard crystalline order parameters used in the
modern crystallization studies. The parameter discussed here was introduced by
Steinhardt et al. in 1983 [Ste83]. It will be studied in the two following chapters,
and for this reason, we decided to place its discussion in a common section. As
we shall see, some details in the definition need to be tuned, so we will take up
the discussion again in each related chapter. In addition, we want to note that in
Chapter 8 we will introduce an extra crystalline order parameter, but we leave its
definition to that moment.
The main task of the parameter discussed here is to measure both the local and
the extended orientational symmetries. For this reason, these kind of parameters
are also called bond-orientational order parameters. The idea underlying its def-
inition is to consider a “bond” joining each couple of “nearest neighbors” (even
though they do not necessary interact, as in hard spheres).2 This “bond” has the
direction of the vector that joins the centers of the particles i and j, i.e. rj− ri. We do
not work with perfect lattices in general, then each particle i will have a different
number of neighbors, namely Nb(i).
For each particle, we associate a spherical harmonic Ylm (θ(rˆ), φ(rˆ)) to each of
its outgoing bonds, where rˆ is the unit vector along the bond direction. We are
only interested in the bonds’ orientation, not in their direction. For this reason, we
will only consider even values of the quantum number l. Now, summing up over
all the Nb(i) bonds, we obtain each particle contribution,
qlm(i) ≡
Nb(i)
∑
j=1
Ylm(rˆij) . (6.1)
Using this approach, the bonds that belong to a crystal structure will add up con-
structively, while the total contribution coming from random ordered neighbors
would cancel out. As in the rest of magnitudes, we are interested in the overall
structure, so we also average over all the particles in the volume,
Qlm ≡ ∑
N
i=1 qlm(i)
∑Ni=1 Nb(i)
. (6.2)
Finally, we sum up over all the rotationally invariant combinations to get a rota-
tionally invariant operator,
Ql ≡
(
4pi
2l + 1
l
∑
m=−l
|Qlm|2
)1/2
. (6.3)
2In an off-lattice system, the definition of nearest neighbor is, of course, arbitrary. In fact, we
will use different definitions for monodisperse and polydisperse particles, but we postpone the
discussion to the following chapters.
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These Ql are quasi-order parameters, in the sense that they are O(1) (independent
of N) in a crystalline phase and O(1/√N) in a disordered phase. In particular
we will be interested in the case where l = 6. This Q6 has well defined values in
perfect lattices,3 in particular, Q6 ≈ 0.574 in a FCC and 0.510 in a body centered
cubic (BCC). For defective crystals we should expect smaller values (Q6 ≈ 0.4 is
fairly common).
3Defining the nearest neighbors as the particles in the first shell of neighbors.
CHAPTER VII
Polydisperse soft spheres
We devote this section to the problem largely described in Section 6.1 in the previ-
ous chapter. We use a microcanonical strategy that will be detailed in the following
sections. This Chapter is based on [Fer10b].
7.1
The Model
We take as a paradigm for polydisperse off-lattice systems the polydisperse soft
spheres (PSS) model. We consider particles of radius σi , with i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The
particle size σi is drawn from a probability distribution function (pdf) P(σ). Size
polydispersity is in general characterized by a single parameter, δ, defined as the
ratio among the standard deviation and the mean of P(σ):
δ =
√〈σ2〉 − 〈σ〉2
〈σ〉 . (7.1)
At least for small polydispersity, δ seems to be the only feature of P(σ) that controls
the physical results.
Our particles interact via a continuous pair potential:
V(xij) =
{
e
[
f (xij)− f (xc)
]
if xij < xc ,
0 if xij > xc ,
with,
f (x) =
1
x12
+ x , xij =
|ri − rj|
σi + σj
, and xc = 12
1
13 . (7.2)
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We take e as energy unit. Note that we use the long distance cut-off of Refs.
[Fer07a, Yan04a]. The existence of this cut-off allows us to divide the system in
boxes so that the energy computation is only O(N). Indeed, Eq. (7.2) tells us
that two particles with radius σi and σj interact as long as |ri − rj| ≤ xc(σi + σj).
This has a straight-forward consequence: no couple of particles would interact for
separations |ri − rj| ≥ 2xcσmaxi = rmax. We can use this fact to divide our total
volume in cubic cells of side a & rmax. Within this division, a given particle would
only interact at most with the particles in each its 9 neighboring cells. Then, if one
keeps a count on the cell in which each particle is contained, the number of total
interactions to compute the total energy becomes O(N) instead of the number of
pairs, N(N − 1)/2.
Although (7.2) generalizes well known models for simple liquids [Han86], its
scale-invariant form suggests that it may describe as well colloids, whose size is
in the micrometer range. In fact, the interaction in (7.2) is short-ranged as it is
appropriate for colloidal systems.
Our length unit, σ0, is fixed by
σ30 =
∫
dσidσjP(σi)P(σj)(σi + σj)3 . (7.3)
We simulated N particles in a box with periodic boundary conditions at density
ρ = σ−30 . Due to the scale invariance of the potential, the thermodynamic parameter
that controls the problem is the combination Γ ≡ ρ T−1/4 (T is the temperature).
Here we study the case where the size distribution is flat (constant in the range
[σmin, σmax]). Sample-to-sample fluctuations, as discussed for spin glasses in Part I,
are eliminated by picking the diameters in a deterministic way [San01, Fer07b],
σi = σmin + (i− 1)σmax − σminN − 1 . (7.4)
The polydispersity of the system is thus given by
δ =
1√
3
(r− 1)
(r + 1)
, with r =
σmax
σmin
. (7.5)
Hence, σmax/σmin → ∞ at δ∞ = 1/
√
3 ≈ 0.57735.
The phase diagram for this model is shown in Figure 7.1. It was obtained in
[Fer07b] with simulations in the (N, V, T) ensemble. Let us sketch the main fea-
tures obtained in this previous work. First, a fluid-solid transition (in black lines
in Figure 7.1) is always found for any polydispersity δ. This last fact rules out the
final polydispersity scenario. However, even though there is a solid phase thermo-
dynamically stable for each δ, it might be dynamically inaccessible in experimental
times due to the presence of the kinetic glass transition (in green). The exact loca-
tion of the kinetic glass transition can be obtained using the same criterion than in
a experiment. That is, simulating Brownian motion dynamics (standard MC steps),
and locating it at the point where the relaxation time τ reaches the 106 MC steps
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Figure 7.1: Phase diagram δ− β. The green vertical line corresponds to the dynamical glass
transition, while the black one refers to the freezing transition. (Inset) Integrated relaxation
time for several observables for standard (squares) and local swap (squares) MC updates.
Figure taken from [Fer07b].
(see inset in Figure 7.1). For colloids a standard MC step corresponds roughly to
0.01 seconds of experimental time [Sim04], then, this choice is equivalent to re-
laxations of ∼ 3 hours of physical time. Both for N = 500 and 864 particles, we
find that Γg = 1.455(5). With this definition, there is a region in polydispersities
δ ∈ [0.12, 0.38], where the the dynamic glass transition occurs in the stable rather
than in the metastable fluid region. In this work, we focus precisely in this high
polydispersity region, in particular, we will fix δ = 0.24.
In previous studies, it was shown that the local swap algorithm (a modified ver-
sion of the global swap discussed in Section 7.3.1) accelerated by several orders of
magnitude (see inset in Figure 7.1) the dynamics below Γg. However, the situation
above this value is rather more difficult. Indeed, the local swap helps to avoid the
cage effect that origins the glass transition. In the case of solidification, the effect of
the swap is not enough to counteract the effect of the previously discussed expo-
nential dynamical slowing down associated to the first-order transition. Actually,
the thermalization deep into the solid phase was not even attempted in [Fer07b].
7.2
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The constant energy ensemble
As we already discussed in Chapter 6, our first proposal to overcome the EDSD was
to work in the microcanonical, (N, V, E), ensemble (see Section D.4 for a description
of the statistical ensemble). Specifically, we use the Lustig’s microcanonical Monte
Carlo [Lus98] in the formulation of [MM07].
In this ensemble, the total energy per particle, e, is fixed. Within this description,
the microcanonical average of an arbitrary function of the particle positions {r}i
and of the energy density e, O({r}i; e) is obtained using the following expression
〈O〉e ≡
∫
∏Ni=1 dri O({r}i; e)ωN({r}i; e)∫
∏Ni=1 dri ωN({r}i; e)
, (7.6)
where the weight is given by
ωN({r}i; e) = (e− u) N2 −1θ(e− u) , (7.7)
with u = U/N, with U the total potential energy, defined as
U({ri}) =∑
i<j
V
(
|ri − rj|
σi + σj
)
, (7.8)
where V(r) is the soft-spheres interaction introduced in (7.2).
7.2.1 Observables
7.2.1.1 The inverse temperature
As it is discussed and obtained in Appendix D, the main observable in a micro-
canonical simulation is the inverse temperature, computed as a microcanonical
expectation value at fixed energy e:
β(e) ≡ 〈βˆ〉e, βˆ = N − 22N(e− u) . (7.9)
The function β(e) holds the key to connect the microcanonical formalism with
the canonical one. Indeed, the canonical probability density for e,
P(N)β (e) ∝ exp[N(sN(e)− β(e)e)], (7.10)
can be recovered from β(e):
log P(N)β (e2)− log P(N)β (e1) = N
∫ e2
e1
de (β(e)− β) . (7.11)
In the thermodynamically stable region (i.e. dβ(e)/de < 0), there is a single root
of β(e) = β, located at the value of e where P(N)β (e) is maximum. Instead, at
phase coexistence there are several solutions for β(e) = β. Their interpretation is
explained in Sect. 7.4.1.
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7.2.1.2 The particle-density field
Preceding studies [Fer07b] suggested that a very heterogeneous solid phase would
replace the crystal for high polydispersities. For this reason, we need to define an
observable that tracks this property. With this aim, we compute explicitly the parti-
cle density fluctuations. In particular, we do it along three perpendicular directions
at the smallest, non-vanishing wavenumber allowed by the periodic boundary con-
ditions, i.e. q = (2pi/L, 0, 0), (0, 2pi/L, 0) and (0, 0, 2pi/L). Then
F (q) = |ρˆ(q)|2 , (7.12)
L being the linear dimension of the cubic simulation box and the Fourier field is
ρˆ(q) =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
eiq·ri , (7.13)
where ri is the position of the i-th particle. In Chapter 8 we shall be interested in the
spatial distribution of these fluctuations, but here we just want to investigate the
overall inhomogeneity. For this reason, we will only consider the averaged value
over the three directions
F ≡= 1
3
F (2pi/L, 0, 0) + permutations. (7.14)
In the homogeneous phases, in a fluid or in a crystal, for instance, F must vanish as
1/N. On the contrary, in an inhomogeneous phase, one would expect F to remain
O(1).
7.2.1.3 Crystalline order parameters
We are not only interested in heterogeneity, but also in crystallinity. We want
to distinguish whether the new solid is disordered or, on the other hand, there
are crystals on it. In addition, we need a tool to distinguish different kinds of
crystals in order to investigate fractionation. With this purpose, we generalize the
(rotationally invariant) standard crystal order parameter introduced in Section 6.3,
by measuring the crystal order only within a given set of particles I(x) (namely,
particles whose index i verifies |i − xN| < 0.05N, hence only particles of similar
size are considered):
Ql(x) ≡
(
4pi
2l + 1
l
∑
m=−l
|Qlm(x)|2
)1/2
, (7.15)
where (Ylm are the spherical harmonics):
Qlm(x) ≡
∑σi∈I(x) qlm(i)
∑σi∈I(x) Nb(i)
, qlm(i) ≡
Nb(i)
∑
j=1
Ylm(rˆij). (7.16)
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Figure 7.2: Averaged number of neighbors Nb(i) over the half of biggest particles (i ≥
N/2), as a function of ∆.
The index j in the latter sum runs over the Nb(i) neighbors of the particle i and rˆij is
the unit vector linking the position of particles i and j. Particles i and j are said to be
neighbors if ||ri − rj|| < ∆. In order to meaningfully fix the scale ∆, we considered
the average number of neighbors as a function of ∆ in Figure 7.2 for the half of
the biggest particles (which we shall see that are the ordered ones). We find a well
defined plateau along which the number of neighbors remains constant. The height
of this plateau is remarkably N-independent, although its width increases with N
(then, the particular choice of ∆ becomes less critical as N grows). Our choice was
to fix ∆ = 0.35 (in units of the maximum cut-off for the potential 2σmax xc). This
selection guarantees that all the values of N used in our simulations lie on the
plateau for all the energies in the solid phase.
7.3
Numerical Algorithms and thermalization tests
In order to study the fluid-solid phase transition we implement a microcanonical
MC strategy[MM07, Lus98]. Fixing the total energy density e, while the tempera-
ture and the potential energy fluctuate (see (7.9) and (7.8)), we follow the evolution
from one phase to the other by studying e in the energy gap between the two phases.
This strategy turned out to be essential to assess the first-order nature of the phase
transition in disordered Potts models [Fer08b]. Being the freezing transition a first
order as well, we expected this method to be also promising for this problem.
The peculiarity of the polydisperse models addressed here, as compared with
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Potts and similar models, is in that the phase transition actually corresponds to a
phase separation. In fact, our low energy state is inhomogeneous [Fer07b]. Thus
moving e from large values (fluid) to small ones (partly solid) we gently accompany
the system during the growth of the spatially segregated regions. Because of that,
the internal energy will not be the only reaction coordinate (see below). How-
ever, the combination of this algorithm with a modified Parallel Tempering (PT)
algorithm [Huk96, Mar98] has allowed us to thermalize in the solid phase.
For the sake of clarity, we divide the remaining part of this Section in three
paragraphs: particle movements at fixed energy (Sect. 7.3.1), Parallel Tempering
(Sect. 7.3.2), and thermalization checks (Sect. 7.3.3).
7.3.1 Particle movements at fixed energy
The particle moves at fixed energy were, with 50% probability, either standard
Metropolis single-particle moves, or global swap attempts (modified for a polydis-
perse system). Let us recall that in a swap move, one attempts to exchange the
position of two particles of different sizes [Gri01b].
Both for single-particle and for swap moves we compute the ratio of the micro-
canonical weights, defined in (7.7), for the new and the old configuration ωoldN /ω
new
N .
The new configuration is accepted with Metropolis probability min{1,ωoldN /ωnewN }.
To fully describe the swap algorithm, we need to discuss how we choose the
pair of particles, A and B, whose position we are trying to interchange. Note that
one needs to balance two effects in polydisperse systems. The acceptance is larger
the closer the two particle sizes are. However, exchanging very different particles
produces a more significant effect when trying to equilibrate the system. Our
compromise has been the following. We pick particle A with uniform probability
over the N possibilities. We pick B with uniform probability among particles such
that |σB − σA| < 0.2(σmax − σmin) . Particle B is accepted with probability 1 if
|σB − σA| > 0.1(σmax − σmin) or with probability 0.2 in the opposite case. In case of
rejection, a new particle B is selected until a suitable candidate is picked.
In contrast to [Fer07b], we used here a modified version of the global swap
instead of local swap. The difference between both algorithms consists on the way
of selecting the two particles whose positions we try to interchange. In the local
swap once chosen one particle, the swap update is only tried with a particle in its
vicinity. On the contrary, for us, the selection of the two particles does not depend
on their separation distance, but on their relative size. In this work we favored
this second kind of move. The reason for this choice is that, as we shall see, in
the heterogeneous solid phase, the particles tend to crowd only with particles of
similar size, and then, the local swap has little effect.
We check that on the coexistence-line, the swap moves reduced by three orders
of magnitude the tunneling time between the fluid and the solid phase.
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7.3.2 The microcanonical parallel tempering
In our Parallel Tempering simulations,1 several statistically independent copies of
the system at different energies are simulated.
Each Monte Carlo time unit consists of two steps:
1. For each copy of the system, we perform 105 × N particle move attempts at
fixed energy (either single-particle displacements or particle-swap attempts).
During this stage, each copy of the system is completely independent from
the others.
2. Copies of the system at neighboring energies try to exchange their particle
configuration. We first try to sweep the two configurations at the lowest
energy, afterwards the second lowest with third lowest, etc. In this way, the
particle-configuration at the lowest energy has a chance of getting to the high-
est energy in a single sweep.
For the sake of clarity let us name A, B the two systems that are currently
attempting to exchange their particle configuration. The exchange is accepted
with probability
min
[
1 ,
ωN({r(A)i }; e(B))ωN({r(B)i }; e(A))
ωN({r(A)i }; e(A))ωN({r(B)i }; e(B))
]
. (7.17)
The microcanonical weights ωN are given in (7.7).
Further details on the simulation are summarized in Table 7.2.
Let us finally note that the here used Monte Carlo method is quite similar to that
of Refs. [Yan04b, Yan04a]. We briefly mention the main differences. First, particle
swap at fixed energy was not used in Refs. [Yan04b, Yan04a]. Second, phase coexis-
tence (and the related Maxwell construction) was not studied. Third, in the formu-
lation of [Yan04b], one has a single copy of the system that performs a random-walk
in energy space: it is a sort of simulated annealing simulation [Mar98], rather than
our parallel tempering. Besides, the approximation β(e) ≈ (N − 2)/[2N〈(e− u)〉]
is used, which coincides with Eq. (7.9) only up to corrections of order 1/N. The for-
mulation of [Yan04a] is somehow intermediate between simulated annealing and
parallel tempering. The energy range of interest is spliced into non-overlapping
subranges. Each copy of the system is assigned to an energy subrange, where it
performs a simulated annealing. From time to time one uses parallel tempering to
exchange the copies of the system attached to neighboring energy subranges.
7.3.3 Thermalization checks
The PT algorithm has proved to be a very powerful tool for minimization problems.
Indeed, its update consists on proposing jumps from one valley of the function one
1Parallel tempering is also known by Replica exchange MC. In the habitual formulation one
tries to interchange replica configurations at different temperatures, from there comes the term
“tempering” [Huk96, Mar98]. Here instead of temperatures, we have energy interchange attempts.
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Figure 7.3: PT random walks for 2 copies of the system in (top) N = 256, (center) N = 500
and (bottom) N = 864.
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N Ne emin emax Lsim
256 20 0.95 1.14 5× 32000
500 16 1.05 1.2 2×30000
864 16 1.08 1.19 1×12000
Table 7.1: Simulation details. For each number of particles, N, we perform 105N MC steps
at fixed energy, then try a PT sweep. We also report the total length of our simulations in
units of PT sweeps (5× 32000 stands for 5 independent runs of 32000 PT sweeps each). The
energies chosen for the PT were evenly spaced ei+1 − ei = 0.01, in the intervals [emin, emax].
For N = 864 we added to the PT energy list the values 1.115, 1.125, 1.135 and 1.145 in the
fluid-solid energy gap.
wants to minimize to other. However, this flow between relative minima can be
frustrated when the barriers between them are very high (as also happens with
the simulated annealing discussed in Section 9.1). In such case, the PT random
walk for each configuration could get stuck in one region of the state space for a
long time (or indefinitely in the case the barriers were infinitely high) thus making
the algorithm inefficient. Our minimization problem here is to obtain the equilib-
rium configuration for each fixed energy e (those with maximum entropy in our
ensemble). One can guarantee that the system is thermalized as long as each con-
figuration visits uniformly all the energies, this would mean that we have sampled
all the state space. In other words, even when it is not efficient, the PT algorithm
gives an easy way to check the thermalization [Fer09a].
We summarize in Table 7.1 the technical data used for our PT simulations. For
each system size we consider Ne copies of the system each at a different energy in
the intervals [emin, emax]. As an illustration of the problem, we display in Figure 7.3
these PT random walks in energies for two configurations. Clearly, the probability
of tunneling from the fluid phase (high energies) to the solid phase (low energies)
and vice-versa becomes more and more difficult the higher N is. Furthermore, the
characteristic tunneling times, even for N = 256 are significant long as compared
with the total simulation length (see Table 7.1). The combination of these two
features shows that the PT strategy is failing and the worsening with N suggests
phase coexistence between the fluid and the solid at intermediate energies. Indeed,
the barriers between both states grow with N shooting up the tunneling times.
These non ergodic random walks point out that the microcanonical strategy is
not fulfilling our final goal, to avoid jumps between phases and its corresponding
exponential dynamic slowing-down.
We can make this last statement quantitative by looking at the probability dis-
tribution function of F , defined in (7.12). Our results are shown in Figure 7.4.
At values of e close to the transition (see Figure 7.4–top), we identify two coexist-
ing peaks. One of them is located at F ∼ 1/N, as expected for an homogeneous
fluid phase. On the other hand, the position of the large F maximum becomes N-
independent (this is clearer at lower energies, see bottom panel in Figure 7.4), as it
should occur for an inhomogeneous solid. As discussed above, such phase coexis-
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tence makes us to expect a large growth with N of the autocorrelation times[Lan00].
Actually, the pdf for F at low energies (Figure 7.4–bottom) displays a shoulder at
large F , which corresponds to even more inhomogeneous solids. Hence, the PT
dynamics is ruled by two different processes: tunneling from fluid to solid, and a
second tunneling to even more inhomogeneous configurations.
The random-walk in the energy space shown in Figure 7.3 is best described
through a PT time autocorrelation function (defined in Eq. (e.1) in Appendix E).
One can fit these functions to a double exponential for N = 256 and N = 500,
see Figure 7.5. Mind that the time in this correlation functions correspond to the
time-unit defined in Sect. 7.3.2. It is not related to any physical time-correlation.
As expected from the above discussion, we identify two different time scales
in Table 7.2, one associated to the coexistence of the homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous phase, τFS, and a larger time, τSS, related to the more inhomogeneous
configurations. For N = 864, we could only identify the τFS scale. Probably, τSS
is larger than the total time in our simulation. We remark that τFS for N = 256
can be estimated with a 5% accuracy, while only the order of magnitude of τSS is
determined. We have explicitly checked that the effects of these very inhomoge-
neous configurations on the Maxwell construction is fortunately smaller than our
statistical errors.2 Furthermore, from the point of view of our measured crystalline
order parameters (see below), the more inhomogeneous configurations are not dis-
tinguishable from the main peak in the pdf.
2Indeed, we could compute β(e) conditioned to a given value of F . Since the more heteroge-
neous phase had higher values of F , we could compare the Maxwell construction including all data
or only the data corresponding to the first peak and the liquid. We could not find any difference
beyond the statistical errors.
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Figure 7.4: pdf of F , (7.12) at various representative values of e. Data in the top panel are
computed at energy densities in the energy gap between the fluid and the solid phases. The
double peak structure reveals phase coexistence (the position of the leftmost peak scales as
1/N). Data in the bottom panel are computed for e in the solid phase (the e-dependency
there is very mild).
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values are displayed in Table 7.2.
7.4
Numerical Results
7.4.1 The Maxwell construction
As was mentioned in Sec. 7.2.1, in a microcanonical simulation, a quantity of ma-
jor interest is the (inverse) temperature, β(e), see (7.9). Thermodynamic stability
requires that β(e) be a decreasing function (i.e. positivity of the specific heat). Yet,
see main panel in Figure 7.6, this is not the case close to a first-order phase tran-
sition. The lack of monotonicity can be used to obtain the critical temperature,
surface tension, etc. through the Maxwell construction (see below, and Ref.[MM07]
for details). Generally speaking, β(e) has two distinct branches, one describing
the fluid and the other the solid phase, where the specific heat Cv ≡ −β2de/dβ is
positive. The two branches connected by a thermodynamically instable line where
Cv < 0. Although at finite N the system does not undergo a real phase transition,
there are various criteria to define an (inverse) critical temperature, βNc , where the
two different phases coexist with the same thermodynamic weight. Here we utilize
the Maxwell construction, which amounts to obtain βNc as a solution of:
0 =
∫ eLN(βNc )
eSN(β
N
c )
de
(
β(e)− βNc
)
, (7.18)
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Figure 7.6: Finite size effects in the Maxwell construction. (Main panel) The inverse tem-
perature β(e) as a function of the energy density e for various sizes of the sample. (Inset)
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where the energy eLN(β
N
c ) (eSN(β
N
c )) in turn corresponds to the rightmost (leftmost)
root of the equation β(e) = βNc (see inset in Figure 7.6). The relation of the β
integrals and the canonical probability (7.11) shows that the Maxwell constructions
amounts to the famous equal-height rule for the canonical probability-distribution
function Pβ(e).
In Fig. 7.6 we show the function β(e) for N = 256, 500, 864. At odds with other
models displaying a first order transition, as N grows, both the supercooled fluid
(fluid branch with β > βNc ) and the overheated solid (solid branch with β < βNc )
lines become longer.
As for the values of βNc reported in Table 7.2, they decrease with N. Asymptot-
ically, finite N corrections are of order 1/N (see [MM07] and references therein).
A fit βNc = β∞c + a1/N fails badly the χ2 test. In other words, our estimates for
βNc are accurate enough to resolve sub-leading scaling corrections in 1/N. Thus,
we have used a different approach. Let us assume that scaling corrections take the
form of a smooth function in 1/N, βNc = β∞c + a1/N + a2/N2 + . . .. If we have at
our disposal three values of N, we may compute a quadratic estimator (exact, up
to corrections of order 1/N3):
β
∞,quad
c = β
N1
c
N21
(N1 − N2)(N1 − N3) +
+ βN2c
N22
(N2 − N1)(N2 − N3) +
+ βN3c
N23
(N3 − N1)(N3 − N2) . (7.19)
Computing the statistical error in β∞,quadc is trivial, since β
N1
c , β
N2
c and β
N3
c are sta-
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N βc Γc γ(N)βNc σ20 τFS τSS
256 5.665(3) 1.5428(2) — 317(15) ∼20000
500 5.432(5) 1.5267(2) 0.0035(2) ∼1000 ∼15000
864 5.162(4) 1.5073(2) 0.0088(4) ∼7000 —
∞ 4.624(2) 1.4664(15)
Table 7.2: The (inverse) critical temperature (and the associated Γc = ρβ1/4c ), as well as the
dimensionless surface tension γβNc σ20 , as computed from Maxwell’s construction.
tistically independent random variables. Using the data in Table 7.2 we get
β
∞,quad
c = 4.624(20) , Γ
∞,quad
c = 1.4664(15) . (7.20)
However, the quadratic polynomial in 1/N that interpolates our values βN1c , β
N2
c
and βN3c displays a maximum by N ≈ 256, and decreases for smaller N. Hence,
β
∞,quad
c probably overemphasizes curvature effects. On the other hand, a linear (in
1/N) extrapolation from N1 = 864 and N2 = 500 yields
β∞,linearc = 4.791(11) , Γ
∞,linear
c = 1.4795(9) . (7.21)
The correct thermodynamic limit probably lies in between of the two estimators
Γ
∞,quad
c and Γ
∞,linear
c , above the kinetic glass transition at Γg = 1.455(5).
Furthermore, β(e) also allows us to compute the surface tension. Indeed, the
quotient in the canonical probabilities between the fluid root eLN(β
N
c ) and the central
point in the spinodal curve e∗L(β
N
c ) (were we expect a strip configuration at least
for a homogeneous system, see Section 8.7 for a detailed description) will be given
precisely by the inverse of the probability of creating the two involved interfaces,
P(L)
βNc
(eLN(β
N
c ))/P
(L)
βNc
(e∗L(β
N
c )) = e
2βNc γ(N)σ20 L
2
. (7.22)
Then, using (7.11) one gets
βNc σ
2
0γ
(N) =
N
2L2
∫ eLN(βNc )
e∗L(βNc )
de
(
β(e)− βNc
)
. (7.23)
Data is shown in Table 7.2.
7.4.2 Fractionation and crystalline ordering
Finally, we study the solid phase structure. For the discussion it is interesting a
visual inspection of a typical N = 864 low-energy configuration, see Figure 7.7. In
fact, the smallest 400 particles (particle index i < 400) and some of the interme-
diates (i ∈ [600, 725]) show no sign of spatial order (bottom), while particles with
i > 725 and i ∈ [400, 600] form crystalline planes. Ordered and disordered particles
fill different regions of the sample.
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Figure 7.7: Snapshot of a typical low energy configuration (N = 864, e = 1.01). Top-
left: whole system. Top-right: particles with index i > 725 and i ∈ [400, 600]. Bottom-
left: particles i < 400. Bottom-right: particles i ∈ [600, 725]. The size of the circles are
proportional to the particle sizes.
We can confirm this picture by means of the crystalline parameter Q6(x) in-
troduced in Section 7.2.1.3. As discussed above, we compute the order within
sets of particles of similar size, in fact, between those whose index i satisfies
|i− xN| < 0.05N. We show this Q6(x) in Figure 7.8. For x < 0.45 the crystalline
order parameters decay as 1/
√
N (see Figure in Figure 7.9), while for x=0.55 and
x= 0.95 we obtain results roughly N independent. Thus, while the latter group of
particles form a crystal (Q6 is somewhat smaller than expected for FCC ordering),
the former one remains amorphous. As for polydispersities, in the two-components
crystal we estimate that δ ∼ 0.15, while in the fluid δ ∼ 0.24.
In summary, at low energies the system divides spatially into an amorphous and
a crystalline part. Particles distribute themselves according to their size following
a complex pattern not described by any fractionation scenario known to us.
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Figure 7.8: The crystal order parameter Q6(x), (7.15) as a function of the particles size x,
for different N values.
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Figure 7.9: Same data displayed in Figure 7.8 but normalized by
√
N.

CHAPTER VIII
Hard spheres crystallization
As discussed in Chapter 6, we now step back to the simplest possible case of solid-
ification, with the aim of beating the exponential dynamic slowing down (EDSD)
associated with a first order fluid-solid transition. With this aim, we study the hard
spheres (HS) crystallization problem with a novel approach based on the tethered
ensemble that allows us to obtain unprecedentedly high-accuracy estimates of the
fluid-solid coexistence pressure and the interfacial free energy. This chapter is con-
cerned with the results published in Refs. [Fer12b, MM11].
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.1 we review some of the
previous approaches available in the literature concerning the crystallization of
hard spheres. The hard spheres model is described in Section 8.2. In Sections 8.3
we try to apply the tethered approach to the problem by constraining the mean
value of the bond-order parameter Q6. In the process, we shall understand why
not one but two bond-order parameters are necessary, and devote Section 8.4 to
introduce the new one. At this point, we start the discussion of our final approach.
The tethered formalism and simulation details are discussed in Section 8.5. In
Section 8.6 we explain the fluctuation dissipation approach that allows us to draw a
Maxwell construction to obtain the coexistence pressure from it. Finally, we devote
Section 8.7 to the geometric transitions observed for the larger system sizes, as well
as to the computation of the interfacial free-energy. The details concerning to the
thermalization checks are quoted in Appendix E.
8.1
Background on hard spheres crystallization
Up to now, numerical simulations of crystallization phase transitions have been
well behind their fluid-fluid counterpart (e.g. vapor-liquid equilibria [All89]). Ac-
tually, HS are the preferred benchmark for numerical approaches to crystalliza-
tion. Yet, the lack of exact solutions enhances the importance of accurate numerical
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and/or experimental studies.
However, for preexisting numerical methods, a simulation whose starting con-
figuration is a fluid never reaches the equilibrium crystal. Much as in experi-
ments [Pus89], the simulation gets stuck in a metastable crystal, or a defective
crystal (or even a glass [Zac09b]). The proliferation of metastable states defeats op-
timized Monte Carlo (MC) methods that overcome free-energy barriers in simpler
systems [Ber92, Wan01, MM07]. Besides, experimental and numerical determina-
tions of the interfacial free energy are plainly inconsistent (maybe due to a small
electrical charge in the colloidal particles [And02]).
Since feasible numerical methods [Veg08] could not form the correct crystalline
phase spontaneously, choosing the starting particle configuration became an issue
(e.g. crystalline or a carefully crafted mixture of solid and fluid phases). Methods
can be classified as equilibrium or nonequilibrium. In the phase switch MC [Wil00],
one tries to achieve fluid-crystal equilibrium (only up to N = 500 HS [Err04]). An
alternative to compute the coexistence pressure is the separate computation of the
fluid and solid free energies, supplemented with the conditions of equal pressure,
temperature and chemical potential. For the fluid’s free energy, one resorts to
thermodynamic integration, while choices are available for the crystal (Wigner-
Seitz [Hoo68], Einstein crystal [Fre84, Pol00], Einstein molecule [Veg07]). On the
other hand, the nonequilibrium direct coexistence method [Lad77, Noy08] handles
larger systems [ZT10].
As for the accuracy, in equilibrium computations the coexistence pressure pco
was obtained with precisions of ∼ 0.1%. Yet, the N values that can be simulated
are rather small. An N → ∞ extrapolation is mandatory, which degrades the final
accuracy to ∼ 1% [Err04, Wil00, Veg07] (results are summarized in Table 8.2). The
situation improves by an order of magnitude for the direct-coexistence method.
With the exception of [Err04], the different estimations of pco are compatible, al-
though with widely differing accuracies.
The computation of the interfacial free energy, γ, is more involved, since the is-
sue of spatially heterogeneous mixtures of fluid and solid can no longer be skipped
(as done in equilibrium computations of pco). Indeed, recent estimations are precise
but mutually incompatible [Dav10, Cac03, Här12], or of lesser accuracy [Mu05].
In this context, it is useful to summarize what has been achieved in this thesis.
We introduce a tethered MC [Fer09b, MM11] approach to HS crystallization. The
correct crystal appears in our simulation by constraining the value of two order pa-
rameters. At variance with preexisting methods, the crystal found is independent
from the starting particle configuration. Tethered MC provides a major simpli-
fication for the standard umbrella sampling method [Tor74, Tor77, Bar00, Wol95]:
chemical-potential differences among fluid and crystal are very precisely computed
from a thermodynamic integration. In fact, our method resembles studies of liquid-
vapor equilibria [Sch09, Bin11]. We go continuously from the fluid to the crystal
by varying a reaction coordinate that labels the intermediate states. Rather than
particle density, our reaction coordinate is a blend of bond-orientational crystal
order parameters with different symmetries [Ste83, Dui92, AU10]. Very accurate
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determinations of the coexistence pressure and the interfacial free energy follow.
The number of HS ranges 108 ≤ N=4n3 ≤ 4000, (n integer), is large enough to
undergo surface-driven geometric transitions [Bis02, Bin03, Mac06], which entitles
us to safely extrapolate to N = ∞.
8.2
The hard spheres model
We consider a collection of N hard spheres, of diameter σ0. They are contained in
a cubic simulation box, with periodic boundary conditions. The system is held at
constant pressure p (hence the simulation box may change its volume, but remain-
ing always cubic).
Let us introduce the shorthand R for the set of particle positions, {ri}Ni=1. The
constraint of no overlapping spheres is expressed with function H(R), which van-
ishes if any pair of spheres overlaps (H(R) = 1 otherwise).
The NpT ensemble is discussed in Appendix D.3. For hard-spheres, the Gibbs
free-energy density, g(p, T) (which is the chemical potential), and the partition
function are given by
YNpT = e−Nβg(p,T) =
pβ
N!Λ3N
∫ ∞
0
dVe−βpV
∫
dR H(R) , (8.1)
where Λ is the de Broglie thermal wavelength, while β = 1/(kBT). The phase
diagram for this model is shown in Figure 8.1.
Since the hard spheres cannot overlap, the most stable crystal is given by the
structure with the highest possible packing fraction. This condition is fulfilled
by the FCC, which is actually the equilibrium crystal of our problem. However,
the HCP crystal has exactly the same packing fraction. Because of that, it has
been a problem of decades to proof which of both was the correct structure in this
problem. This dilemma was solved in the 90’s, and not analytically, in fact, it was
necessary to apply sophisticate numerical methods [Bol97].
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Figure 8.1: The phase diagram for the hard sphere system taken from [ZT10] [η is the
packing density η = piσ30 N/(6V)]. Dots correspond to simulation data and lines are ana-
lytical expression estimates for the fluid and the solid branches. The coexistence pressure
is designed by pco. Note the presence of metastable liquid and solid branches.
8.3
Prelude
In this Section we shall discuss some of the preliminary approaches that were cru-
cial to end up with the tethered strategy that will be explained in Section 8.5.
The simplest possible simulation study of this transition would be, for instance,
to use standard MC moves at constant pressure. However, reaching the equilib-
rium within a NpT simulation in the vicinity of the coexistence pressure, pco (see
Figure 8.1) is even harder that what was discussed for soft polydisperse spheres in
the previous chapters. Although at a given pressure both the fluid and the FCC
phase are metastable, one does not find flip-flops between these two phases (one
needs to reduce the system size below N ∼ 30, to find any), even after a relatively
long simulation time. Indeed, if the simulation started in the fluid phase, it would
stay forever there. Or even worse, it might form a metastable BCC crystal, but not
a FCC. The situation is not better when one starts from a perfect FCC lattice, the
stochastic dynamics is not able to melt the crystal structure.
We have tried to use more sophisticated ensembles, for instance, the microcor-
ical one (see Appendix D.5). The situation is exactly as before, at a given volume,
we find both crystal and fluid depending on the starting configuration: the FCC
structures do not melt, and the random initial configurations crystallize to another
metastable defective crystal structure. Among all the observables computed during
the simulation, only the ones related to the crystalline structure (Q6 or the number
of neighbors) seem to really distinguish the three phases involved here: fluid, FCC
and BCC.
Then, we thought of using crystalline parameters as reaction coordinates. We
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started with just one order parameter, in particular, with Q6 defined in Section 6.3.
The goal was then to control the growth of the crystalline domains by tuning the
value of Q6.1 This idea of using Q6 to govern the crystallization process in a
MC simulation is not new, in fact [Wol95, Mor05, Cho06] are well examples of
works exploiting that idea. Previous works constrain the value of Q6 using the
umbrella sampling technique [Tor74]. This method, broadly used in the chemical
physics community, consists on “pressing” the usual NpT probability used for the
Metropolis test with a weight associated with the order parameter. With this idea,
one can reconstruct an effective free energy by means of
G(Q6) = const− kBT log [P(Q6)] , (8.2)
with P(Q6) the probability to find the order parameter around a given value of Q6.
This probability can be measured directly from the simulation history by making
histograms of the instantaneous Q6(t). Nearby the transition one expects to find
two minima in G(Q6) and the phase coexistence is then identified when the two
minima are equally deep.
In this work we are using the tethered MC method (see [Fer09b, MM11] and
Appendix D.6.1) rather than umbrella sampling to constrain the bond-order pa-
rameters. This method is a refinement over the umbrella sampling. It was initially
proposed in a different context, but formally, when applied to crystallization, the
tethered ensemble leads to the same MC weights than umbrella sampling when
concerning the simulation method in this problem. The differences between both
methods appear in the way of analyzing the simulation data. Indeed, in the teth-
ered formalism, the effective free energy is obtained in a simpler way using a
fluctuation-dissipation formalism [MM07] and time averages of Q6. This simpli-
fication has strong consequences in the precision for magnitudes such as the pco
or the surface tension achievable with the same set of simulation data. In fact,
the precision in the histograms of Q6 is very crude, and because of that, previous
works [Wol95, Mor05, Cho06] are more centered on studying the structure on the
crystalline grains than in determining precisely the coexistence point. The situa-
tion is even worse when one constrains more than one order parameter [Mor05]
1 Q6 was defined in Section 6.3 but for the technical definition of nearest neighbor. This definition
is taken here different to the one discussed for polydisperse systems in Section 7.2.1.3. Two particles
i and j are considered neighbors iff rij < 1.5 σ. This choice ensures that we enclose only the first-
neighbors shell in the FCC structure, for all the densities of interest here. Indeed, we need a
radius that includes all the first nearest neighbors and excludes the second nearest ones in the
FCC structure. The theoretical radius of the perfect lattice depends on the total volume it takes up.
However, the total volume fluctuates in our simulations, but we need a fixed value for the definition
of the crystalline parameters. Nevertheless, in a perfect FCC, the first and second nearest neighbors
shell in a lattice of volume V are placed at a distance (in units of σ)
R(1)FCC =
√
2
(
V
2N
)1/3
, R(1)FCC = 2
(
V
2N
)1/3
.
Then, we seek for a value of the radius that defines Nb(i) that is always in between these two values
for all the volumes studied, and 1.5 does fulfill this requirement.
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using umbrella sampling approach. The method implies computing bidimensional
histograms which damages notably the accuracy. On the contrary, as we shall see,
the tethered approach is not hampered by the number of constraints one wants to
impose.
8.3.1 Tethered in Q6
Our first step was then to perform MC simulations in the Qˆ6NpT ensemble (see
Appendix D.6.1). We shall see that this constraint Qˆ6 is not sufficient to avoid
metastabilities in all the range of parameters. We will devote this section to justify
why it does not. Since it will not be our final approach, we will not describe here
all the formalism and technical simulation details, but just the necessary tools to
give the reader a clear idea of the problem we encountered.
Thus we employ the tethered ensemble described in Appendix D.6.1 for an
arbitrary magnitude O(R). In this case we constrain Q6. In this ensemble, we let
the instantaneous value of the bond-order parameter fluctuate around a fixed value
Qˆ6, and the constraint tries to loosely impose 〈Q6〉 ≈ Qˆ6. This can be done in a
simulation using the tethered weight
ωN(R, V; p, Qˆ6) =
√
αN
2pi
H(R) e−βpV−
αN
2 [Qˆ6−Q6(R)]
2
, (8.3)
for the MC updates, which is equivalent to say that the tethered mean values for a
given couple of simulation points (Qˆ6, p) are given by
〈O〉Qˆ6,p =
∫ ∞
0 db
∫
dR O(Qˆ6, p; V,R)ωN(R, V; p, Qˆ6)∫ ∞
0 db
∫
dR ωN(R, V; p, Qˆ6)
. (8.4)
With this idea, we run simulations at a pressure nearby the freezing transition in
a mesh of values of Qˆ6 in between the fluid expectation value, Qˆfluid6 ∼ 1/
√
N, and
the perfect crystal equilibrium phase (in hard spheres a FCC lattice), QˆFCC6 = 0.574.
In order to check the thermalization, as we did before, we run two simulations at
each Qˆ6 value, one starting from a random particle configuration and other from a
perfect FCC lattice. If the approach succeeds, both simulations should converge in
a very few steps to the same structure. The method works for most of the Qˆ6 points.
The Qˆ6 value forces one single phase (in fact, the pdf, p(Qˆ6), is unimodal) and no
difference between the two starts in the measured mean values is observed (within
the errors). Let us point out that it is already a great advance from all our previous
approaches, in fact we were not ever able to synthesize a FCC from a fluid nor with
NpT nor with NVˆT, and now it forms spontaneously just imposing its mean Q6
value. However, there are some points (in the solid phase) at which both simulation
runs do not converge to the same structure (see, for instance, the evolution of
Q6(R, t) in Figure 8.2). The situation is less dramatic than it was before, the Q6(R, t)
values obtained are very similar thought not equal. The problem is clarified by the
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Figure 8.2: Snatch of the evolution of Q6(R, t) in a Qˆ6NpT MC simulation (for Qˆ6 = 0.394,
N = 256, p = 11.224). Time is measured in units on a elementary MC step: N particles
moves, followed by a volume update. The two lines correspond to two identical Markov
chains that started from (green) FCC or (red) random configurations.
snapshot in Figure 8.3, the two solid structures are FCC-like. However, the FCC-
start simulations lead to a defective FCC with the planes parallel to the simulation
box walls. On the other hand, the random start freezes in a helicoidal almost-FCC
crystal allowed by the periodic boundary conditions whose planes are misaligned.
Since our simulation box is finite, and cubic, a FCC can only be accommodated
perfectly with the planes parallel to the cube faces, which makes this configuration
the most stable one. However, the chances of a FCC grain to start to grow in a fluid
with the axis on the right orientation are minimal. Indeed, since the Q6 magnitude
is rotationally invariant, we have no tool to force a particular orientation, only the
kind of crystal structure.
The straightforward solution would be to consider another bond-orientational
parameter but with cubic symmetry instead of rotationally symmetric one.
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Figure 8.3: Bidimensional projection of the typical configurations found from (green) FCC
or (red) random start in Q6NpT simulations.
8.4
The second bond-order parameter: avoiding rotational
symmetry
As justified in the previous section, we need to define a second order parameter
with only cubic symmetry. Such a parameter was recently proposed [AU10]:
C =
2288
79
∑Ni=1∑
Nb(i)
j=1 cα(rˆij)
∑Ni=1 Nb(i)
− 64
79
, (8.5)
where
cα(rˆ) = x4y4(1− z4) + x4z4(1− y4) + y4z4(1− x4) . (8.6)
Again, Nb(i) represents the number of neighbors of the ith particle, here defined as
the number of particles j that fulfill |rj− ri| < 1.5.2 Within this definition of nearest
neighbors, the expectation value for C in the different phases is the following: 0.0
in the fluid, 1.0 in the ideal FCC crystal, perfectly aligned with the simulation box,
and −0.26 in the perfectly aligned ideal BCC. We include the calculation of C in a
perfect lattice in Appendix F. The difference with the quoted value in Ref. [AU10]
for the perfect BCC crystal is due to our smaller threshold for neighboring particles.
2See Footnote 1 in this Chapter.
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Figure 8.4: History of Q6(R, t) in a CˆNpT MC simulation (for Cˆ = 0.3, N = 256, p =
11.224). Time is measured in units on a elementary MC step: N particles moves, followed
by a volume update.
For defective structures, we must expect values for Q6 and |C|, lower than the ones
quoted here for perfect lattices.
Following the previous discussion, we can repeat the previous study but this
time fixing this parameter instead of Q6. As expected, the problem with rotated
FCC lattices does not appear anymore. However, for intermediate values of Cˆ
we find metastabilities in the simulation history, C(R) is not able to differentiate
misaligned crystals and some mixtures of fluid and crystal. We can distinguish
these two phases by looking at Q6, which is rotationally invariant. We show this
Q6(R, t) history in Figure 8.4. Nevertheless, the region at which these flip-flops
appear in the CˆNpT simulation is not the same one where the Qˆ6NpT fails to
thermalize. This last fact made us wonder what would happen if we fixed Q6
and C parameters at the same time. We shall see that with this idea we fulfill our
expectations: the runs starting from different configurations converge quickly and
we are finally able to avoid phase coexistence with its corresponding exponential
dynamic slowing down.
8.5
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Tethered formalism for a hard sphere system
As discussed in Section 8.3, the cure for the EDSD seems to be constraining simul-
taneously the values of two bond-order parameters, Q6 and C. We use the tethered
ensemble for two parameters, described in Appendix D.6.2. With it, the tethered
averages of a generic observable O(R, V, p) are defined as
〈O〉Qˆ6,Cˆ,p=
∫
dVdR O(R, V, p) ωN(R, V; Qˆ6, Cˆ, p)∫
dVdR ωN(R, V; Qˆ6, Cˆ, p)
, (8.7)
with,3
ωN(R, V; Qˆ6, Cˆ, p) = Nα2pi H(R)e
−βpVe−
αN
2 [Qˆ6−Q6(R)]
2
e−
αN
2 [Cˆ−C(R)]
2
. (8.8)
The Metropolis MC simulation of this weight requires two types of moves: sin-
gle particle displacements, as well as changes in the volume of the simulation box.
We shall use the short hand Elementary Monte Carlo Step (EMCS) to the combina-
tion of N consecutive single-particle displacements attempts, followed by a change
attempt in the simulation box volume. For the particle displacements we pick at
random a particle-index, say i, and try ri → ri + δ with δ chosen with uniform
probability within the sphere of radius ∆. We tune ∆ to keep the acceptance above
30%. We recast ω in Eq. (8.8) as the Boltzmann factor for HS at fixed pressure with
a fictive potential energy kBTNα [(Qˆ6 − Q6(R))2 + (Cˆ − C(R))2]/2. Since Q6(R)
and C(R) are built out of sums of local terms, the number of operations needed to
compute their changes after a single-particle displacement does not grow with N.
As it is discussed in Appendix D.6.2, the Helmholtz effective potential is here
given by
e−NΩN(Qˆ6,Cˆ,p) = βp
N!Λ3N
αN
2pi
∫
dV
∫
dR e−βpV e−βU(R) e−
αN
2
[
{Qˆ6−Q6(R)}2+[Cˆ−C(R)]2
]
.
(8.9)
Then, it is clear that the ensemble equivalence with the NpT (in particular Eq. (8.1))
is obtained by integrating over all the range of parameters,
YNpT = e−NgN(p,T) =
∫
dQˆ6 dCˆ e−NΩN(Qˆ6,Cˆ,p) . (8.10)
3The reader may notice that the ω presented here is very different to the weight deduced in
the original work in the Tethered method [Fer09b]. The explanation regards on our definition
for the tethered variables. Indeed, in the ensemble definition we add the demons linearly, Tˆ =
T + 1αN ∑
αN
i=1 ηi, whereas in the original work, the demons were added quadratically, i.e. Tˆ =
T + 12 ∑
αN
i=1 η
2
i , as an analogy to the momenta in the microcanonical ensemble [MM07] (used in
Chapter 7). These quadratic sums, introduce a Heaviside step function that forbids trial moves with
Qˆ6 > Q6(R) and Cˆ > C(R). Note that ascertaining thermalization is an issue in crystallization
studies. It is very important to compare the outcome of simulations with widely differing starting
configurations. In this respect, the constraints are a major problem, as they prevent us from using
the ideal FCC crystal as starting configuration. This problem is directly erased if one adds the
demons linearly as we do here.
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We shall need to consider the dependency with p in the mean values (8.7). We
could do it by running many simulations at different pressures, or alternatively, by
taking advantage of our lack of metastabilities, and using the histogram reweight-
ing method [Fal82, Fer88]. Indeed, this method let us to extrapolate mean values
at p + δp using simulation data obtained at p using the following equality:
〈O〉Qˆ6,Cˆ,p+δp =
〈O e−βδpV〉Qˆ6,Cˆ,p
〈e−βδpV〉Qˆ6,Cˆ,p
. (8.11)
Although this equation is formally exact, our simulation data is finite and the
stochastic path visits mainly only the volume region relevant for pressure p. The
extrapolation will be safe as long as the probability distribution functions for the
specific-volume, v = V/N, at both pressures overlap (thus having sampled some
of the relevant region for p + δp). Then, we can compute the maximum safe ex-
trapolation, δp, making quantitative this idea. Indeed, this condition is roughly
equivalent to the following statement. The displacement δv = 〈v〉p+δp− 〈v〉 should
be smaller than the mean deviation of v, i.e.
δv <
√
〈v2〉Qˆ6,Cˆ,p − 〈v〉
2
Qˆ6,Cˆ,p
. (8.12)
Besides, since the distribution of volumes is unimodal, we can assume that the
response is linear
δv =
∂v
∂p
δp = χp δp, (8.13)
and the compressibility, χp, can be obtained using the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
χp =
∂〈v〉
∂p
∣∣∣∣
(Qˆ6,Cˆ,p)
= N
[〈v2〉Qˆ6,Cˆ,p − 〈v〉2Qˆ6,Cˆ,p] . (8.14)
Then, we should restrict ourselves to
δp . 1√
Nχp
. (8.15)
Hence, it is crucial that the pdf for v be unimodal (i.e. single-peaked), and with
an N-independent χp, for all points considered here. In other words, it is impor-
tant that the integration path (see Section 8.6) to be free of metastabilities. This
condition holds very well as shown in Figure 8.5, then, we can be confident to
use extrapolated data. We include the actual δp we used for our computations in
Table 8.1.
We summarize the simulation technical details in Table 8.1. NS accounts for
the number of (Qˆ6, Cˆ) points simulated (S is the line parameter of the integration
curve that joins the fluid with the solid phases, as we shall see in Section 8.6). We
run simulations at a central pressure psim, and we extrapolate data to p± δp. We
also include in the table the (Q6, C) mean values expected for the FCC and fluid
phases. We will refer to these points as the saddle points later on, and their technical
computation will be explained in Section 8.6.2.
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Figure 8.5: Compressibility of the system at different system sizes as a function of S.
S(∈ [0, 1]) is the line parameter that covers all the (Qˆ6, Cˆ) points simulated in this work, it
will be introduced in Section 8.6.
N NS Nsim × tmax psim δp QˆFCC6 Qˆfluid6 CˆFCC Cˆfluid
108 42 2× 106 10.920 0.40 0.3997998 0.0746256 0.6640012 −0.0076329
256 42 2× 106 11.224 0.40 0.399293 0.0486370 0.662729 0.0007850
500 42 2× 106 11.363 0.24 0.3993689 0.0349778 0.6627378 −0.0000134
864 42 2× 106 11.441 0.16 0.3995549 0.0268013 0.6629474 −0.0009323
1372 42 2× 106 11.487 0.16 0.3996055 0.0213669 0.6630886 −0.0005104
2048 82 2× 106 11.514 0.08 0.3997456 0.0175258 0.6633223 −0.0002546
2916 82 2× 106 11.529 0.08 0.3997110 0.0146926 0.6632560 −0.0001866
4000 82 4× 106 11.540 0.08 0.3997886 0.0125658 0.6633856 −0.0001238
Table 8.1: Technical details of the simulations. The length of each simulation, tmax, is
measured in units of EMCS (N attempts of particle displacements followed by a change
attempt of the simulation volume). NS represent the number of (Qˆ6, Cˆ) points studied and
Nsim the amount of independent runs we studied at each (Qˆ6, Cˆ)-point. In all cases but
N = 4000, Nsim = 2, which corresponds a start from a random and from a perfect FCC
configuration. In the case of N = 4000, three independent runs began from a random
configuration.
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8.6
The coexistence pressure: computing differences in the
effective potential
The tethered approach, at variance with the umbrella sampling, presents a direct
way to obtain the effective potential by means of a thermodynamic integration
using only mean values. In this section we explain step by step how to use this
approach to obtain the coexistence pressure pco.
We start with the relationship between the effective potential, ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ, p), and
the Gibbs free-energy. The Eq. (8.10) can be simplified using a saddle-point approx-
imation,
gN(p, T) = ΩN(Qˆ∗6 , Cˆ∗, p) +O(1/N) , (8.16)
where (Qˆ∗6 , Cˆ∗, p) is the p-dependent absolute minimum of ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ, p), regarded
as a function of Qˆ6 and Cˆ. Coordinates (Qˆ∗6(p), Cˆ∗(p)) are then located in Sec-
tion 8.6.2 through ∇ΩN = 0.
Therefore, up to corrections vanishing as 1/N, the chemical potential βg(p, T) is
the absolute minimum of ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ, p), see (8.16). Yet, close to phase coexistence,
ΩN has two relevant minima (i.e. the fluid and the FCC crystal). Therefore, the
coexistence pressure p(N)co follows from ΩfluidN = Ω
FCC
N (i.e. the standard condition
of equal chemical potential).
Now, this gradient of the Helmholtz effective potential, ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ, p), is ob-
tained by taking derivatives in (8.9). Using a Fluctuation-Dissipation formula, it
leads to
∇ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ, p) =
(
∂ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ)
∂Qˆ6
,
∂ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ)
∂Cˆ
)
(8.17)
=
(〈
α
(
Qˆ6 −Q6
)〉
Qˆ6,Cˆ,p
,
〈
α
(
Cˆ− C)〉Qˆ6,Cˆ,p) .
Furthermore, the differences in effective potential between to points, ΩN(Qˆb6, Cˆ
b)−
ΩN(Qˆa6, Cˆ
a) at fixed p are computed as the line integral of this ∇ΩN along any
convenient path joining (Qˆa6, Cˆ
a, p) with (Qˆb6, Cˆ
b, p) in the (Qˆ6, Cˆ) plane. Then, the
coexistence pressure, pco, follows from the difference in effective potential between
the pressure-dependent coordinates of the coexisting pure phases:
∆ΩN(p) = ΩN
(
QˆFCC6 (p), Cˆ
FCC(p), p
)−ΩN(Qˆfluid6 (p), Cˆfluid(p), p) . (8.18)
The scope of the game is finding the coexistence pressure, pNco, such that ∆ΩN(pNco) =
0. Indeed, the saddle-point condition (8.16), tells us that, at pNco, the chemical po-
tential for the two phases coincides.
Our framework is illustrated in Fig. 8.6, where we show ∇ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ) at p =
p(N)co . We identify two local minima where ∇ΩN = 0 (the fluid, close to (Qˆ6, Cˆ) =
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Figure 8.6: Top: map of the gradient field ∇ΩN=256, including the points corresponding
to the fluid, FCC and BCC potential minima. For the sake of visibility we have divided
the gradient by a factor α = 200. Bottom: ∇ΩN=256, as computed from Eq. (8.17) for
N = 256 hard spheres, along the straight path that joins the fluid and the FCC minima
of the effective potential. To improve visibility, we have divided ∇ΩN=256 by a factor of
10 (mind the different normalization as compared with the top panel). The simulation
pressure is the phase-coexistence one for both figures.
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(1/
√
N, 0), and the FCC minimum where both parameters are positive, and are
summarized in Table 8.1). Note their distance to other local minima of ΩN, such
as the body centered cubic (BCC).
Our main goal is to compute ∆Ω(p) = ΩFCC − Ωfluid, choosing the straight
segment in Fig. 8.6 as integration path. The path is parameterized by our reaction
coordinate, S (S= 0: fluid, S= 1: FCC). Actually, due to the additivity of Q6 and C,4
choosing this segment is a must if we are to compute the interfacial free energy.
Indeed, physical fluid-solid coexistence is a convex combination of the two pure
phases [Rue69], which provides a physical interpretation for S as the fraction of
particles in the coexisting solid phase: in the large N limit, v, C and Q6 vary
linearly with S (see Fig. 8.7—bottom).
Our simulation set up is as follows. We start by locating (Qˆ6, Cˆ) for the FCC
and liquid minima at p ≈ p(N)co . The first guess is obtained from NpT simulations
with crystalline/disordered starting configurations. We later refine by solving for
∇ΩN = 0 as we will discuss it in detail in Section 8.6.2.
Now, at variance with umbrella sampling, ∆ΩN follows from the integral
∆ΩN =
∫
C
∇ΩN · dl =
∫ 1
0
∇SΩN dS, (8.19)
with ∇SΩN, the projection of ∇ΩN along the straight-line, Fig. 8.7—top. In ad-
dition, we use (8.11) to extrapolate ∇ΩN to different pressures, which allow us to
obtain ∆Ω(p) as a function of pressure. Then, it is easy to locate p(N)co , Fig. 8.8.
Statistical errors are estimated using standard Jack-Knife blocks [Ami05].
In order to compute pNco, we may initially neglect the pressure dependence of
the end points for the integration path in Fig. 8.6. One may easily correct for end-
points displacements, as explained in Sect. 8.6.2, which induces a correction in pNco
negligible with respect to our statistical errors.
The problem of thermalization is fully tackled in Appendix E, nonetheless we
give here a few strokes of the brush about how we can be confident of it. We intro-
duce a uniform S grid on the liquid-FCC line and perform independent simulations
at fixed (Qˆ6, Cˆ, p) (see Table 8.2 for simulation details). As a test for equilibration,
achieved for all N but N = 4000, every run was performed twice (starting from
an ideal gas and from an ideal FCC crystal). Furthermore, our runs for N ≤ 2916
are, at least, 100τ long (τ is the integrated autocorrelation time [Sok97], computed
for Q6 and v). For N = 2916, but only at S = 0.4, we find metastability with
4A magnitude A is additive if NA is extensive: gluing together systems 1,2 (with N(i) particles
and A = A(i), i = 1, 2), results in a total system with N = N(1) + N(2) particles and NA =
N(1)A(1) + N(2)A(2). C is additive to a great accuracy for coexisting fluid and FCC phases, because
the average number of neighbors Nb is very similar in both phases (5% difference, with negligible
effects on additivity in our N range, as compared with surface effects ∼ 1/N1/3). Q6 is additive
only if one of the subsystems, say i = 1, is a liquid so that Q(1)6 ∼ 1/
√
N(1) (Q6 is a pseudo-
order parameter, i.e. a strictly positive quantity which is of order 1/
√
N in a disordered phase).
For studies of interfaces on larger systems, it would be advisable to choose exactly additive order
parameters.
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Figure 8.7: (Top) ∇ΩN projected over the fluid-FCC line, ∇SΩN , vs. the line parameter S
(S = 0: fluid, S = 1: FCC), for all our system sizes at the simulation pressures. (Bottom)
Specific volume v = V/N as a function of line parameter S. At large N, v becomes a linear
function, as expected for a convex combination of pure phases [Rue69].
a helicoidal configuration (however, its contribution to final quantities is smaller
than statistical errors). Metastabilities arise often for N = 4000, at intermediate
S (yet, a careful selection of starting configurations yields a ∇ΩN with smooth S
dependency).
8.6.1 Results
By now, we have all the tools to compute ∆ΩN(p). These potential differences as
a function of p are shown in Figure 8.8. Once this effective potential is known,
p(N)co is obtained as the pressure at which ∆ΩN
(
p(N)co
)
= 0. We show in Table 8.2
and Figure 8.9 the results for each system size. As usually, we are interested in the
large N limit p∞co. Figure 8.9 suggests that we need a second order polynomial to
fit the data p(N)co . We try a fit p
(N)
co = p∞co + a1/N + a2/N2 [Bor92] for 256≤N≤2916
(fitting data and curve are also in Table 8.2 and Figure 8.9), obtaining
p∞co = 11.5727(10) .
For this extrapolation, we left out the pN=4000co value because of the doubtful ther-
malization. Nevertheless, we would like to point out that the pN=4000co is compatible
with the fitted curve.
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Figure 8.8: Effective-potential difference ∆Ω(p)=ΩFCC −Ωfluid, as a function of pressure.
At pNco, ∆ΩN = 0. The large N limit stems from Eq. (8.22). The simulated pressures (see
Table 8.1) correspond to the larger, filled symbols.
This work [Wil00] [Err04] [ZT10] [Veg07]
N pco Phase switch Direct coexistence E. M.
108 10.9216(18) 10.94(4) 11.00(6) 11.02(5)
256 11.2209(13) 11.23(4) 11.25(1) 11.26(5)
500 11.3607(8) 11.34(1) 11.35(3)
864 11.4416(13)
1372 11.4897(13) 11.50(3)
2048 11.5146(7) 11.52(3)
2916 11.5311(15)
4000 11.5452(11)
∞ 11.5727(10) 11.49(9) 11.43(2) 11.576(6) 11.54(4)
χ2/dof 2.61/3
Table 8.2: For each N, we report the phase-coexistence pressure pNco in units of kBT/σ3
(which is compared with work by other authors using different methods: phase switch
Monte Carlo, the non-equilibrium direct coexistence method, and the Einstein Molecule
approach).
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Figure 8.9: Finite size estimations of pco plotted vs. 1/N obtained in this work, to-
gether with previous determinations using phase-switch MC, Errington [Err04] and Wild-
ing [Wil00], and Einstein molecule method, Vega [Veg07]. To improve visibility, estimations
by other authors are slightly displaced to the left. We plot as well the quadratic fit of our
data.
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N 〈v〉FCC 〈v〉fluid
108 0.97580(7) 1.07611(8)
256 0.97049(6) 1.07202(7)
500 0.96796(10) 1.06932(7)
864 0.96796(10) 1.06932(7)
1372 0.96549(14) 1.06659(13)
2048 0.96500(14) 1.06577(15)
2916 0.96468(14) 1.06545(19)
4000 0.96461(13) 1.06556(15)
∞ 0.96405(3) 1.06448(10)
χ2/dof 0.32/3 0.61/2
Nmin 256 500
Nmax 2916 2916
Table 8.3: Specific-volumes of the FCC crystal and the fluid phase as function of the system
size. We include the extrapolation to N = ∞ together with the details of the linear fit to
v∞ + a1/N.
We compare our results in Table 8.2 and Figure 8.9 with previous estimates.
They are more precise (and compatible with) independent determinations by other
authors, both at finite and in the large N limit. The best previous equilibrium es-
timate seems to be the rather crude p∞co = 11.50(9) [Wil00], obtained using phase-
switch Monte Carlo. In fact, the only previous method accurate enough to pro-
vide a meaningful comparison is the non-equilibrium direct-coexistence: p∞co =
11.576(6) [ZT10]. Note, however, that in order to achieve such a small error (but
still six times larger than the error in our tethered computation), systems with up
to N = 1.6× 105 particles were simulated [ZT10].
In addition, we can compute the specific volumes for the fluid and the FCC
phase averaging the volume data at S = 0 and 1 respectively (the saddle points
quoted in Table 8.1). We show the results obtained in Table 8.3 together with an
extrapolation in 1/N.
Finally, the reader might wonder about the linear relation of ∆Ω vs. p in Fig-
ure 8.8. It follows from Eq. (8.16). The potential at each extrema is Ω∗(p) =
g(p) +O(1/N), where g(p) is the Gibbs free-energy density. Then, its derivate is
∂Ω
∂p
∣∣∣∣∗ = ∂g∂p +O(1/N) = v∗ +O(1/N), (8.20)
where v∗ is the intrinsic volume at the extremal point. Thus, the effective potential
at p close to p∗, is:
Ω(p) = Ω∗ + v∗(p− p∗) +O
(
(p− p∗)2
)
+O(1/N), (8.21)
and since the effective potential at the extremal points must be equal in the two
phases at the coexistence pressure, pco, the difference in effective potential between
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the fluid and the FCC phase at p, will be determined by
ΩFCC(p)−Ωf(p) = (vFCC − vfluid)(p− pco) +O(1/N), (8.22)
and thus, presents a linear dependency in p. We include in Fig. 8.8 the prediction
for the thermodynamic limit that follows from this last relation using the large-N
extrapolations for the specific volume displayed in Table 8.3.
8.6.2 Calculation of the extremal points and corrections
We had postponed the discussion about the computation of the extremal points
shown in Table 8.1, as well as the issue of considering the same integration curve
for all values of p. We devote this section to both problems.
We need to locate the two extremal points in the straight path in Fig. 8.6, which
correspond to the fluid or to the FCC crystal. The two points are local minima of
ΩN, regarded as a function of Qˆ6 and Cˆ but at fixed pressure. Our procedure has
been as follows.
We first obtain a crude estimate from standard simulations in the NpT ensemble
(without any constrain in the crystal parameters). Note that the autocorrelation
time for such simulations is unknown, but larger than any simulation performed
to date. Hence, these standard simulations get stuck at the local minimum of ΩN
which is most similar to their starting configuration. Starting the simulation either
from an ideal gas, or from a perfect FCC crystal, we approach the pure-phases we
are interested in. The Monte Carlo average of Q6(R) and C(R) provides our first
guess.
To refine the search of either of the two local minima (Qˆ∗6 , Cˆ∗), we note that, up
to terms of third order in Qˆ6 − Qˆ∗6 or Cˆ− Cˆ∗,
ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ) = Ω∗N +
AQQ
2
(Qˆ6 − Qˆ∗6)2 + AQC(Qˆ6 − Qˆ∗6)(Cˆ− Cˆ∗) +
ACC
2
(Cˆ− Cˆ∗)2 .
(8.23)
The shorthand Ω∗N stands for ΩN(Qˆ
∗
6 , Cˆ
∗). Incidentally, Eq. (8.23) tells us that the
computation in Sect. 8.6 is intrinsically stable. An error of order e in the location of
(Qˆ∗6 , Cˆ∗) will result in an error of order e2 in the coexistence pressure.
Yet, the tethered computation does not give us access to ΩN, but to its gradient:
∇ΩN(Qˆ6, Cˆ) =
(
AQQ(Qˆ6 − Qˆ∗6) + AQC(Cˆ− Cˆ∗), ACC(Cˆ− Cˆ∗) + AQC(Qˆ6 − Qˆ∗6)
)
.
(8.24)
Eq. (8.24) holds up to corrections quadratic in Qˆ6 − Qˆ∗6 or Cˆ − Cˆ∗. We thus com-
pute the expectation value of the field ∇ΩN, in a grid of nine points (Qˆ6, Cˆ) that
surround our first guess for (Qˆ∗6 , Cˆ∗), and fit the results to Eq. (8.24). We iterate
this procedure until an accuracy ∼ 10−6 in both coordinates (Qˆ∗6 , Cˆ∗) is reached.
Actually, Eq. (8.11), shows how one extrapolates the expectation values for the
gradient field from the simulated pressure, p to a nearby p+ δp. The corresponding
fit to Eq. (8.24) provides the new coordinates
(
Qˆ∗6(p + δp), Cˆ∗(p + δp)
)
.
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At this point, one could worry because the integration path in Fig. 8.6 is no
longer appropriate at pressure p+ δp. In fact, the extremal points in the integration
path are pressure-dependent. However, some reflection shows that this is not a real
problem. In fact,
∆ΩN(p + δp) = ∆FCC(p, p + δp) + ∆path(p, p + δp)− ∆fluid(p, p + δp) . (8.25)
The different pieces in Eq. (8.25)
∆FCC(p, p + δp) = ΩN
(
QˆFCC6 (p + δp), Cˆ
FCC(p + δp); p + δp
)− (8.26)
− ΩN
(
QˆFCC6 (p), Cˆ
FCC(p); p + δp
)
,
the correction due to the shift of order δp in the coordinates of the FCC minimum,
∆path(p, p + δp) = ΩN
(
QˆFCC6 (p), Cˆ
FCC(p); p + δp
)− (8.27)
− ΩN
(
Qˆfluid6 (p), Cˆ
fluid(p); p + δp
)
,
the line-integral sketched in Fig. 8.6 as computed at pressure p + δp, and
∆fluid(p, p + δp) = ΩN
(
Qˆfluid6 (p + δp), Cˆ
fluid(p + δp); p + δp
)− (8.28)
− ΩN
(
Qˆfluid6 (p), Cˆ
fluid(p); p + δp
)
,
the correction due to the shift in the coordinates of the fluid minimum.
Now, one expects that the pressure-induced changes in the minima coordinates
as well as on the coefficients AQQ, AQ,C and ACC will of order δp. Hence, Eq. 8.23
implies that both ∆FCC(p, p + δp) and ∆fluid(p, p + δp) are of order (δp)2. This is
the rationale behind the simplifying assumption made in Sect. 8.6.
At any rate, ∆FCC(p, p+ δp) and ∆fluid(p, p+ δp) can be numerically computed
from Eq. 8.23. For all values of N simulated, their combined effect on the determi-
nation of the coexistence pressure turns out to be smaller than 1% of the statistical
error bars as shown in Table 8.4. Then, at least in our systems, this kind of re-
finement seems not to be necessary (partly because we did short simulations that
yielded working estimates of p(N)co ).
However, we cannot forget that before running simulations we had an idea of
the value of the coexistence pressure for each system size, and we did not need
to displace too much in p, but this is not the normal case in the most interesting
systems, and these corrections might become important as long as one gets further
away from the simulation pressure.
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N pco pcorrectedco (pco − pcorrectedco )/error
108 10.9216(18) 10.9216(18) -0.0046
256 11.2209(13) 11.2209(13) -0.0106
500 11.3607(8) 11.3607(8) -0.0132
864 11.4416(13) 11.4416(13) -0.0018
1372 11.4897(13) 11.4897(13) -0.0062
2048 11.5146(7) 11.5146(7) -0.0020
2916 11.5311(10) 11.5311(10) -0.0082
Table 8.4: Study of the effect of the corrections in the determination of pNco.
8.7
Geometric transitions and the interfacial free-energy
The interfacial free energy is the free-energy cost per unit area of a liquid-to-crystal
interface. Its computation has been rather difficult for hard spheres. In fact, differ-
ent authors finding mutually incompatible results [Dav00, Mu05, Dav10].
As for the interfacial free energy, γ, he difficulties are due to the need of consid-
ering inhomogeneous configurations. 5 In a system with periodic boundary condi-
tions, geometrical transitions arise when the line parameter S varies from the liquid
to the solid. In fact, the system struggles to minimize the surface energy while re-
specting the global constraints for Q6 and C. Depending on the fraction of crystal
phase, which is fixed by S, the minimizing geometry can be either a bubble, a cylin-
der or a slab of liquid in a crystal matrix (or vice versa). An example of each type
of configuration is displayed in Fig. 8.10. As S varies, the minimizing geometry
changes at definite S values. This phenomenon is named geometric transition, and
has been previously studied in simpler models (for instance, first-order transitions
in lattice magnetic systems [MM07], or fluid-gas phase-coexistence [Mac06, Bin11]).
These transitions result in the cusps and steps that appear for large N in ∇SΩN,
Fig. 8.7—top.
The physical situation is as follows. When we go from the liquid to the solid,
Fig. 8.6, the homogeneous fluid becomes unstable at a value of the linear coordinate
S ∝ N−1/(D+1), which means that a macroscopic droplet of crystal forms. This has
been established for all types of first-order phase transitions [Bis02, Bin03, Mac04,
Nuß06], and explicitly verified for crystallization here. As S grows the mass of the
crystal droplet increases, which costs surface energy. At a certain point, the peri-
odic boundary conditions allow reducing the surface energy by turning the crystal
droplet onto a crystal cylinder. At still larger S, the cylinder becomes a slab. Of
5The tethering approach does not induce artificial interfaces. In fact, mathematically, the inter-
facial free-energy is defined though the ratio of two partition functions with different boundary
conditions. But the tethered potential does not change the partition function [with any boundary
conditions, see Eq. (8.10)].
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Figure 8.10: Snapshots of mixed configurations for N = 2916 particles found as the line
parameter S varies. We present projections in the three Cartesian directions. To improve
visibility, the radii are a fraction of the real ones, and the darkness is an increasing function
of the distance to the projection plane.
course another three analogous geometrical transitions arise when S keeps increas-
ing as we approach the FCC minimum. All six geometric transitions appeared in
our simulations of large enough hard-spheres systems. We are interested in identi-
fying systems large enough to form a slab of crystal surrounded by fluid to be able
to compute the interfacial free-energy.
In order to follow these geometrical transitions, it is useful to look at the inho-
mogeneity of the system. As shown in Figure 8.10, we deal with phase separation
between fluid and FCC crystal, then it is interesting to consider the particle-density
fluctuations (recall Section 7.2.1.2) quantified through
F (q) = 1
N2
∣∣∣∣ N∑
i=1
eiq·ri
∣∣∣∣2 , (8.29)
As we are interested in the largest wavelength, we consider the smallest q allowed
by periodic boundary conditions, ‖q‖ = 2pi/L, where L is the linear size of the sim-
ulation box. There are three such minimal wave vectors in a cubic box, (2pi/L, 0, 0),
(0, 2pi/L, 0) and (0, 0, 2pi/L). Given a particle configuration, we define F1 as the
maximum over the three directions, F3 as the minimum, and F2 as the interme-
diate one. As the droplet, cylinder and slab geometries have different symmetries
the natural order parameters are
• Whenever the system is phase separated, (F1 + F2 + F3)/3 is of order 1,
(order 1/N otherwise).
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Figure 8.11: For systems of N hard spheres at their phase-coexistence pressure, we show,
as a function of the line parameter S, different linear combinations of the particle-density
fluctuations, Eq. (8.29), computed for the minimal wave vectors allowed by periodic bound-
ary conditions and ordered in such a way that F1 > F2 > F3. For the phase-separated
states all three F are of order 1 (order 1/N for homogeneous systems). The slab phase is
the only one with F1 − F2 of order one. The cylinder phase is identified by F2 − F3 of
order one.
• For a cylinder, two of the F ’s are of order 1, while the F along the cylinder
axis is small. Hence, F2−F3 is of order 1 in the cylinder phase, but it vanishes
(for large N) both in the droplet and the slab phase.
• For a slab the only F of order 1 is that transverse to it. Hence F1 −F2 is of
order 1 for a slab, but not for the cylinder nor the droplet.
All these behaviors are identified in Fig. 8.11. We thus conclude that N ≥ 2048 is
sufficient to attempt a computation of the interfacial free-energy.
The effective potential has a local maximum along the line that joins the FCC
and the fluid (the solution of ∇SΩN = 0 at S∗ ≈ 0.5, Fig. 8.7—top). The excess
free energy is due to the two interfaces that the fluid presents with a crystalline
slab parallel to the simulation box ({100} planes). Then the interfacial free energy
at p(N)co is
γ
(N)
{100} = kBT N (Ωs∗ −ΩFCC) /(2 〈Nv〉2/3S∗ ) . (8.30)
The γ(N){100} (listed in Table 8.5) are extrapolated as [Bil94]
γ
(N)
{100}σ
2
kBT
=
γ{100}σ2
kBT
+
a2 − logN
6N2/3
+
a3
N
+
a4
N4/3
+ . . . (8.31)
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N γ{100}
108 0.4063(12)
256 0.4243(8)
500 0.4798(8)
864 0.5285(12)
1372 0.5611(14)
2048 0.5832(10)
2916 0.5971(12)
4000 0.607(2)
∞ 0.636(11)
χ2/dof 0.14/2
Table 8.5: For each N, we report {100} interfacial free energy γ{100} (in kBT/σ2 units). The
large-N limit is obtained using (8.31).
A fit for 256 ≤ N ≤ 2916 yields γ{100} = 0.636(11) in units of kBT/σ2 (χ2 = 0.14 for
two degrees of freedom). We remark that the difference among the fit and γ(N=4000){100}
(not included in the fit) is one fifth of the error bar. Also, the extrapolation for 500 ≤
N ≤ 2916 merely doubles the final error estimate. Our result is compatible with
γ{100} = 0.64(2) [Mu05], γ{100} = 0.619(3) [Cac03] and γ{100} = 0.639(11) [Här12],
but not with γ{100} = 0.5820(19) [Dav10]. A peculiarity of the tethered approach is
that one may control the dependence of the estimate of γ100 on the actual estimate
used for the coexistence pressure. One simply computes γ100 as a function of
pressure, using (8.30), as it is shown in Fig. 8.12. It turns out that the slope of the
curve is of order 0.4, hence an error of order e in the determination of p∞co results
in an error of order ∼ 0.4e in γ100. To our knowledge, such effects have not been
taken into account in previous computations [Dav00, Mu05, Dav10]. In fact, in
recent works [Här12] using the coexistence method, the interfacial free-energy was
computed at the coexistence pressure p∞co = 11.576(6) [ZT10] very close to our own
computation. Not surprisingly, these authors obtain an almost identical interfacial
free energy.
A final warning is in order. Not much is known about the effect of the cusps
and steps in ∇SΩN, Fig. 8.7—top, in the large-N extrapolation γ(N){100} → γ{100}.
This non-smoothness is a consequence of the geometric transitions that arise in
our larger systems. However, as far as the p(N)co → pco extrapolation is concerned,
the analogy with simpler models [MM07] (e.g. the D = 2 Potts model, where
comparison with exact solutions is possible), strongly suggests that these cusps
and steps are inconsequential.
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Figure 8.12: Interfacial free-energy for the (100) lattice crystalline direction γ{100} as a
function of pressure, for a system of N hard-spheres, for N = 2048, 2916 N = 4000. We
estimated γ{100} from Eq. 8.30
Part III
Quantum Annealing
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CHAPTER IX
Many-body transverse interactions in the
quantum annealing
9.1
Introduction
In all previous chapters, our initial objective was to reach the equilibrium configu-
ration given certain conditions. This is nothing but an optimization problem: the
task of finding the configuration that optimizes a given free-energy (or cost in a
more general problem) function H({Si}) dependent on a large number N of vari-
ables S1, . . . , SN (often subjected to constraints). This kind of question appears often
in physics when one wonders about equilibrium or ground states, but it is a whole
research field by itself, common to many fields in science. Finding the minimum
energy or cost often becomes a hard task when the constraints in the system, or the
interactions between variables, induce frustration because there is no way to find
a minimum configuration that minimizes the problem locally (we discussed the
concept of frustration in spin glasses in Figure 3.1). As we have discussed all over
this thesis, the frustration leads to a rugged free-energy landscape of many relative
minima, and an exhaustive search for the absolute minimum is just not feasible for
the interesting sizes (the dimension of the system often grows exponentially with
N). As examples of these optimization problems, one can cite the traveling sales
problem [Pap98] or the k-SAT problem [Gar79] in computer science, or finding the
equilibrium configuration in a glass, as we tried in this thesis.
Complexity in optimization problems is commonly classified as P if an algo-
rithm is known to solve the problem in a time that grows polynomially with N. On
the contrary, if it is not the case, and the time scales faster with N, these problems
are normally labeled NP-hard (Non-deterministic Polynomial-time hard problems)
and considered as hard problems. Among all the NP problems, there is a sub-
group named NP complete so that any possible NP problem can be reduced to one
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of them by means of a polynomial algorithm. Thus, if one algorithm were found
that solved polynomially an NP complete problem, the whole family of problems
would also become easy. The problems mentioned above belong all to the NP-
complete class.1
Statistical mechanics, based on physical intuition, has contributed a lot in the
development of new strategies for optimization problems: parallel tempering or
replica exchange [Huk96], and simulated annealing [Kir83] are the two popular
and widely used examples even outside the physics’ world. We have also studied
and introduced here new algorithms like the microcanonical or tethered algorithms
in Part II of this thesis with the same aim. For the algorithm we are studying in this
Chapter, the quantum annealing, it is interesting to first discuss the the tempera-
ture annealing, its classical counterpart. In this method, fluctuations are introduced
in the problem through a fictitious temperature. This temperature favors the jump
over barriers and thus encourages the system to visit other possible minima. The
system is then simulated at a temperature T(t) that decreases slowly with time
until it is finally switched off at the end of the simulation. We will refer to this sim-
ulated annealing as classical annealing (CA) in contrast to the quantum annealing
(QA) [Kad98, Fin94, Das08, San06], where fluctuations are induced also in the sys-
tem but this time quantum ones. Quantum perturbations allow tunneling effects,
and thus, if narrow enough, barriers can be crossed instead of surpassed.
In the traditional QA formulation, a time-dependent Hamiltonian is introduced
Hˆ(t) = s(t)Hˆ0 + [1− s(t)] Vˆ, (9.1)
where Hˆ0 is the target Hamiltonian (or the cost function that one wants to mini-
mize) and Vˆ represents the quantum perturbations. In the field we are working in,
the Hamiltonian Hˆ0 represents the magnetic interaction between spins. For the sake
of simplicity, we will consider that Hˆ0 only depends on the z components of the
Pauli matrix σˆzi , where i(= 1, . . . , N) labels the index of each spin in the system. As
normally, we are interested in finding the lowest energy spin configuration, i.e. the
ground state. Now we introduce the quantum fluctuations through a spin driver
term Vˆ. In principle, this term is arbitrary, as long as it does not commute with Hˆ0.
In addition, we impose that Vˆ has a single, trivial ground state. A typical example
of a driver Hamiltonian is the transverse-field operator
VˆTF ≡ −
N
∑
i=1
σˆxi , (9.2)
where the σˆxi (i = 1, . . . , N) are the x components of the Pauli matrix. This per-
turbation is very intuitive, since it represents nothing but the interaction with a
magnetic field along the x direction that induces quantum transitions between the
eigenstates of σˆzi , whose modulus is tuned through the control parameter s(t). Ini-
tially, at t = 0, the control parameter s(t) starts at s(0) = 0, with Hˆ(0) = Vˆ, and
1With the exception of the 2-SAT problem and the 2D Ising spin glass [Bar12] that can be solved
polynomially.
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increases monotonically with time until it reaches unity at time τ and Hˆ(τ) = Hˆ0.
Let us choose the simplest possible scheme where the control parameter grows
linearly with time, i.e. s(t) = t/τ.
The evolution of the system, |Φ(t)〉, is determined by the Schrödinger equation,
i
d
dt
|Φ(t)〉 = Hˆ(t) |Φ(t)〉 , 0 ≤ t ≤ τ. (9.3)
The initial state |Φ(0)〉 is the ground state of the driver Hamiltonian Vˆ and is thus
known. If the parameter s(t) is changed very slowly (τ is very long), the state will
be at every time very close to the instantaneous ground state. If it so, by tuning the
parameters, one will move adiabatically from the initial ground state to the ground
state of Hˆ0.
The adiabatic theorem states that the system stays close to the instantaneous
ground state as long as τ  ∆−2min where ∆min is the minimum energy gap from
the ground state. Of course, in order for the above argument to be of general
use, this ∆min cannot decrease with N too fast. In fact, if the energy gap decays
exponentially with the system size, as happens generally in first-order transitions,
the running time will increase exponentially with N and the QA would not help to
solve the problem efficiently.
This vanishing exponential gap present in many first-order transitions is some-
times considered to be one of the most important drawbacks of quantum anneal-
ing. Its presence was somehow shadowed for certain time by the preasymptotic
behavior displayed in the small system sizes feasible in simulations [Far01, Hog03,
You08]. Indeed, in the last years, an increasing number of first-order transitions in
the annealing parameters are being found [You10, Hen11, Jör08, Jör10a, Jör10b]. It
has thus been suggested that the presence of these quantum first-order transitions
when tuning the transverse field is an intrinsic property of the systems with com-
plicate free energy landscape, i.e. the hard problems, leading a pessimistic scenario
for the QA algorithm [You10, Hen11, Jör08, Jör10a, Jör10b].
Recently, it was found that the ferromagnetic p-spin model, a model without
disorder and with a simple free energy landscape, also suffers from this kind of
first-order transition [Jör10a]. Due to its simplicity, this model constitutes a perfect
benchmark to study the QA performance. Indeed, it was recently shown [Sek12]
that, at least for finite values of p and p 6= 3, it is possible to avoid this first-
order transition by appending an additional antiferromagnetic driver term and
performing the annealing along a curve in a space of two annealing parameters
instead of just one. This study changes the paradigm about first-order transitions
in QA, since the failure of QA strategies observed up to now could be a failure
of the standard formulation of QA with a transverse field, not a failure of the
algorithm itself.
Here we go deeper into this problem, studying a family of alternative driver
terms, displaying different symmetries. We show analytically the existence of paths
that cross only a second-order transition and thus the speed of QA is not exponen-
tially damped. Indeed, in a second order transition the gap vanishes only polyno-
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mially with the number of particles, which must be compared with the exponential
damping observed in the first order transition. The solution to the problem is not
unique and we study the properties of these new driver terms, reaching the con-
clusion that the structure of the ground state of the additional Hamiltonians is
not the main important feature that makes the whole algorithm success as argued
in [Bap12].
9.2
Problem
Our starting point is the ferromagnetic p-spin model (p = 2, 3, 4 . . .)
Hˆ0 = −N
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
σˆzi
)p
. (9.4)
The ground state for this model, |Φ0〉, corresponds to the state of all the spins
aligned along the z direction. In order to avoid the degeneracy of the up and
down configurations present in even powers of p, we consider here only the odd
values of p and p ≥ 3. In the limiting p → ∞ case, this model is nothing but the
Grover problem [Jör10a, Gro97]. Although the Grover’s quantum algorithm, whose
reformulation in quantum annealing is given in [Rol03], is considered a success of
the quantum algorithm (provides a square-root gain with respect to the classical
search [Gro96]) it remains being a hard problem even with quantum algorithms.
Now we consider the problem of finding this already known ground state |Φ0〉 of
(9.4) with the QA algorithm using two driving terms.
As usual, we consider the traditional transverse field operator,
VˆTF ≡ −
N
∑
i=1
σˆxi , (9.5)
whose ground state, |ΦTF〉, is the one where all the N spins are pointing to the pos-
itive direction along the x axis. We next introduce a second Hamiltonian inspired
in the antiferromagnetic interaction suggested in [Sek12],
Vˆk = +N
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
σˆxi
)k
, (9.6)
that depends on a parameter k(> 1). When k = 2, we recover the antiferromagnetic
interaction studied in [Sek12]. The ground state for this Hamiltonian, namely |Φk〉,
depends on the value of the power k. When k is odd, the energy is minimum
when all spins are aligned along the x axis but pointing to the negative direction.
On the contrary, when k is even, the ground state corresponds to the state with
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total ∑Ni=1 σ
x
i = 0 if N is even, or ∑
N
i=1 σ
x
i = ±1 for N odd. One of the goals of
the present paper is to clarify whether the value k = 2 is essential to avoid the
first-order transition.
If we sum up (9.1), (9.5) and (9.6), the new Hamiltonian of the problem reads as
Hˆ(s,λ) = s
[
λHˆ0 + (1− λ)Vˆk
]
+ (1− s)VˆTF. (9.7)
Here there are two annealing parameters, s and λ. These parameters will be tuned
slowly during the annealing process so that, at the final time, τ, s(τ) = λ(τ) = 1
and the target Hamiltonian (9.4) is thus recovered. In that way, one can explore the
annealing process following infinitely different paths. It might resemble the idea
of nondeterministic Turing machines, but one must always keep in mind that, even
though many paths are possible, only one is chosen in each particular realization.
The traditional QA is one of the infinite possible paths in (9.7). In fact, one
can remove the influence of Vˆk, just by fixing λ(t) = 1. Then, the annealing is
performed by tuning s from 0 to 1. If one looks at the configurations, at t = 0 all
spins should be aligned with the x axis, and at the end, with the z axis. In this
case, we know that the system suffers from a quantum first-order phase transition
between these two states. This transition ruins the efficiency of the algorithm as
it becomes exponential [Jör10a]. The idea of introducing this two-parameter space
(λ, s) is precise to try avoid this transition by following an alternative route. Seki
and Nishimori succeeded in finding ingenious paths [Sek12] with antiferromag-
netic interactions, and here, we generalize that method to check how the value of k
affects the conclusion.
9.3
Analysis by a semi-classical approach
The QA strategy will succeed if we are able to find a path in the space of parameters
(λ, s) that avoids crossing any first-order transition. With this aim, we compute in
this section the phase diagram correspondent to the new Hamiltonian (9.7), as a
function of the parameter k. The N → ∞ limit can be computed analytically using a
semi-classical approximation (method to be explained below) or the Trotter-Suzuki
decomposition formula [Suz76] and the static approximation (see Appendix G),
leading to equivalent results.
9.3.1 General Properties
As a starting point, let us rewrite the Hamiltonian (9.7) in terms of the total spin
variables (Sα = 12 ∑
N
i=1 σ
α
i with α = x, y and z),
Hˆ(s,λ) = −sλN
(
2
N
Sz
)p
+ s (1− λ)N
(
2
N
Sx
)k
− 2(1− s)Sx. (9.8)
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This Hamiltonian commutes with the total squared spin, S2. Since the total spin
is conserved and the initial state in the annealing process is the one with all spins
aligned with the x axis, we are only interested in studying the maximum possible
S value, i.e. S = N/2.
Now, consider the normalized variables mα = Sα/S, with α = x, y and z. The
commutation relations for these variables are
[mx, my] = i
2
N
mz, (9.9)
and cyclic permutations. The normalized variable mα can take N + 1 values within
the interval [−1, 1]. Thus, in the large N limit, these variables commute, and
we can consider them as the components of a classical unit vector, i.e. m =
(cos θ, sin θ sin ϕ, sin θ cos ϕ), being θ the polar angle measured from the x axis,
and ϕ the azimuthal one measured from the z axis.
Considering the system now as classic, we can write the energy per spin as
e = −sλ(sin θ cos ϕ)p + s (1− λ) cosk θ − (1− s) cos θ. (9.10)
The equilibrium state will be determined by the minimum of e. Since p is odd, the
minimum lies on the plane with ϕ = 0, which we call XZ+ plane. The energy on
this plane is labeled only by the polar angle θ
e = −s λ sinp θ + s (1− λ) cosk θ − (1− s) cos θ. (9.11)
We search the θ0 ∈ [0,pi] that minimizes (9.11)2. The condition for the minimum is
∂e
∂θ0
= −p s λ sinp−1 θ0 cos θ0− k s (1− λ) cosk−1 θ0 sin θ0 + (1− s) sin θ0 = 0, (9.12)
whose solutions are the angles θ0 that satisfy either sin θ0 = 0 or
p s λ sinp−2 θ0 cos θ0 + k s (1− λ) cosk−1 θ0 − 1+ s = 0. (9.13)
These two equations have more than one solution, and each one corresponds to a
different phase. We will consider them as ferromagnetic if mz(= sin θ0) > 0, and
quantum paramagnetic if mz = 0. The most stable one at each point (λ, s) will be
the absolute minimum of e.
We begin with the quantum paramagnetic solutions. The equation sin θ0 = 0 is
satisfied for θ0 = 0 or pi. The case θ0 = 0 corresponds to positive x magnetization,
mx = 1. We name this phase QP+. Its energy is obtained by inserting this angle in
(9.11),
eQP+(s,λ) = s(1− λ)− 1+ s. (9.14)
2Negative magnetizations along z axis have always higher free energy due to the change of sign
in the sinp θ term in (9.11) (remember that we only consider the p odd case in this work).
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The other paramagnetic solution, θ0 = pi, corresponds to negative magnetization,
mx = −1. We call this phase QP−. This phase is only stable for odd values of k and
its energy is
eQP−(s,λ) = −s(1− λ) + 1− s. (9.15)
This phase will not appear in the phase diagrams for k even, since its energy is
always positive in the range of parameters 0 ≤ s, λ ≤ 1.
We consider next the ferromagnetic solutions (θ0 > 0). The purely ferromagnetic
solution sin θ0 = 1 is only a valid solution on the line s = 1. Apart from this line,
equation (9.13) cannot be explicitly solved for any value of p, but it can be done in
the p → ∞ limit. We study below all the solutions for this limit and discuss their
validity for p finite.
9.3.2 Phase diagram for p→ ∞
In this limit, (9.13) has two possible ferromagnetic solutions. The parameter p
appears in (9.13) through p sinp−2 θ0. We consider the two possible limits for the
sine power, sinp−2 θ0 →1 (for the F phase) and 0 (for the F’ phase), always keeping
θ0 > 0.
We begin the discussion with the F phase. With this aim, we assume
sinp θ0 → 1, (9.16)
and substitute it in (9.13),
p s λ cos θ0 + k s (1− λ) cosk−1 θ0 − 1+ s = 0. (9.17)
In the p→ ∞ limit, this equation can only be satisfied if either the cosine vanishes,
i.e. θ0 = pi/2 (but only on the line s = 1), or p cos θ0 tends to a constant. Let us
investigate this second case. We consider cos θ0 = c/p, with c a p-independent
constant, and introduce it in (9.17), and taking the p→ ∞ limit, the equation reads
s λ c− 1+ s = 0, (9.18)
whose solution is c = (1− s)/sλ. Thus,
cos θ0 =
1− s
s p λ
→ 0, (9.19)
is a solution to (9.13). Still we need to check that this θ0 agrees with the initial
assumption (9.16). Indeed,
lim
p→∞ sin
p−2 θ0 = limp→∞
[
1−
(
1− s
2 s p λ
)2]p
= 1.
We obtain the energy for this phase introducing (9.19) in (9.11)
eF(s,λ)k
∣∣∣
p→∞
= −s λ. (9.20)
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On the other hand, the F’ solution is obtained assuming the opposite limit,
p sinp θ0 → 0. (9.21)
Under this assumption, (9.13) reduces to
k s (1− λ) cosk−1 θ0 − 1+ s = 0, (9.22)
whose solution is
cos θ0 =
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
. (9.23)
Note that if k is odd, the negative solution for the cosine is also a valid solution.
However, it has always higher energy than its positive counterpart, so we will not
consider it for further discussions.
The energy for the F’ phase when p→ ∞ is
eF′(s,λ)|p→∞ = −
k− 1
k
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
(1− s). (9.24)
Up to this point, we have obtained all the possible solutions to (9.13) in the
p→ ∞ limit: three (for even k) and four (for odd k) phases. We can use the energies
to determine which phase is the most stable at each point (λ, s). We show in figure
9.1 several phase diagrams for k = 2, 3, 4 and 5. Let us analyze the nature of each
transition. We begin with the transition line between the F’ and QP+ phases. This
line is obtained by solving eF′ − eQP = 0 using the expressions (9.24) and (9.14). This
equality is fulfilled on the line s = 1/[1+ k(1− λ)]. On this line, mx = cos θ0 = 1 in
both phases, which corresponds to a second-order transition. On the other hand,
the transition between the F and the QP+ phases lies on the s = 1/2 line and,
since magnetization is discontinuous, it is first-order. The second-order transition
extends from (λ, s) = (0, 1/(k + 1)) to (λ, s) = ((k − 1)/k, 1/2), the point where
these two kinds of transitions cross. According to that, the higher k is, the broader
the second-order line and the smaller the QP+ region are. Furthermore, in the
k→ ∞ limit, the QP+ region completely disappears.
Still there is a first-order transition between the F and F’ phases, determined by
the solution of eF′ − eF = 0 using (9.24) and (9.20). We solve this equation numeri-
cally and obtain the curve displayed in figure 9.1. On this line, the magnetizations
are discontinuous but at the point (λ, s) = (0, 1) where they two become equal,
mz = sin θ0 = 1. The transition is then first-order, but in the mentioned point,
where it would be second-order.
Up to this point, the discussion is common for even and odd values of k. How-
ever, in this latter case the QP− phase also exists. Thereby, two additional tran-
sitions between F or F’ phases and the QP− phase appear. In both cases the x
magnetization changes the sign on the transition, and then, they are first-order.
The transition lines are obtained by solving the equations eQP− − eF = 0, leading
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Figure 9.1: Phase diagram for p→ ∞. Dashed black lines represent first-order transitions,
whereas the solid line in light green accounts for the second-order transition.
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to s = 1/(2(1− λ)), and eQP− − eF′ = 0 which must be solved numerically. We
display all the transition lines in figure 9.1.
According to these results, when we consider the p → ∞ limit, there is only
one single path that succeeds in avoiding first order transitions. This is the straight
line that joins the initial point (λ, s) = (0, 0) with the left upper corner, (0, 1), and
the final state (1, 1). However, even though this path only crosses second order
transitions, along this way there is no quantum annealing process, as can be seen
by an insertion of these parameter values into the Hamiltonian (9.7), and thus this
path is meaningless.
9.4
Phase Diagram
The phase diagram for finite p is different. Now, there appear regions where first-
order transitions disappear, leaving more space for annealing trajectories. We dis-
play the corresponding diagrams in figures 9.2, 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5 for k = 2, 3, 4 and 5,
respectively. Again, the shape of the phase diagram strongly depends on whether
k is even or odd. In the former, there are only three phases and in the latter the
extra QP− phase appears. Besides, the higher k is, the longer is the second-order
transition line.
The picture of the ferromagnetic phase for finite p is rather complicated. When
one solves numerically (9.13) and looks at the θ0 > 0 solutions, the situation is the
following: in a wide region, one finds two possible alternative solutions that look
very much alike to the F and F’ phases discussed for the p → ∞ limit. However,
near the left and upper corner in the phase diagram, there is one single ferromag-
netic solution which is neither F nor F’ but something intermediate. In fact, for
k even, one can find paths through which the magnetization evolves continuously
from the F’ to the F magnetizations without crossing any transition on the way, see
figure 9.6. However, when p is high and k is odd, transitions between the F and F’
phases cannot be avoided, see figures 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7.
All this effect can be understood quantitatively coming back to the discussion
of the p → ∞ ferromagnetic solutions. Each of the phases were derived using the
assumptions (9.16) for the F phase, and (9.21) for the F’ phase. Now we discuss the
validity of these approximations for p finite.
We begin with the F phase. This phase was obtained by introducing (9.16) in
(9.13). Since this equality is not strictly true, we introduce it as an approximation
sinp−2 θ0 ≈ 1, thus obtaining a new approximate equation
p s λ cos θ0 + k s (1− λ) cosk−1 θ0 − 1+ s ≈ 0. (9.25)
If we assume cos θ0  1, the solution is
cos θ0 ≈ 1− ss [p λ+ k(1− λ)] , (9.26)
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Figure 9.2: Phase diagram for k = 2. This is the same phase diagram as in reference
[Sek12]. The transition between the F’ and QP phases is of second order, and the F-QP and
F-F’ transitions are of first order.
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Figure 9.3: Phase diagram for k = 3. Only the F’-QP+ transition is of second order.
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Figure 9.4: Phase diagram for k = 4. The structure is qualitatively the same as for k = 2.
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Figure 9.5: Phase diagram k = 5. The F’-QP+ transition is of second order, and the other
transitions are all of first order.
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Figure 9.6: Magnetization obtained with the semi-classical approach as a function of s for
λ = 0.1 and for k = 2 and 3. The dashed lines correspond to the analytical predictions for
the QP±, F (9.26) and F’ (9.32) solutions.
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Figure 9.7: Magnetization obtained with the semi-classical approach as a function of s for
λ = 0.3 for k = 2 and 3. The dashed lines correspond to the analytical predictions for the
QP±, F (9.26) and F’ (9.32) solutions.
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for k = 2, and
cos θ0 ≈ 1− ss p λ , (9.27)
for k > 2. That means, that the F solution found for the p → ∞ limit also appears
for finite p whereas cos θ0  1, or
1− s
s p λ
 1. (9.28)
In particular, the smaller this quotient (9.28) is, the better approximation the F
solution is. We can obtain the energies for finite p by introducing this solution in
(9.11). For k = 2,
ek=2F (s,λ) ≈ −s λ
[
1−
(
1− s
s [p λ+ 2 (1− λ)]
)2] p2−1
+s (1− λ)
(
1− s
s [p λ+ 2 (1− λ)]
)k
− (1− s)
(
1− s
s [p λ+ 2 (1− λ)]
)
, (9.29)
and for k > 2
ekF(s,λ) ≈ −s λ
[
1−
(
1− s
s p λ
)2] p2−1
+s(1− λ)
(
1− s
s p λ
)k
− (1− s)
(
1− s
s p λ
)
. (9.30)
Next we study the F’ solution. We consider the following approximation
p sinp−2 θ0 ≈ 0. (9.31)
As before, if this is a good approximation,
cos θ0 ≈
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
(9.32)
is one solution to (9.13). This solution is equal to the one obtained for p → ∞,
(9.23). In other words, at this order of approximation, the solution is exact at this
limit.
We briefly discuss the range of validity of this F’ solution (9.32) for p finite.
The approximation (9.31) is valid for small values of θ0. With this idea we expand
separately the two terms in (9.13) around θ0 = 0, the first term being
sinp−2 θ0 cos θ0 = p s λ θ
p−2
0
[
1− p + 1
6
θ20 +O(θ
4
0)
]
,
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and the second term
k s (1− λ) cosk−1 θ0 − 1+ s
= k s (1− λ)
[
1− k− 1
2
θ20 +O(θ
4
0)
]
− 1+ s. (9.33)
The dependency on θ0 in the first term becomes irrelevant when p > 3, thus re-
covering the F’ solution (9.32). When p = 3, the lowest power of θ0 appears in the
first term, leading to a different ferromagnetic solution, but not the F’. Clearly, the
higher p (and the smaller θ0) is, the better is approximation (9.31).
In general, for intermediate values of s and λ, the higher p is, the more exact
the two ferromagnetic solutions, F and F’, are. Then, since both approximations
represent opposite cases in the value of mx (or mz), a new first-order transition
between both phases will appear on the line when their two free energies become
equal. However, for low values of p, or alternatively for s→ 1 or 0, there will only
be one ferromagnetic solution, somewhere in between these two F and F’ phases.
This idea is well illustrated in figures 9.6 and 9.7, where both the numerical solution
to (9.13) and the analytical predictions (9.26) and (9.23) are displayed.
This has straightforward consequences on the performance of the quantum an-
nealing algorithm: the higher p is, the narrower will be the region where annealing
paths can avoid a first-order transition. In the limit of p → ∞, as was discussed
before, there will be only one possible path, but not effective as quantum annealing.
Concerning the transitions between the QP and ferromagnetic phases, we can
distinguish two kinds of transitions. First of all, the transitions between the F and
QP± phases will be first order, since the F phase is characterized by a high value
of mz whereas the paramagnetic solution has mz = 0. On the other hand, there is
another transition between the F’ and QP phases that lies on the line where their
two free energies become equal, i.e. s = 1/[1 + k(1− λ)]. On this line, mx = 1
(mz = 0) for the two phases. Furthermore, the F’ solution is exact for mx = 1. Since
the magnetizations are continuous on this line, the transition between F’ and QP is
of second order. Besides, it can be checked that there is a wide range of this line
where eF′ < eF. Thus, this phase is the stable one in the ferromagnetic phase. This
second-order transition does not hamper the QA performance and gives us a way
to avoid the F-QP phase transition that appeared when using the traditional QA
approach. It is important to point out that this second-order transition appears for
any value of k.
In Appendix G, we describe a different, quantum-mechanical method to derive
the same results.
9.5
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Energy gap
As discussed in Introduction, the efficiency of the QA algorithm is closely related
to the behavior of the gap between the ground and first excited states. As usual,
this gap can be computed by direct diagonalization of the problem Hamiltonian
(9.7). Indeed, since the total spin S is conserved during the evolution, the dimen-
sion of the problem is N + 1. That means that the diagonalization matrices grow
polynomially with the system size instead of exponentially as for generic quantum
problems. However, still computer resources limit this computation to moderate
sizes although such computations are useful for some purposes [Sek12, Jör10a].
Here, we adopt an alternatively approach, this gap can be computed in the ther-
modynamic limit N → ∞ by the method described in [Fil11]. The main idea is
to extend the semi-classical scheme for the ground state by the consideration of
quantum fluctuations around the classical ground state. It is important to point
out that this method can only be applied in the case of finite gaps in the thermo-
dynamic limit, as it is the case away from the transition points themselves. In case
of exponentially small ones, other methods such as instantonic or WKB methods
should be used [Jör10a, Bap12].
It is most convenient to rotate the system by an angle θ0 around the y axis in
order to bring the x axis parallel to the semi-classical magnetization, i.e. SxSy
Sz
 =
 − sin θ0 0 cos θ00 1 0
cos θ0 0 sin θ0
 S˜xS˜y
S˜z
 . (9.34)
We rewrite the Hamiltonian (9.8) in terms of these new variables S˜α, obtaining
Hˆ(s,λ) = −s λ N [ 2N (cos θ0 S˜x + sin θ0 S˜z)]p
+s (1− λ) N [ 2N (− sin θ0 S˜x + cos θ0 S˜z)]k
−2 (1− s) (− sin θ0 S˜x + cos θ0 S˜z) . (9.35)
Now, we add quantum fluctuations to the system by means of the Holstein-
Primakoff transformation
S˜z =
N
2
− a†a, S˜+ = (N − a†a)1/2a = S˜†−, (9.36)
where a is a boson annihilation operator that satisfies [a, a†] = 1. When quantum
fluctuations are small relative to the classical state, i.e. for N  〈a†a〉, we can use
a simpler expression
S˜x ≈
√
N
2
(a + a†). (9.37)
We introduce these transformations into the Hamiltonian (9.35) and expand the
three different terms in powers of 1/N. Thanks to the previous rotation, the co-
efficient in 1/
√
N vanishes. We keep terms up to 1/N and group together all the
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coefficients with the same power of N. The result is
H(γ, δ) = N e + γ+ γ
[
(a†)2 + a2
]
+ δa†a. (9.38)
The term for N1 is nothing but the ground energy obtained before in (9.11),
e ≡ −sλ sinp θ0 + s(1− λ) cosk θ0 − (1− s) cos θ0. (9.39)
The coefficients δ and γ are given as
δ ≡ −s λ
[
p(p− 1) sinp−2 θ0 cos2 θ0 − 2 p sinp θ0
]
+ s (1− λ)
[
k(k− 1) sin2 θ0 cosk−2 θ0 − 2 k cosk θ0
]
+ 2(1− s) cos θ0, (9.40)
and
γ ≡ − s λ p(p− 1)
2
sinp−2 θ0 cos2 θ0 + s (1− λ)k(k− 1)2 sin
2 θ0 cosk−2 θ0. (9.41)
We need to diagonalize this Hamiltonian in order to compute the first excited state
by the Bogoliubov transformation
a = cosh
Θ
2
b + sinh
Θ
2
b†, a† = cosh
Θ
2
b† + sinh
Θ
2
b, (9.42)
where b is a new bosonic annihilation operator satisfying [b, b†] = 1. Using this
transformation, we can eliminate the coefficient of
[
(b†)2 + b2
]
by choosing the
angle Θ as
tanhΘ = −2γ
δ
≡ e.
With this choice, the Hamiltonian can be written as
H(γ, δ) = N e + γ+
δ
2
(√
1− e2 − 1
)
+ ∆ b†b, (9.43)
with
∆ = δ
√
1− e2. (9.44)
The Hamiltonian is diagonal in b†b. The energy gap in the N → ∞ limit between
the ground and first excited states is ∆.
Using the values θ0 previously obtained solving (9.13), we can compute the
energy gap for our system. We show the data for p = 11 and λ = 0.1 and 0.3 for
different values of k in figure 9.8. As was suggested in the magnetization data in
the previous section for λ = 0.1 (figures 9.2 to 9.5), no first-order transition F-F’ is
observed through the energy gap. The gap vanishes continuously on the second-
order transition line but present no further jumps later, but the ones related to the
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Figure 9.8: Energy gap for p = 11 as a function of s for λ = 0.1 (left) and λ = 0.3 (right)
for several values of k.
F-QP− that always take place in the odd-k cases. On the contrary, when λ = 0.3,
the jumps in the gap appear for all the k’s at the place where we observed the F-F’
transition before.
In the thermodynamic limit, the gap vanishes at a single point of first-order
transition and remains finite away from this point. The single point of vanishing
gap is hard to see by the present method, which results in an apparent simple jump
in the gap at a first-order transition as seen in figure 9.8.
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9.6
Overlap of the ground-state wave functions
It has been suggested in [Bap12] that the reason for the antiferromagnetic interac-
tion, the k = 2 case in (9.6) introduced by Seki and Nishimori in [Sek12], to work
better than the transverse field interaction only is related to the large overlap be-
tween the ground states of the Hamiltonians Vˆk=2 and Hˆ0. In this section, we will
discuss the properties of these different states, concluding that, even thought the
overlap is important, it is not the decisive factor that makes the strategy to succeed.
The ground state of VˆTF is the one where all the spins are aligned along the x
axis, |φTF〉 = ⊗Ni=1 |↑〉xi . If we denote the ground state of Hˆ0, as |φ0〉 = ⊗Ni=1 |↑〉zi ,
the overlap between |φTF〉 and |φ0〉 decreases exponentially with N as 2−N, as can
easily be seen from the elementary relation |↑〉xi =
(|↑〉zi + |↓〉zi ) /√2.
The overlap computation becomes a little more complicated for the ground state
of Vˆk. The ground state for this term depends on the value of k. Indeed, if k is odd,
the ground state is the one where all the spins are aligned along the x axis, but
towards the negative direction, i.e. ⊗Ni=1 |↓〉xi . Then, the overlap with |φ0〉 for the
k odd case will be exponentially suppressed as 2−N as in the case of VˆTF. Thus,
the argument in [Bap12] does not apply directly since we can avoid first-order
transitions even in this case of k odd, in spite of the very small overlap of the
ground state for Hˆ0 and Vˆk.
The ground state for the k even case needs some care to be analyzed. We com-
pute it in Appendix H. We show there that that the overlap is indeed higher for
k even. The antiferromagnetic interactions is a particular case, k = 2. In fact, the
overlap displays an algebraic decay as the system size increases, i.e. ∼ 1/√N.
We conclude that the overlap is not the main ingredient that makes the present
method to succeed.
Part IV
Conclusions
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CHAPTER X
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have tackled the general problem of describing complex systems.
The name complex refers to a large amount of degrees of freedom and the difficulty
of finding simple recipes to describe them. The extremely large amount of possible
states draws a complex free energy landscape, which has a common consequence
for many diverse systems: an excessive slow dynamics. This sluggish evolution has
a direct consequence in experiments: these systems must be regarded to be always
out of equilibrium. Finding a rational way to approach this kind of problems is
one of the central problems in the modern theory of condense matter physics.
As discussed many times in this dissertation, nature lives in a nonequilibrium
world, which crashes with the standard theoretical approach, that needs equilib-
rium in order to cancel out the chaotic individual behavior. For this reason, com-
puter simulations are requested to establish a bridge between these two worlds.
Besides, in the last years it has been proposed a novel approach that provides a
quantitative relation between both worlds by interchanging some degrees of free-
dom that one can control in a computer: finite times in nonequilibrium simulations
with finite sizes in equilibrium simulations. Indeed, what was regarded as an an-
noying inconvenience for many years can be used now for writing a real dictionary
between the theoretical calculations based on an equilibrium eternally unachiev-
able and experiments that last finite times.
In this thesis we have focused on this final goal, with emphasis on one of the
two parts, that is, on laying the foundations of this dictionary by characterizing
precisely the equilibrium phase at finite system sizes. Due to the extreme slowness
of the dynamics, this mission is extraordinarily complex and we had to face it by
considering several perspectives:
1. By model building. Indeed, as theoretical physicists, it is of major impor-
tance to find models simple enough to allow some analytical predictions but
complex enough to still suffer the phenomenon we are interested on.
2. By brute force, that is, by means of large-scale simulations, with the help of
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large computational facilities.
3. By the design of optimized algorithms that allow us to explore the topogra-
phy of the complex landscape. This approach offers as well a major practical
advantage. It helps us to find the flattest simulation path that allows us to
speed the simulation.
Regarding the definition of new models, we presented in Chapter 4 a new mean
field model, which at variance with the rest of this kind, allows a natural definition
of distance. Then, being mean field, it provides a direct way of investigating the
coarsening process in a replica symmetry breaking scenario, with magnitudes that
can be compared with experiments, like the magnetic domain’s size.
Concerning the extensive simulations, let us note that the results presented all
over the thesis demanded large computational facilities (conventional computer
clusters, supercomputing facilities and dedicated computers) as well as the im-
plementation of modern simulation techniques like multispin coding. It specially
remarkable, that for the temperature chaos work (Chapter 5), we reanalyzed data
obtained with one year of non-stop production of Janus, a special-purpose com-
puter many thousands faster than a conventional computer. These brute-force sim-
ulation gave us access to unprecedentedly large configurations in the 3D Edwards-
Anderson model thermalized up to very low temperatures, which was crucial to
identify without any doubt the temperature chaos effect in a simulation, as well as
to lay the foundations for the size dependency characterization.
Apart from large computation facilities, we also followed an alternative ap-
proach to speed up the simulations: to design clever optimized algorithms that
speed up the dynamics. The key lies precisely on the rugged free-energy land-
scape. Then, if one were able to identify the topography this landscape, one could
find the best path to go from one minimum to the other. This was precisely our
aim in all Part II of the thesis and in work on the quantum annealing algorithm
described in Chapter 9.
Indeed, when we started working with colloids, about the beginning of my
PhD, our objective was to describe the phase diagram of highly polydisperse sys-
tems. Previous works had failed in characterizing the disordered solid equilibrium
phase, and our idea was to apply the successful microcanonical algorithm [MM07]
to this problem (this approach was described in Chapter 7). Initially, the we thought
that the difficulty was the glass transition, but after some months of intense sim-
ulation, we identified another harder problem and unsolved in the literature, the
free-energy barriers in first order transitions in off-lattice systems. With this idea
in mind, we moved back to the simplest possible system of this kind, to identify
the order parameters that could allow us to explore softly the free-energy land-
scape, and thus, to find a flat trajectory free from metastabilities. Our successful
solution to the problem was discussed in Chapter 8 in the context of hard spheres
crystallization, a simpler model but carrying still the same problem.
The problem with the quantum annealing algorithm is rather different but still
very related to the rest of the thesis. The main problem to build a quantum com-
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puter based on this kind of computation is precisely the adiabaticity condition of
the algorithm. Indeed, the times needed to keep the system permanently in equi-
librium grow exponentially with the system size if a quantum first order transition
is found on the annealing trajectory. This problem with the adiabatic condition is
the same problem considered all along the rest of the thesis when talking about
thermalization times. The solution, this time, was to add an additional driver term,
and control the trajectory with two parameters. With this idea, we could map the
free energy, and show the existence of annealing trajectories that avoids the first
order transition.
After this general discussion, we extend separately in the following sections the
conclusions for each of the chapters presented in this dissertation.
10.1
Spin Glasses
10.1.1 Hypercube model
We have studied a spin glass model in the D-dimensional unit hypercube in the
limit of large D, but with finite coordination number. We have shown that any
short range model in such a lattice will behave as a mean field model in the ther-
modynamic limit (that coincides with the large D limit). An important advantage
of this model is that it has a natural notion of spatial distance.
We have argued that any statistical mechanics model on the hypercube with
random connectivity would be afflicted by huge finite size effects, for purely ge-
ometrical reasons. The obvious cure has consisted in restricting the connectivity
graphs to those with a fixed number of neighbors. Unfortunately, constructing such
graphs is far from trivial. We have generated a subset of them by means of a simple
dynamic Monte Carlo. In this way, we obtain sets of graphs that are isotropic. We
have checked that the Edwards-Anderson model defined over these finite connec-
tivity hypercubes verify some consistency checks, including comparison with the
analytically computable correlation function in the paramagnetic phase.
We have numerically studied the nonequilibrium dynamics in the spin glass
phase. The three main features found were: (i) aging dynamics consists in the
growth of a coherence length, much as in 3D systems, (ii) the scaling of the two
times correlation function implies infinitely many time-sectors, and (iii) the p4
propagator has been observed. In addition, we have studied the finite size ef-
fects in our model, finding that a naive finite size scaling ansatz accounts for our
data.
From the static point of view, it is most probable, almost a theorem, that our
model suffers replica symmetry breaking. Hence, it provides an interesting play-
ground to study nonequilibrium dynamics on RSB systems. An interesting possible
extension of the present study would be the computation of quantities that are di-
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rectly measurable in experiments, and/or of experimental cooling protocols.
10.1.2 Temperature chaos
We have characterized the temperature chaos in the D = 3 Ising spin glass as a
rare-event driven phenomenon. When it occurs, its effects are strong, and can
be felt even at the shortest length scales, as confirmed by the two-temperatures
spatial correlation function. We argue that this characterization was inaccessible
to the statistical analysis employed in previous works. In fact, two ingredients
were crucial to obtain this conclusion. First, the JANUS supercomputer gave us
access to unprecedentedly large configurations, well thermalized up to very low
temperatures (remarkable both for system sizes up to L = 32 and for the low
temperatures [ÁB10a, ÁB10b]). And second, we introduce new tools of statistical
analysis, based on a large-deviations functional.
With this approach, we were able to quantify the size-dependencies using this
large-deviation functional. This step is crucial to find a time-length dictionary
[Fra98, ÁB10a, ÁB10b, Bar01] for temperature-varying protocols, which paves the
way to design a protocol that allows to detect the temperature chaos in a real
experiment.
A surprising outcome of our finite size analysis is that the chaotic length scales
with system size as ξC ∝ La, with a ≈ 0.4: divergent in the thermodynamic limit,
yet much smaller than L. This duality will probably be important to interpret the
somehow contradictory memory and rejuvenation effects [Jon98]. In fact, although
the ξC ∝ La scaling follows from a L → ∞ extrapolation (which is tricky even in
mean-field) we now know that the extrapolation relevant for experiments is rather
to L ∼ 100 lattice spacings [ÁB10a].
10.2
Colloids
10.2.1 Polydisperse soft spheres
We have studied in the microcanonical ensemble a soft-spheres model for liquids
and colloids with a 24% polydispersity. Extrapolating by finite size scaling (FSS)
to the thermodynamic limit the results obtained from the Maxwell construction
in finite systems, we show that the critical temperature for the amorphous-crystal
phase-separation is below the dynamic glass transition, which makes dynamically
difficult (although not impossible [Zac09a]) to observe such phase-separation.
At low temperatures the system divides spatially into an amorphous and a crys-
talline part, in agreement with previous findings [Fer07b]. The phase-separated
amorphous is a stable fluid below its dynamic glass temperature, which is an opti-
mal candidate to suffer a thermodynamic glass transition. On the other hand, the
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phase-separated solid displays crystalline order. Polydispersities on the coexist-
ing amorphous and solid are smaller than in the fluid. In fact, particles distribute
spatially according to their size following a complex pattern not described by any
fractionation scenario known to us.
We were able to obtain the equilibrium solid phase, but only for smaller system
sizes that what we were seeking. Indeed, we applied the microcanonical algorithm
with the hope of avoiding metastabilities, but the existence of phase separation
ruined our approach. In fact, it was precisely the solution to this problem which
encouraged our research on hard spheres crystallization.
10.2.2 Hard spheres crystallization
We have introduced a tethered MC [Fer09b, MM11] approach to HS crystallization.
We go continuously from the fluid to the crystal by varying a reaction coordinate (a
blend of two global bond-orientational order parameters). Tethered MC provides a
major simplification to umbrella sampling, which makes it possible to study multi-
constrained free energies. At variance with previous methods, our simulations
equilibrate (i.e. we find results independent of the starting particle configuration),
not only for the formation of the space-filling crystal, but even for the more difficult
case of mixed states with fluid-crystal interfaces. Our estimation of the coexistence
pressure is, by far, the most accurate to date. That of the interfacial free energy
is compatible with most (but not all) recent determinations. Should one wish to
reach larger N, the tethered strategy would easily accommodate additional order
parameters. The method can also be generalized to other simple liquids, or to
investigate the glass transition.
10.3
Quantum Annealing
We have analyzed the reason for the failure of the traditional annealing with a
transverse-field term in the infinite-range ferromagnetic p-spin model. We have
shown that it is possible to find annealing trajectories that avoid the crossing of
first-order transitions thanks to the introduction of a second driver term in the
problem, which may be due to the multiple spin flips in the z-basis caused by the
second term as was the case in [Suz07]. This additional term favors the appearance
of a second-order transition that does not hamper the annealing performance. A
whole family of possible candidates has been studied and we conclude that the
solution to the problem presented by Seki and Nishimori [Sek12] is a special case
of a more general additional quantum term. The main properties of these addi-
tional terms have also been discussed with the conclusion that the properties of the
ground states of the diverse terms in the Hamiltonian are not a decisive factor to
make the quantum annealing fail or succeed.

Part V
Appendices
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APPENDIX A
Analytical calculations on the hypercube
A.1
On the Bethe approximation in a ferromagnet
A.1.1 The Bethe approximation
The Bethe approximation is a refinement over the mean field, for this reason, we
will begin the discussion applying the MF approximation to an Ising ferromagnet.
In the standard MF approximation, spins are assumed to be uncorrelated. The
probability distribution function is thus factorized (mi ≡ 〈Si〉)
P(S) =∏
i
Pmi(Si), (a.1)
where
Pmi(S) =
1+ mi
2
δS,1 +
1−mi
2
δS,−1. (a.2)
As usual, the equilibrium solution will be the one that minimizes the free-energy
functional, defined as follows (β = 1/T)
Φ[P] = 〈H〉P −
S[P]
β
, (a.3)
where
〈H〉P = −J ∑
<i.j>
mimj, (a.4)
and
S[P] = − 〈ln P(S)〉P = −∑
i
〈ln Pi(S)〉P = −∑
i
s(mi), (a.5)
with
s(mi) =
1+ mi
2
ln
1+ mi
2
+
1−mi
2
ln
1−mi
2
. (a.6)
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Note that the entropy (a.5) is additive because the probability (a.1) is factorized.
The condition for minima leads us to
∂Φ
∂mi
= 0 ⇒ mi = tanh
(
β∑
j
Jij mj
)
. (a.7)
In an Ising ferromagnet, the Jij are equal to J if spins i and j are nearest neighbors
and zero elsewhere. The actual minimum of Φ corresponds to constant magnetiza-
tion mi = m for all spins i. Then, the magnetization satisfies the equation
m = tanh (βJzm) , (a.8)
where z is the coordination number. This equation predicts a a transition at the
critical point βc = 1/z. However, this solution is not very satisfactory since it
predicts a phase transition no matter the dimension of the system, and we know
that there is no transition in the one dimensional Ising model.
This problem can be surpassed by looking at the system locally and applying
the cavity approach. The magnetization of spin σ can be computed as a function
of the nearby spins τi, i = 1, . . . , n, being n the coordination number of σ. Let us
remove the spin σ. There is now a cavity in the system surrounded by the spins
τ. We assume that the spins are not correlated (which is the Bethe approximation)
and the magnetization in the cavity, mC, is obtained with (a.2). Now, we add back
the spin σ. Thus, the probability for this spin is given by
P(σ) =
F(σ)
F(1) + F(−1) , (a.9)
where
F(σ) = ∑
{τ}
PmC [τ]e
βJσ∑zi=1 τi = [cosh(βJσ) + mC sinh(βJσ)]
n . (a.10)
The probability (a.9) is of the form (a.2). Hence, it suffices to compute 〈σ〉. Since
σ = ±1 in the Ising model,
cosh(βJσ) + mC sinh(βJσ) = cosh(βJ)
eσA(β,J,mC)
cosh A(β, J, mC)
, (a.11)
where
A(β, J, mC) = tanh
−1 [tanh(βJ)mC] . (a.12)
Thereby, the magnetization of spin σ can be obtained as usual
m = 〈σ〉 = tanh [nA(β, J, mC)] = tanh
{
n tanh−1 [tanh (βJ)mC]
}
. (a.13)
If we now increase the cavity removing one more spin, τi, keeping fixed the magne-
tization to mC and still considering the spins uncorrelated, we can obtain a relation
for mC using eq. (a.13) and imposing a self-consistent condition
mC = tanh
{
(n− 1) tanh−1 (tanh (βJ)mC)
}
. (a.14)
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Once mC is known, m can be calculated by means of (a.13). (a.14) is more satisfac-
tory than (a.8), in fact, it predicts no transition in one dimension (if the connectivity
is n = 2, no β would ever satisfy eq. (a.14)).
We can now come back to the previous discussion on distance between spins,
see eq. (4.9). It now becomes clear that the Bethe approximation is correct for the
hypercubes (and for random Poisson lattices). Then, in the paramagnetic phase,
once a bond has been removed, the two neighboring nodes are separated by a large
distance, i.e. O(D). In fact, it becomes exact when D → ∞ since both spins are
infinitely far away and are statistically uncorrelated.
A.1.2 Calculation of the critical temperature Kc
We fix the starting point in eq. (a.14), (K ≡ βJ)
mC =
〈
tanh
{
(n− 1) tanh−1 (tanh (Kc)mC)
}〉
1
, (a.15)
where the 〈 〉1 refers to an average over the coordination number (remember that
n is not necessarily fixed in our model). We seek solutions for mC. These solutions
must be around mC → 0 we can expand the right-hand side term in powers of mC.
Introducing
tanh x = x +O(x3) and tanh−1 x = x +O(x3), (a.16)
in (a.15), we get
mC ≈ mC(〈n〉1 − 1) tanh Kc. (a.17)
This equation can be solved, leading to
Kc = tanh−1
(
1
〈n〉1 − 1
)
. (a.18)
Although it seems really counterintuitive, 〈n〉1 is different in the two sets of graphs
we have been discussing. While in the fixed-n graphs it is 6, in the random-n
graphs it is function of D, let us explain why.
A.1.2.1 Random connectivity graphs
In order to compute 〈n〉1, let us describe carefully how eq. (a.14) was obtained. We
picked one spin and selected one of its neighbors. Hence, we are asking which is
the mean number of neighbors of a spin of which we happen to know for sure that
it has a particular neighbor. We write down these ideas in the following way: the
coordination number is given by
n = 1+ m, (a.19)
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D Kc
6 0.20273
8 0.19283
10 0.18735
12 0.18386
14 0.18145
16 0.17969
18 0.17834
...
...
∞ 0.16824
Table a.1: Values for Kc for certain dimensions D obtained using the Bethe approximation.
where m is the number of active links among the D − 1 remaining ones. Thereby
the coordination number n is necessarily higher or equal to one. The distribution
function of m is then
p(m) =
(
D− 1
m
)( z
D
)m (
1− z
D
)D−1−m
, (a.20)
where z = 6. One can average n using this probability distribution function, get-
ting:1
〈n〉1 (D) = 1+ m = 1+ (D− 1)
z
D
= z + 1− z
D
. (a.21)
Now we have all the necessary ingredients to calculate Kc for a given dimension D,
just plugging the value for 〈n〉1 (D) in eq. (a.18) one gets
Kc(D) = tanh−1
(
D
z (D− 1)
)
. (a.22)
We present values of Kc for certain dimensions in Table a.1.2
One must recall that relation (a.14) is only exact for infinite dimension. Since
correlations between spins vanish with O
(
D−1
)
, we must expect corrections of
the same order to eq. (a.14). Then there will also be additional corrections to
K∞c = tanh (1/z) with D than those presented in (a.22) and Table a.1. Then, it
would be certainly more appropriate to work with the following expression for Kc
instead
Kc(D) = K∞c +
a1
D
+
a2
D2
+ · · · . (a.23)
1Note that, in the large D limit, the number of neighbors of a site picked at random is 〈n〉 = 6,
yet for one of its neighbors is 〈n〉1 = 7.
2Note that if we had chosen 〈n〉1 = 6, the transition should be in Kc(D) = 0.20273 for all D. Then,
both connectivity descriptions, as far as K∞c is concerned, are not equivalent in the thermodynamic
limit.
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If we notice that dimension is related to the number of spins by means of
D =
log N
log 2
, (a.24)
we realize that we must expect logarithmic corrections to K∞c in the number of
spins N. This problem is then really hard. Depending on the actual values of
coefficients ai these corrections can be huge. Then, this random connectivity model
suffers from such strong finite size effects that make it not suitable for numerical
computations at finite D.
A.1.2.2 Fixed connectivity graphs
This strong dependency of Kc with D in the random connectivity graphs is the rea-
son that encouraged us to study the systems within the n-fixed ensemble, although
its graphs are more difficult to generate. In these graphs n = z and then eq. (a.18)
reads as
Kc = tanh−1
(
1
z− 1
)
, (a.25)
if z = 6, we get Kc ≈ 0.20273. This means that the expectation number for Kc
provided by the Bethe approximation does not depend on D. For this reason, we
should expect less corrections with D in K∞c than in the previous case. In fact, we
should only find corrections associated to the validity of the Bethe approximation
for finite D. In other words, the corrections are only due to the short loops.
A.2
High temperature expansion
For sake of clarity, we will firstly discuss the calculations for the random connec-
tivity hypercube. Results for the fixed connectivity model will be then obtained by
minor changes.
Using the identity (β = 1/T)
eβJxyσxσy = cosh β
(
1+ Jxyσxσy tanh β
)
, (a.26)
we can write the partition function and the spin propagator as (Nl is the total
number of links in the graph):
Z
2N(cosh β)Nl
=∑
{σ}
∏
〈zw〉
(1+ Jzwσzσw tanh β) ,
〈
σxσy
〉
=
∑
{σ}
σxσy ∏
〈zw〉
(1+ Jzwσzσw tanh β)
∑
{σ}
∏
〈zw〉
(1+ Jzwσzσw tanh β)
.
(a.27)
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The high-temperature expansion (see, for instance [Par88]), expresses the propaga-
tor as a sum over lattice paths that join the points x and y, γx→y:〈
σxσy
〉
= Z−1 ∑
γx→y
Zγ J(tanh β)lγ , (a.28)
where lγ represents the length of the path γx→y, J is the product of the couplings,
Jzw, along the path, and Zγ is a restricted partition function obtained by summing
only over all closed paths that do not have any common link with the path γx→y.
However, when averaging over disorder, due to the randomness in the coupling
signs,
〈
σxσy
〉
= 0. The spin glass propagator is obtained instead by averaging over
disorder
〈
σxσy
〉2. Clearly, the sum will be dominated by those diagrams where the
go and return path are the same (thus, J2zw = 1):〈
σxσy
〉2
= Z−2 ∑
γx→y
Z2γ
[
tanh2 β
]lγ
= Z−2 ∑
γx→y
κlγ Z2γ, (a.29)
where κ = tanh2 β. In Bethe lattices, due to their cycle-less nature, Z2γ/Z2 = 1
in the thermodynamic limit. Hence, we are left with the problem of counting the
average number of paths of length lγ that join x and y, p(lγ). From it, we obtain
Cˆ4(r) =
(
D
r
)
∑
lγ≥r
p(lγ)κlγ . (a.30)
The sum is restricted to lγ ≥ r because the length of the shortest path that joins x
and y is given by their postman distance r.
In order to count the average number of paths, p(lγ), let us distinguish two
cases: lγ = r and lγ > r. The first will give the leading contribution in the large D
limit.
The number of paths joining x and y in precisely r steps is r!, because the r
steps are all taken along different directions and in a random order. For a given
path, the probability of all the r links be active is (z/D)r. Hence
p (lγ = r) =
zr
Dr
r! . (a.31)
Note that the D−r factor compensates exactly the divergence of the (Dr ) in (a.30)
(for large D).
In the case of lγ > r, one has lγ = r + 2k, with k > 0. Note that when lγ = r the
path contains r different directions (namely, the Euclidean components in which x
and y differ). Each of these directions appear only once. However, when lγ > r,
other directions must be included, we call them unnecessary. Note that, if the
path is to end at the desired point, any unnecessary step must be undone later on.
Hence, lγ − r is always an even number 2k. Clearly, the number of such paths is
bounded by Γ (r, k)Dk, where Γ (r, k) is a D-independent amplitude. On the other
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hand, the probability of finding all the links active is (z/D)r+2k. Thus, we conclude
that
p (lγ = r + 2k) = O
(
1
Dk+r
)
, (a.32)
that results in a O
(
D−k
)
contribution to Cˆ4(r).
Then, in the large D limit we obtain (A = zκ):
Cˆ4(r) = Ar = er log A, (a.33)
with finite size corrections of O
(
D−1
)
. Thus, we encounter an exponential decay
with an exponential correlation length given by
ξexp =
1
| log A| . (a.34)
Summing all up, we can compute the spin-glass susceptibility for the large D
limit:
χ =
∞
∑
r=0
Cˆ4(r) =
∞
∑
r=0
Ar =
1
1− A . (a.35)
We see that when A = 1 the correlation no longer decays with distance, and the
susceptibility diverges. Of course, one gets A = 1 precisely at the critical tempera-
ture, Tc, reported in (4.11).
The computation for the fixed connectivity model is very similar. One only
needs to notice that, whereas the probability for the first link in a lattice path to be
active is z/D, the probability for the next link is roughly (z − 1)/D (this is only
accurate for large D). It follows that, again, the lγ = r paths are the only relevant
paths in the high temperature expansion. We find that
p(lγ = r) =
{
1 if r = 0,
z
D
(
z−1
D
)r−1
r! if r > 0.
(a.36)
Again, we can use it to compute Cˆ4(r). In the large D limit, up to corrections of
O
(
D−1
)
, it is given by:
Cˆ4(r) =
{
1 if r = 0,
z
z−1 [(z− 1) κ]r if r > 0,
(a.37)
which, taking A˜ = (z− 1)κ, also shows an exponential decay with
ξexp =
1
| log A˜| . (a.38)
Using this spatial correlation function, we can either compute the SG-susceptibility
in the fixed connectivity hypercube,
χ =
∞
∑
r=0
Cˆ4(r) = 1+
z
z− 1
A˜
1− A˜ , (a.39)
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or the integral correlation length, defined as (4.21),
ξ =
∑∞r=0 r Cˆ4(r)
∑∞r=0 Cˆ4(r)
=
χ− 1
χ
1
1− A˜ . (a.40)
Again, when A˜ = 1, we find a critical point. The corresponding Tc matches
(4.11). The critical exponents, γ = 1, ν = 1, can be read directly from (a.39) and
(a.40). The reader might be puzzled by a mean field model with ν 6= 1/2. The
solution to the paradox is in our chosen metrics. Recall that the postman distance
in the hypercube is the square of the Euclidean one. Hence, the correlation length
in (a.40) is the square of the Euclidean correlation length.
APPENDIX B
Multi-spin coding
In this appendix, we discuss the multispin techniques used in Chapters 4 and 5.
B.1
The computer code for the hypercube model
Multi-spin coding is a kind of parallel computation that codes independent systems
on each one of the bits in a computer word. The fixed-connectivity hypercube
displays two features that allows for efficient multi-spin coding. First, spins are
located in the nodes of a unit hypercube, that means that, in a D-dimensional
hypercube, each spin position can be encoded in a word of D-bits, and the same
for the links. And second, both the spins and the couplings are binary variables,
and thus, can be codified in one bit. This last property allow us to simulate many
systems in parallel. Indeed, since bitwise operations in a computer act at the same
time over all the bits in a word, using multi-spin coding, one can simulate 64
systems (encoding spins in an unsigned long long variable)1 at the same time,
thus multiplying the efficiency by almost this factor.
In this appendix we will discuss, first, some technical details about the imple-
mentation of the hypercube in a computer using C language, discussing the graph
generation, and second, we will explain how to implement the Metropolis algo-
rithm taking full advantage of multi-spin coding.
B.1.1 Bitwise operations
Before anything else, it is interesting to discuss the bitwise operations we need to
use in the program. We begin with the simplest one, the NOT operator (! in C). Its
1Indeed, the traditional natural processor word is 64-bit-long. However, although we did not use
them, we cite that the SSE lets to work with 128 or even 256 (in the newest computers) bits words.
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0&0=0
0&1=0
1&0=0
1&1=1
0|0=0
0|1=1
1|0=1
1|1=1
0ˆ0=0
0ˆ1=1
1ˆ0=1
1ˆ1=0
Table b.1: Truth tables for (left) AND (&), (center) OR (|) and (right) XOR (ˆ) operator.
effect is inverting the bit, i.e. !0 = 1 and !1 = 0. We also need the AND operator
(& in C), the OR operator (| in C) and the exclusive OR or XOR (ˆ in C). We present
their truth tables in Table b.1. It is interesting to note that the XOR operator leaves
unchanged the second bit in case the first one is a 0, and behaves like the NOT
operator in the case it is a 1.
In addition, we will use the shifts operators » and «. They shift bits to the right
or to the left.
Now that we have defined all the operators we are going to need, we can use
them to move along the hypercube or the different samples. We begin with the
implementation of the hypercube in a computer.
B.1.2 The hypercube in a computer
Being our problem an unit hypercube, its spatial coordinates are x=(x1, . . . , xD)=
({0, 1}, . . . , {0, 1}) and then, can be directly coded in a D-bit word (let us call this
word site) just writing the i-th coordinate (xi) as the i-th bit (sitei) in the word.
One can easily recover the xi coordinate by performing the following operation
(site» i)& 1,
that is, the bit located in the i-th bit of site is obtained by displacing the bits in
site by i bits, and finally recovered by means of an AND operator with 1.
In the hypercube, the nearest neighbors of spin in x are located in x+ µˆ where µˆ
are the Cartesian unit vectors in a D-dimensional space. Again, we can write these
unit vectors using D-bit words [all bits will be zero but the one located in the mu(=
0, . . . , D− 1) position]. Then, using bitwise operations, and taking into account the
periodic boundary conditions, the nearest neighbor of site in direction µˆ will be
given by
siteˆ(1«mu).
As an example, let us consider a D = 4 dimensional hypercube and the spin
located in site 14. The spatial representation in bits is thus (1, 1, 1, 0). The first
neighbor in the 0 direction is the (1, 1, 1, 1) = 15-th spin. Note that the Euclidean
coordinates are written from right to left (on the opposite than usually) to keep the
equivalence with the binary representation. Thereby, the first neighbor in direction
3 is the (0, 1, 1, 0) = 6, while the first neighbor along direction 2 is (1, 0, 1, 0) = 10.
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B.1.3 Connectivity matrix
In the next section, we will explain how to parallelize the Metropolis algorithm
to simulate 64 samples at the same time. However, for practical reasons, we need
to consider the same connectivity matrix, nx,µˆ in (4.6), for all the samples. The
difference between samples within the same simulation is thus introduced only
through the randomness of the couplings Jx,µˆ. That means that the configuration
of interacting neighbors will be same at each run, but the nature of the interaction
between spins, will not.
We include here a simplified version for the program used to generate the fixed
connectivity graphs. In Listing B.1 we detail the dynamic Monte Carlo program
used to simulate the fixed connectivity graph, based on the plaquette transforma-
tion, written in Listing B.2. This transformation was explained in detail in Section
4.2.2 and schematized in Figure 4.3.
As one can read in Listing B.1, we have defined some vectors. First, we in-
troduce the connectivity matrix, {nx,µˆ} as a N-dimensional vector. The index
site labels the starting vertex in the hypercube, and the direction of the link is
encoded in the first D bits of the word. The link between the spin located at
x ≡ site with its neighbor in direction µˆ ≡ mu is stored in n[siteˆ(1«mu)],
and will be 1 if the two spins are connected and 0 otherwise. In addition, since
the interaction is very diluted, in order to speed the simulation, we store in vector
neighbor_list[site*6+mu], where mu labels the 6 neighbors of the spin in
site.
Listing B.1: hypercube connections
1 void hypercube_connections(void)
{
unsigned n_ini;
int i,k,site,dir1,dir2,mu,indice;
6 n_ini=63; // initial configuration
// of links
// 0-5 = active = 1
// 6-.. = inactive = 0
for (i=0;i<N;i++) // only N/2 will be used
11 n[i]=n_ini; // (but copies are retained
// to simplify the code)
// Start Monte Carlo
16 for (k=0;k<100;k++){ // run the plaquete
for (i=0;i<N;i++){ // transformations k*N times
site=MYRANDOM>>(64-D); // the D most significant bits
dir1=MYFRANDOM*D; // a random direction
while ((dir2=MYFRANDOM*D)==dir1); // a different (random)
direction
21 permut_links(site,dir1,dir2); // plaquette transformation
}
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}
for (site=0;site<V;site++){
26 indice=0;
for(mu=0;mu<D;mu++){
if((n[site]>>mu)&1){ // stores which are the
neighbor_list[site*6+indice]=site^(1<<u);
indice++; // neighbors of
31 // the spin in site
}
}
}
}
Listing B.2: plaquette transformation
void permut_links(int i, int mu, int nu)
{
int J1,J2,J3,J4;
5 int mask;
// Boundary conditions
// i+nu i+nu,mu i+mu+nu ’i+mu’=i^(1<<mu)
// * ------ *
// | J3 |
10 // i,nu |J4 J2| i+mu,nu
// | J1 |
// * ------ *
// i i,mu i+mu
15 J1=(n[i]>>mu)&1;
J4=(n[i]>>nu)&1;
if (J1^J4){ // links are different
20 J2=(n[i^(1<<mu)]>>nu)&1;
J3=(n[i^(1<<nu)]>>mu)&1;
if (J2^J3 && J1^J2){ // also are different
// 8 bits are changed (4 original and 4 copies)
25 mask=(1<<mu)|(1<<nu);
n[i]^=mask;
n[i^(1<<mu)]^=mask;
n[i^(1<<nu)]^=mask;
n[i^mask]^=mask;
30 }
}
}
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B.1.4 Multi-spin coding
As we briefly discussed before, it is possible to take benefit of the simultaneity of
the bitwise operations to simulate at the same time many systems if they are all
coded together in the same word. With this aim, we define a vector of unsigned
long long variables of N spins, S[N]. In this scheme, each bit in the word
S[site] accounts for the spin state placed at site in each of the 64 samples
simulated.
As an example, using the operations discussed above, the spin placed in posi-
tion x = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 1) of the 10-th sample, for instance, would be recovered with
(S[3]»9)&1,
i.e. the position in the hypercube is recovered by considering the coordinates of
the vector x as the bits of the word site, then site=0 · · ·11 ≡ 3. S[3] is an
unsigned long long variable where each of its 64 bits represent the state of the
spin placed at x in each sample. In order to extract the corresponding bit of the 10-
th sample, we displace all the bits of S[3], 10− 1 = 9 positions, and then perform
and & with 1 to isolate this value.
Before entering in the algorithm, we need to establish an equivalence between
bits and spins or couplings. For the spins we consider the following change of
variables:
σ = +1→ s = 1, and, σ = −1→ s = 0. (b.1)
In the same way that we did with the spins, we also need to encode the active
coupling constants Jx,µˆ = ±1 of the 64 samples also in a unsigned long long
vector. Since each spin is connected always with only 6 spins, the dimension of this
vector will be 6N (one per site in the lattice and one per occupied link). We choose
the equivalence between the coupling variables and the bits in the opposite way
than before
J = +1→ j = 0, and, J = −1→ j = 1. (b.2)
The reason for this arbitrary election is to absorb the negative sign in the definition
of the Hamiltonian (4.6). Indeed, using these transformations, the logic operation
(using the {0, 1} basis)
s1ˆjˆs2, (b.3)
and the product of the original {−1,+1} variables,
−Jσ1σ2, (b.4)
leads to the same result [using the spin transformation (b.1)], as is shown in Table
b.2. Summing up, with this election, sample to sample (or bit to bit), the result will
be 0 if the coupling is satisfied, and 1 if it is unsatisfied. Since the bitwise operations
act over all the bits in a word at the same time, this product is computed for the 64
samples at once.
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J σ1 σ2 −Jσ1σ2
-1 1 1 +1
-1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 -1 +1
+1 1 1 -1
+1 1 -1 +1
+1 -1 1 +1
+1 -1 -1 -1
s1 j s2 jˆ s2 s1ˆ jˆ s2
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
Table b.2: Comparison between the product (b.4) and the logic operation (b.3).
At usual, for the Metropolis test, we need to compute the energy gain or lost of
flipping one selected spin, σi. We only consider nearest neighbor interactions with
exactly 6 neighbors, then, the energy difference will be
∆E = −2σi
6
∑
j−neighbor
Jjσj, (b.5)
where the sum on j− neighbor runs only over the 6 connected spins in the graph.
In the {−1,+1} basis, this ∆E can only take 7 different values −12, −8, −4, 0, +4,
+8, +12. Then, the flip will be directly accepted if ∆E ≤ 0 or with probability
exp(−β∆E) if ∆E > 0.
Now, we need to compute this ∆E in the bit basis. If we consider the equiva-
lence between operations discussed before, for each sample, the flip will be directly
accepted if the number of unsatisfied couplings, nunsat, is higher or equal to 3. The
∆E, (b.5), is thus recovered using the relation ∆E = 12− 2nunsat.
The problem now is how to compute this ∆E and to perform the Metropolis
test without breaking the parallelism between samples. The idea is to store bit by
bit the energy for each sample. The maximum number of unsatisfied couplings is
6 per sample, in binary representation 100, which means that we need three bits
per sample to store it. Thus, we introduce three unsigned long long variables:
bit2, bit1 and bit0, so that the number of unsatisfied couplings for the i-th
sample will be the binary number composed by the bit2ibit1ibit0i, where biti
represents the i-th bit of word bit (representing the i-th sample).
The process to compute the number of unsatisfied links for each samples would
be the following:
1. Select one spin in site, S[site].
2. Select its first connected neighbor. Its position was stored in the vector neigh-
bor_list defined in Section B.1.3. Then, its position is
site_0=neighbor_list[site*6+0],
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and the coupling,
J_0=J[site*6+0].
3. Compute link0=S[site]ˆJ_0ˆS[site_0]. It is the first link we count so
the total number of unsatisfied couplings can only be 0 or 1 so far. We only
need one bit to keep it, so
bit0=link0.
4. Select the second neighbor. As before,
site_1=neighbor_list[site*6+1],
J_1=J[site*6+1].
And compute link1=S[site]ˆJ_1ˆS[site_1]. The total number of un-
satisfied couplings can be, so far, 0, 1 or 2 (in binary 00, 01 and 10). The
possible combinations of bit0 and link1 are
bit0 link1 bit1_new bit0_new
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0
Then,
bit1_new=bit0&link1,
and
bit0_new=bit0ˆlink1.
5. Select the third neighbor. Again,
site_2=neighbor_list[site*6+2],
J_2=J[site*6+2],
and link2=S[site]ˆJ_2ˆS[site_2]. The total number of unsatisfied
couplings can be now 0, 1, 2 or 3 (in binary 00, 01, 10 and 11). The
possible combinations are now
bit1 bit0 link2 bit0&link2 bit1_new bit0_new
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1
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Then,
bit1_new=bit1ˆ(bit0&link2),
and
bit0_new=bit0ˆlink2.
6. Select the forth neighbor. Again,
site_3=neighbor_list[site*6+3],
J_3=J[site*6+3],
and link3=S[site]ˆJ_3ˆS[site_3]. The total number of unsatisfied
couplings can be now 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 (in binary 000, 001, 010, 011 and
100). Now we need three bits to store all. As before, the possible combina-
tions are now
bit1 bit0 link3 bit0&link3 bit2_new bit1_new bit0_new
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Then, bit2_new=bit1&(bit0&link3),
bit1_new=bit1ˆ(bit0&link3),
and
bit0_new=bit0ˆlink3.
7. Select the fifth neighbor. Again,
site_4=neighbor_list[site*6+4],
J_4=J[site*6+4],
and link4=S[site]ˆJ_4ˆS[site_4]. The total number of unsatisfied
couplings can be now 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 (in binary 000, 001, 010, 011,
100 and 101). Now both bit0 and bit1 can saturate, for the sake of ab-
breviation we name A=bit0&link4 and B=bit1&(bit0&link4)=bit1&A,
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bit2 bit1 bit0 link4 A B bit2_new bit1_new bit0_new
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
Then, bit2_new=bit2ˆ[bit1&(bit0&link4)],
bit1_new=bit1ˆ(bit0&link4),
and
bit0_new=bit0ˆlink4.
8. Finally we select the sixth neighbor. Again,
site_5=neighbor_list[site*6+5],
J_5=J[site*6+5],
and link5=S[site]ˆJ_4ˆS[site_4]. The total number of unsatisfied
couplings can be now 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 (in binary 000, 001, 010, 011,
100, 101 and 110). Again, we abbreviate A=bit0&link5 and B=bit1&A,
bit2 bit1 bit0 link5 A B bit2_new bit1_new bit0_new
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
Then, bit2_new=bit2ˆ[bit1&(bit0&link5)],
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bit1_new=bit1ˆ(bit0&link5),
and
bit0_new=bit0ˆlink5.
Up to this point, we know the amount of unsatisfied links for each sample (and
then the energy difference) we need to decide whether the flips of the spins in
S[i] are accepted or not, but for all the 64 samples at the same time.
The instruction for inverting one spin is equivalent to make an XOR with 1
(indeed, 1ˆ0=1 and 1ˆ0=1). On the contrary, the spin will be unaltered if the XOR
is made with a 0 in the first place (i.e. 0ˆ0=0 and 0ˆ1=1). With this idea in mind,
we define a new unsigned long long variable, called flip, that carries in each
of its bits the information about flipping the spin in each of the samples. That is,
for example, if its 10-th bit is 1, the spin in sample 10, will be inverted. On the
contrary, if it is 0, it will continue as it was. We have to find a way to store the
information about flipping all the samples at once.
We come back to the number of unsatisfied links and its equivalent energy
barrier. The possible results are
∆E nunsat bit2 bit1 bit0
−12 6 1 1 0
−8 5 1 0 1
−4 4 1 0 0
0 3 0 1 1
4 2 0 1 0
8 1 0 0 1
12 0 0 0 0
The flip of S[site]i is directly accepted if ∆E ≤ 0. In terms of bit2ibit1ibit0i,
this will occur whereas bit2i = 1 (for the negative values of ∆E) or if bit0i&bit1i
=1 (for the ∆E = 0 case). In the rest of cases, the flip will be accepted conditioned
to the Metropolis test.
Nevertheless, even though many flips will be accepted directly, it is presumably
that the flip will not be accepted simultaneously for all the 64 samples in the sim-
ulation, then, we always need to through a random number, 0 ≤ R < 1, and to
check if R < exp(−β∆E) is fulfilled for each sample to accept the change. If we
use the same random number for all the samples, we can check if it surpass or not
a barrier of exp(−4β), exp(−8β) or exp(−12β) at once. With this aim, we define
another three unsigned long long variables, jump4, jump8 and jump12 that
will be a variable with 64 bits equal to 1 (!0 in C, the highest possible number) if
the barrier is surpassed, or all them equal to 0 if it is not. Clearly if jump12=!0,
all samples will be flipped (if jumped the highest barrier, jumped all). If not, we
must decide which samples are updated and which not. For this aim, it is useful
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to check this other combination of variables
∆E nunsat bit1 bit0 jump4 jump8 Accept
4 2 1 0 1 1 Y
1 0 Y
0 0 N
8 1 0 1 1 1 Y
1 0 N
0 0 N
Then, when jump16=0, if jump8=!0 only the samples with bit0i=1 be updated.
On the contrary, if jump8=0, but jump4=!0, the flipped ones will be only the ones
with bit1i = 1. If none of the jump variables is !0, no spin will be updated.
Summing all the conditions up, the variable flip will be given by
flip=bit2|(bit1&bit0)|jump12|(jump8&bit0)|(jump4&bit1)
Finally, the whole collection of samples will be updated at once by means of the
instruction
S[site]ˆ=flip.
B.2
Multi-spin coding for correlation functions
In this appendix, we face up the technical problem of computing an extremely large
number of overlaps in a reasonable computer time. Indeed, all the study performed
in Chapter 5 involves computing overlaps for Ns samples, with 4 independent sets
of equilibrium configurations of V = L3 spins each (obtained with independent
Monte Carlo simulations) at NT different temperatures. In addition, we consider
for the equilibrium mean values, Nt = 100 independent times, evenly spaced in the
whole Monte Carlo time. The data for each system size was summarized in Table
5.1.
That means that, in order to compute the averaged
〈
q2T1,T2
〉
J
for each sample
and couple of temperatures {T1, T2}, we need to average over all the
q(a,b)T1,T2(tA, tB; J) =
1
V ∑x
s(a),T1x (tA)s
(b),T2
x (tB) , (b.6)
12N2t overlaps. Indeed, since the temperatures are different, there are Nr(Nr− 1) =
12 ways of combining two replicas a and b, and N2t pairs of times. In addition,
we need to compute overlaps for N2T/2 couples of temperature (choosing T1 ≤ T2)
and Ns samples. Summing all up, we need to compute 6NsN2t N
2
T overlaps, which
only for L = 32 is 46240000000 L3 operations. The situation is even worse if we
consider the spatial correlation function c4(r) since, in addition, we must consider
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all the possible displacements. Clearly, a direct computation would take months if
no parallelization is considered.
Our solution to the problem was again to use multispin coding, as we did for
the Hypercube model and detailed in this appendix in Section B.1. Indeed, if the
L3 spin variables, and overlap fields are coded in words of 64 bits, we can reduce
the total time by a factor 64. We will discuss here only the ideas necessary for the
parallelization, not the whole analysis program.
The approach is analogous to the one discussed in Section B. That is, to code
the {−1,+1} spin or overlap values in the {0,1} bits of a 64-bit word, and to take
advance of the simultaneously of the bitwise operations to parallelize the problem.
This time, instead of considering different systems coded in the same word, we
will locate all the N spins sequentially in different size words, as we will explain
below.
The spin configurations from JANUS were written in the following format
char u[Nr][NT][Nt][V8],
where the indexes Nr, NT and Nt refers to Nr, NT and Nt respectively. Not as clear
is the meaning of this V8. First, V8 means V/8, which is always an integer since
our system sizes have all even L. The reason for this division by 8 is that we are
using char variables, which are 8-bit words. Then, we can pack the V spins in V/8
groups of 8 spins each coded together in the bits of the same word. Concerning
this packing, we need to discuss how to move along the lattice points, indeed, for
the spatial correlations functions we will need to now the spatial position x of each
spin. According to our program the spin at x = (x,y,z) is recovered (leaving aside
the indexes for replicas, temperatures or times) as
(u[z*S8+y*L8+x/8]»(x&7))&1 (b.7)
As before, S8 and L8 mean L2/8 and L/8 respectively. An explanation of the
bitwise operations can be found in Section B.1.1. This relation is valid for all our
values of L but L = 12.2
Now, the process to compute the overlap field (3.58) between the configura-
tions u[ir][iT1][it] and u[ir2][iT2][it2] (ir, iT and it accounts for
the replica, temperature and iteration indexes) is summarized in List B.3.
Listing B.3: Overlap field calculation
2Indeed, the L = 12 case is more difficult since L is not divisible by 8. Packing is then a bit less
straight-forward. We will not fully discuss this case here because the ideas are exactly the same but
the calculations are more tedious. The underlying idea is that, although a whole row in each plane
does not hold exactly in an even number of 8-bit words (as happens in the other system sizes), two
neighboring rows do fit perfectly in 2 words. Then, if one wants to sum over all the row, must take
into account whether the index is even or odd. In the case the index is even, one can sum all the
bits in the word without worries because they belong to the same row. In the case it is odd, only
4-bits in the word belong to the desired row.
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char overlap[V8];
3
conf1=u[ir][iT1][it];
conf2=u[ir2][iT2][it2];
calcula_overlap(conf1, conf2,overlap);
8
...
void calcula_overlap(char *u1,char *u2, char *q)
13 {
int i;
long long *ul1,*ul2,*ql;
ul1=(long long *)u1;
18 ul2=(long long *)u2;
ql=(long long *)q;
for (i=0;i<V64;i++){
23 ql[i]=ul1[i]^ul2[i];
}
}
Indeed, V/8 groups of 8 bits can be always be packed in V/64 (=V64) groups of
64 and thus parallelize the computation. This is, as displayed, just performed by a
changing the word type. As seen, the exclusive OR bitwise operator (see Table:xor)
is used for computing the spin multiplications. Indeed, as discussed in Section B it
has the same multiplication table using bits, than the multiplication of signs.
Up to this point, we only computed the overlap field, in order to compute the
whole overlap we need to sum up all the components. Since the computation is
linear, it can be directly obtained by counting the number of bits equal to 1 in
overlap, and returning to the original {−1,+1} basis, see List B.4
Listing B.4: Total overlap sum
long long *miq=(long long *) overlap;
q12=0;
for (i=0;i<V64;i+=1)
4 q12+=SUM_64BITS(miq[i]);
//return to the original {+1,-1} basis
mq12=(1.-2.*q12/(double)V);
For the summing bits’ function SUM_64BITS(x) one can use, either the built-
in function _mm_popcnt_u64(x) or a table initialized at the beginning of the
program counting the amount of bits 1 for all long long numbers.
The computation for the spatial correlation function is a bit more complicated.
To illustrate it we begin with the simplest case, when displacements are only con-
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sidered along the z-axis, i.e. r = (0, 0, r). Note that the z coordinates are the
first indexes in the overlap field overlap just computed, then, computing sums
between the different planes is straight-forward as explained in List B.5.
Listing B.5: Spatial correlation function for displacements in z
1
for(z=0;z<L;z++)
for(zp=0;zp<=L/2;zp++){
new_z=(zp+z)%L;
corr=1.-2.*corr_points(&overlap[z*S8],&overlap[new_z*S8])/(double)
S;
6 my_corr[zp]+=corr;
}
...
11 int corr_points(char *q1,char *q2)
{
int i;
int sum;
long long *ql1,*ql2;
16 long long l;
sum=0;
ql1=(long long *)q1;
ql2=(long long *)q2;
21 for (i=0;i<S64;i++)
{
l=ql1[i]^ql2[i];
sum+=SUM_64BITS(l);
}
26 return sum;
}
Now, the idea is to compute the other two directions in the same way. In order
to do it so, we need to rewrite the configurations so that the x or alternatively the
y coordinate are placed on the first index, as z was in (b.7). We thus define two
alternative rotated configurations
char uY[Nr][2][NT][V8],
with where coordinates r = (x,y,z) are recovered as
(uY[y*S8+z*L8+x/8]»(x&7))&1.
And
char uX[Nr][2][NT][V8],
where the indexes run, this time, as follows
(uX[x*S8+y*L8+z/8]»(z&7))&1.
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Interchanging y ↔ z is very easy, since there is no spin coding and only implies a
change of variables. In order to get the variable x we need to decode it from the
bits and afterwards to encode z in its place. We present in List B.6 the two different
rotations we need.
Listing B.6: Rotations for the spatial correlation function
//first we rotate the spin configurations for each couple of
temperatures
for(ir=0; ir< Nr; ir++)
3 for(it=0; it < NT ; it++)
{
rotate_conf_yz(u[ir][ibeta1][it],uY[ir][0][it]);
rotate_conf_xz(u[ir][ibeta1][it],uX[ir][0][it]);
8 rotate_conf_yz(u[ir][ibeta2][it],uY[ir][1][it]);
rotate_conf_xz(u[ir][ibeta2][it],uX[ir][1][it]);
}
...
13
void rotate_conf_yz(char *u1, char *u2) // interchange (y<->z)
{
18 int x8,y,z,i1,i2;
bzero(u2,V8);
for (z=0;z<L;z++)
for (y=0;y<L;y++){
23 i1=y*L8+z*S8; //we just put y in the old place of z
i2=z*L8+y*S8;
for (x8=0;x8<L8;x8++){
u2[i2]=u1[i1];
i1++;
28 i2++;
}
}
}
33
void rotate_conf_xz(char *u1, char *u2) // interchage (x<->y)
{
int x,y,z,i1,i2,shift1,shift2,bit;
bzero(u2,V8);
38
for (z=0;z<L;z++)
for (y=0;y<L;y++){
shift2=z&7;
for (x=0;x<L;x++){
43 i1=x/8+y*L8+z*S8;
i2=z/8+y*L8+x*S8;
shift1=x&7;
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bit=(u1[i1]>>shift1)&1;
u2[i2]|=bit<<shift2;
48 }
}
}
Once rotated the configurations, the computation for the overlap follows from B.5.
APPENDIX C
Scaling and dynamic ultrametricity in the
hypercube model
As in (4.28), let us assume that the spin time correlation function behaves for large
tw as
C(t, tw) = f (α(t, tw)) , α(t, tw) = log t/ log tw , (c.1)
where the scaling function f is smooth and monotonically decreasing. From now
on, we shall refer to this scaling as BB scaling (after Bertin-Bouchaud).
Let us see under which conditions BB scaling implies the ultrametricity property
C(t1 − t3, t3) = min {C(t1 − t2, t2), C(t2 − t3, t3)} , (c.2)
where t1  t2  t3 and t3 tends to infinity.
The natural time dependency is a power law choice
t1 = t3 + At
µ1
3 , (c.3)
t2 = t3 + Bt
µ2
3 , (c.4)
with µ1 > µ2. In that case, the large t3 limit for the argument of the scaling
function are: α(t1 − t3, t3) = µ1, α(t2 − t3, t3) = µ2 and α(t1 − t2, t2) = µ1 if µ2 < 1
and α(t1 − t2, t2) = µ1/µ2 if µ2 > 1. Then, the condition (c.2) is only satisfied in
case µ2 < 1. If, as it is the case for the critical trap model [Ber02b], f (α > 1) =
constant, 1 the BB scaling would imply dynamic ultrametricity. This is not the case
for a general scaling function f such as, for instance, the one we get in Figure
4.16. Nevertheless, although this analysis implies that the dynamic ultrametricity
is only present in our model in some range of parameters, let us try a more straight
approach.
We consider a fixed value for the correlation function, q. On the view of the
previous considerations and of Figure 4.16, we should expect ultrametricity only
1Weak ultrametricity breaking implies that f (α > 1) = 0.
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Figure c.1: Parametric plot [x(t2), y(t2)] = [C(t1 − t2, t2), C(t2 − t3, t3)], t1 > t2 > t3 with
t1 fixed by the condition C(t1 − t3, t3) = q and different t3. In the presence of dynamic
ultrametricity, (c.2), the parametric plot should tend for large t3 to the union of x = q
and y = q. The panels correspond to q = 0.25 (top, nice BB scaling but no ultrametricity
expected), q = 0.35 (middle, nice BB scaling and ultrametricity expected) and q = 0.5
(bottom, supposedly ultrametric but poor BB scaling). Note that there are not qualitative
differences between q = 0.25 and q = 0.35.
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Figure c.2: Dots: For each q and t3, as in Figure c.1, we take the intercept with x = y, i.e.
C∗ = C(t1 − t2, t2) = C(t2 − t3, t3), and represent C∗ − q as a function of 1/ log t3. Lines:
analogous plot for the toy model described in the text, where the BB scaling is exact.
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Figure c.3: For the data in Figure c.2, we represent [α(t1, t2) + α(t2, t3)] /2− α(t1, t3) vs.
1/ log t3. The dashed line corresponds to (c.5).
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for q > f (α = 1) ≈ 0.35. Now, for each t3, we find t1 such that C(t1 − t3, t3) = q.
Then, we perform a parametric plot of C(t1−t2, t2) vs. C(t2−t3, t3), for t3 < t2 < t1.
Ultrametricity predicts that, in the large t3 limit, the curves should tend to a half
square (e.g. the intersection of the straight lines x = q and y = q) and, in particular,
when C(t1−t2, t2) = C(t2−t3, t3)=C∗, C∗ should tend to q.
We present in Figure c.1 results for three different values of q: 0.5 (ultrametric
region, but in our range of tw data do not scale according BB), 0.35 (ultrametric
region and good BB scaling) and 0.25 (non ultrametric region but BB scaling works
nicely). At the qualitative level, the parametric curves seem to tend to a corner (but
q = 0.5), but the convergence is slow. Furthermore, there are no clear differences
between the curves with q> f (α= 1) and those with q< f (α= 1). Hence, due to
the failure of this qualitative approach, we may try a more quantitative analysis.
We obtain numerically C∗, the point where C∗ = C(t1 − t2, t2) = C(t2 − t3, t3),
and study C∗−q as function of 1/ log t3. This choice is due to the fact that in the
ultrametric region BB scaling predicts
α(t1 − t2, t2) = α(t1 − t3, t3)− log 2log t3 + . . . . (c.5)
Hence, we expect that C∗−q will be of order 1/ log t3 if ultrametricity holds. Let
us sketch the proof. We define y = f−1(q) = α(t1 − t3, t3) (recall that y < 1 in the
ultrametric region). Hence, the three times are
t1 = tw + t
y
w , (c.6)
t2 = tw + A(tw)t
y
w , (c.7)
t3 = tw . (c.8)
The hierarchy of time scales, t1 > t2 > t3 1, implies that, for large tw, A(tw) is
bounded. The condition α(t1 − t2, t2) = α(t2 − t3, t3) translates to
y log tw + log
[
1− A(tw)
]
log tw + log
[
1+ A(tw)t
y−1
w
] = y + log A(tw)log tw . (c.9)
The above equation can be solved asymptotically for A(tw) in the limit of large tw
as (recall that y<1)
A(tw) =
1
2
− y
8
ty−1w + . . . . (c.10)
To obtain (c.5), one just notes that α(t1−t2, t2) is equal to the right hand side of
(c.9).
The MC numerical data in Figure c.2 confirm the expectation of C∗−q=O(1/ log t3)
only partly. For q=0.35 the results are as expected, yet for q=0.25 the difference is
decreasing fast as t3 grows and it is hard to tell whether the extrapolation will be
zero or not. For q= 0.5 (where BB scaling is not working for our numerical data)
the behavior is non monotonic.
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To rationalize our finding, we consider a simplified model, where the BB scaling
is supposed to hold exactly. The master curve f (α) is taken from the numerical data
for C(t, t3 = 216) for D = 22. This toy model allows us consider ridiculously large
values of t3. As we see in Figure c.2, the peculiarities of the master curve cause a
non monotonic behavior in q for an ample range of t3.
The lack of monotonicity in q makes also on interest to focus on α, rather than on
the correlation function. With this aim, we consider the time t2 where C(t1−t2, t2)=
C(t2− t3, t3) = C∗, and compute 12 [α(t1−t2, t2)+α(t2 − t3, t3)]−α(t1 − t3, t3). BB
scaling and ultrametricity combined, see (c.5), imply that this quantity should be
of order 1/ log t3 (in the non ultrametric region, it should be of order one). Our
results in Figure c.3 basically agree with these expectations.

APPENDIX D
Statistical ensembles
In this Appendix we summarize the statistical ensembles we used along Part II of
the thesis. We focus on the uncommon ones. The standard ensembles will be only
named and its defining equations will be defined only as a help to understand the
new ensembles.
D.1
Common definitions
We consider N particles, each at the position ri with i = 1, . . . , N in a cubic volume
V = L3 with periodic boundary conditions. Let U be the total potential energy of
our system,
U({ri}) =∑
i<j
U (|ri − rj|) , (u ≡ U/N) , (d.1)
with U (r) the pairwise interaction potential. From now on, we will use the shortcut
R ≡ {ri}.
As it is common in the literature, we label the different ensembles by their
conserved magnitudes. For instance, NVT accounts for the statistical ensemble
with conserved number of particles, N, volume, V, and temperature, T.
D.2
Canonical ensemble (NVT)
The partition function is (β = 1/(kBT))
ZN(V, T) = e−βFN(V,T) =
1
N!Λ3N
∫
dR e−βU(R), (d.2)
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where FN(V, T) is the Helmholtz free-energy, f (v, T) = FN(V, T)/N the free-
energy density and Λ the de Broglie thermal wavelength (an irrelevant constant
to make ZN dimensionless).
The canonical average of a generic observable O(R) is
〈O〉β =
∫
dRO(R) e−βU(R)∫
dR e−βU(R)
. (d.3)
D.3
Isobaric ensemble (NpT)
If the pressure p is fixed, the volume fluctuates. The partition function is
YN(p, T) = e−βGN(p,T) =
pβ
N!Λ3N
∫
dVe−βpV
∫
dR e−βU(R), (d.4)
with GN(p, T) the Gibbs free-energy and ZN(V, T) the NVT partition function de-
fined in (d.2). The chemical potential is g(p, T) = GN(p, T)/N.
Again, the isobaric average at fixed p of a function of V and the particle posi-
tions, O(V,R), is
〈O〉p =
∫
dV e−βpV
∫
dRO(R) e−βU(R)∫
dV e−βpV
∫
dR e−βU(R)
. (d.5)
The overlap equivalence is obtained from (d.4). We rewrite it in terms of Helmholtz
free-energy density, f (v, T), and the intrinsic volume v = N/N
e−βNg(p,T) = pβN
∫
dv e−Nβ[pv+ f (v,T)] . (d.6)
Then, using a saddle point approximation, we can relate the pressure in the NpT
ensemble with NVT averages.
p = − ∂ f (v, T)
∂v
∣∣∣∣
β
(d.7)
=
1
v
kBT + 13N
〈
∑
i
ri ·∇riU(R)
〉
β
 (d.8)
D.4
Microcanonical ensemble (NVE)
In this ensemble, we want to constrain the value of the energy of the system. Find-
ing standard MC moves that satisfy this constraint is rather difficult. Instead, our
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proposal is to add a trivial Gaussian bath to the potential energy, and to conserve
the “total” joint energy. In order to do so, we extend the configuration space with
N additional momenta pi (normal variables, they are simply a conceptual device
to introduce the ensemble [Lus98]). Thus, our total energy is
E = U + K , (e ≡ E/N) . (d.9)
where
K =
N
∑
i=1
p2i /2 (d.10)
is the kinetic energy associated to the conjugated momenta {pj}. In the canonical
ensemble, these pi are a Gaussian bath decoupled from the particles. Here, we
are considering just one conjugated momentum per particle, we will see in Section
D.6.1 that this is not necessarily the best choice. In particular 〈e〉β = 〈u〉β+ 1/(2β).
As the kinetic energy is non-negative by definition, we should have E ≥ U.
A quantity of major importance in the microcanonical ensemble is the entropy
density, sN(e):
exp[NsN(e)] =
∫ ∞
∞
N
∏
i=1
dpi
∫
dR δ(Ne− E).
The conjugated momenta are explicitly integrated out using the Dirac’s delta func-
tion,
exp[NsN(e)] =
(2piN)N/2
NΓ(N/2)
∫
dR (e− u) N2 −1θ(e− u) .
The Heaviside step function, θ(e− u), enforces e > u. The microcanonical average
of an arbitrary function of the particle positions R and of the energy density e,
O(R; e) is defined as
〈O〉e ≡
∫
dRO(R; e)ωN(R; e)∫
dRωN(R; e)
, (d.11)
where,
ωN(R; e) = (e− u) N2 −1θ(e− u) . (d.12)
The canonical partition function (but for irrelevant constants) can be recovered from
the entropy density sN(e)
ZN(V, T) =
∫
de eN[sN(e)−β(e)e]. (d.13)
Then, using the saddle-point approximation gives us a condition for the inverse
temperature
β(e) =
dsN(e)
de
, (d.14)
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which leads to a microcanonical expectation value at fixed energy e:
β(e) ≡ 〈βˆ〉e, βˆ = N − 22N(e− u) . (d.15)
D.5
Microcorical ensemble (NVˆT)
This ensemble is analogous to the microcanonical ensemble, but less intuitive. Now
we let the volume fluctuate but constrain it as well. It is then very similar to the
NVT ensemble, but gives us more control of the simulation.
The fluctuations in the volume are introduced via N Gaussian demons ηi anal-
ogous to the momenta in the microcanonical approach, that is
Vˆ = V +
N
∑
i=1
η2i /2, (vˆ = Vˆ/N). (d.16)
As we did with the entropy, we compute the number of states that fulfill the im-
posed condition V +∑Ni=1 η
2
i /2 = Vˆ,
ZˆN(vˆ, T) =
∫
dVZN(V, T)
∫ N
∏
i=1
dηi δ
(
Nvˆ−V −
N
∑
i
η2i /2
)
. (d.17)
Again, these demons are decoupled from the rest of variables and can be integrated
out (now the trick is even clearer than in the microcanonical case),
ZˆN(Vˆ, T) = e−Nβ fˆN(vˆ,T) =
(2pi)N/2
Γ (N/2)
∫
dVZN(V, T) (Nvˆ−V)N/2−1 Θ (Nvˆ−V) .
(d.18)
This fˆN(vˆ, T) is our new Helmholtz free-energy density.
The microcorical average of an arbitrary function of the particle positions R and
of the vˆ, O({r}i; vˆ) is
〈O〉vˆ ≡
∫
dRO(R; vˆ)ωN(R; vˆ)∫
dRωN(R; vˆ)
, (d.19)
with
ωN(R; vˆ) = (Nvˆ−V) N2 −1θ(Nvˆ−V) . (d.20)
We can relate this ensemble with the NpT one just integrating over all the vˆ. Then,
the partition function is recovered
YN(p, T) =
∫
dvˆ e−Nβ[p(vˆ)vˆ− fˆN(vˆ,T)] . (d.21)
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Again, the saddle point approximation lets us to compute the pressure
p(vˆ) =
d fN(vˆ, T)
dvˆ
, (d.22)
which gives us the microcorical expectation value at fixed vˆ:
p(vˆ) ≡ 〈 pˆ〉vˆ, pˆ = N − 22(Nvˆ−V) . (d.23)
D.6
Tethered ensemble
D.6.1 For one magnitude O (OˆNpT)
The tethered ensemble allows us to build an ensemble constraining the mean value
of any desired quantity. Here we develop the formalism for an arbitrary magnitude
O(R) = No(R) keeping fixed N, p and T.
We first note that in the NpT ensemble, the probability of getting certain value
o for the observable o(R) at a given pressure p is
p1(o, p) ∝
∫ ∞
0
dV e−βpV
∫
dR e−βU(R) δ (o− o(R)) . (d.24)
On the other hand, we consider a Gaussian bath of αN demons.1 The probability
of ∑αNi=1 ηi/αN to be equal to s is
p2(s) ∝
∫ +∞
−∞
αN
∏
i=1
dηi e−∑
αN
i=1 η
2
i /2 δ
(
s− 1
αN
αN
∑
i=1
ηi
)
. (d.25)
We introduce a new variable
oˆ = o + s. (d.26)
The probability distribution function for oˆ can be obtained with the convolution of
these two last probabilities
p(oˆ, p) =
∫ +∞
0
do
∫ +∞
0
dr p1(o, p) p2(s) δ (oˆ− o− s) . (d.27)
1In the previous works to this thesis on this algorithm [Fer09b, MM09], α was taken always
equal to 1. However, previous works were performed always in spin systems where the normal
system sizes simulated are far larger than in colloidal systems, which is the case we are interested
in applying the method. Indeed, the tethered method is introduced via a convolution of the physical
ensemble probability with a Gaussian of weight 1/
√
αN, see Eq. (d.27). For the system sizes we
studied in Chapter 8 (N ≤ 4000) these Gaussian were too broad to resolve the different peaks if one
took α = 1. The problem could be directly solved by reducing this Gaussian weight, or in other
words, increasing the amount of demons.
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As above, in the microcorical case, the demons can be integrated out. Then, the
tethered mean value of a generic observable A(R) fixed oˆ is then given by
〈A〉oˆ ≡
∫
dV
∫
dR A(R)ωN(R, p; oˆ)∫
dV
∫
dRωN(R, p; oˆ)
, (d.28)
where,
ωN(R, p; oˆ) =
√
αN
2pi
e−βpV e−βU(R)e−
αN
2 [oˆ−o(R)]2 . (d.29)
In close analogy with the other ensembles, we can define a Helmholtz effective
potential
e−NΩN(oˆ,p) = βp
N!Λ3N
√
αN
2pi
∫
dV
∫
dR e−βpV e−βU(R) e−
αN
2 [oˆ−o(R)]2 . (d.30)
The most important tethered average is the oˆ-derivative of this effective potential,
the tethered field,
∂ΩN
∂oˆ
=
〈
hˆ
〉
oˆ
, (d.31)
with
hˆ = α [oˆ− o(R)] . (d.32)
D.6.2 For several conserved magnitudes
In the previous section, we considered an ensemble with just one tethered quantity.
However, as we discuss in Chapter 8, sometimes it is necessary to consider several
reaction coordinates at the same time. The construction of the ensemble is analo-
gous to what described for one coordinate. We start by coupling the observables
O i(R) = No i(R), with i = 1, . . . , n, with αN demons each,
oˆ1 = o1 + s1, . . . , oˆn = on + sn, (d.33)
and then follow the same steps of Section D.6.1. As a consequence, we have now a
n-dimensional effective potential ΩN(oˆ),
e−NΩN(oˆ,p) = βp
N!Λ3N
(
αN
2pi
)n/2 ∫
dV
∫
dR e−βpV e−βU(R) e−
αN
2 [∑i[oˆi−o i(R)]2] .
(d.34)
Now, the gradient field is given by
∇ΩN(oˆ, p) ≡
(
∂ΩN(oˆ, p)
∂oˆ1
, . . . ,
∂ΩN(oˆ, p)
∂oˆn
)
= (d.35)
= (〈α (oˆ1 − o1)〉oˆ , . . . , 〈α (oˆn − on)〉oˆ) . (d.36)
APPENDIX E
Thermalization checks in the hard spheres
crystallization
In this appendix, we tackle the problem of thermalization of the systems we worked
with in Chapter 8.
E.1
Time-autocorrelation functions
We will begin the discussion studying briefly the time-autocorrelation functions.
These functions carry the information about the time it takes the system to forget
a particular configuration. For an observable O(t), it is defined as
ρO =
COO(t)
COO(0)
with COO(t) = 〈OsO (s + t)〉 − 〈O〉2 . (e.1)
One should like to consider the time autocorrelation functions for the components
of the gradient field, ∇ΩN. Yet, its definition (8.17) tells us that these correlation
functions are identical to those of Q6(R) and C(R). Eq. (8.11) suggests as well
that the time autocorrelation function for the specific volume v is of interest. An
example of these autocorrelation functions is shown in Fig. e.1, for the S = 0 point
(recall Figs. 8.6 and 8.7). We note that v plays the role of the algorithmic slow mode,
with a strong N dependence. On the other hand, the autocorrelation function for
Q6 decreases very fast, and it is barely N-dependent. The autocorrelation function
for C is qualitatively identical to that of Q6, and will thus be skipped.
The analysis is made quantitative by considering the integrated autocorrelation
times,
τint,O =
1
2
+
∞
∑
t=1
ρOO(t), (e.2)
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Figure e.1: Normalized time autocorrelation function, Eq. e.1, for the specific volume (left)
and the crystal order parameter (right), as computed for a system of N hard spheres, in
the fluid minimum of the effective potential (labeled S = 0). Time is measured in units of
EMCS (see text). Mind the different time scale for the left and right panels. Each value
of N was simulated very close to (but not precisely at) its phase-coexistence pressure pNco
obtained in Section 8.6.1.
see Fig. e.2.1 We notice that the dynamics of v is considerable slower than that
of Q6, and featureless as a function of S. Data for the specific volume scales as
τv ∼ N5/3 (quite worse than standard critical slowing down in three dimensions,
τ ∼ N2/3, yet much better than exponential dynamic slowing-down). There is a
clear anomaly in the behavior of τ for a single simulation point in N = 2916. We
will discuss this point in Section E.3, where we focus on the N = 4000 and 2916
systems.
Using these tools, we can be confident that all simulations were, at least, 100τ
long. Besides, all simulations were performed twice, with different starting config-
urations (either an ideal FCC crystal, or an ideal gas). We check systematically the
compatibility between the two sets of investigations in the next section.
1In practical situations, when times become long in comparison with this τint itself, the signal-
to-noise in function ρOO becomes low, which results in large contributions to the sum (e.2) from
very noisy data. The solution to this problem, is to establish a large-time cutoff and determine τint,O
self-consistently. In our particular calculation, we replaced the ∞ by 6τint,O.
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Figure e.2: Integrated autocorrelation times, defined in (e.2), for Q6 (top) and v (bottom),
as a function of S (the linear coordinate that labels the integration path in Fig. 8.6, where
S = 0 stands for the fluid minimum and S = 1 represents the homogeneous FCC phase).
Time is measured in units of EMCS.
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E.2
Independence of results from different runs
Precisely to control the system equilibration, we run two independent simulations,
each starting from a completely different configuration: one ordered, which is, in
addition, the stable one in the crystal region, and one disordered, the stable one
in the fluid region. We can be confident about the equilibration of the system if
after certain time, we obtain the same mean values (within error bars) with both
startings. Thus, checking that the two simulations are compatible is the goal of this
section.
We can perform a systematic study of this compatibility through the ∇SΩN,
obtained as the projection of (8.17) on the simulated straight line in Figure 8.6,
which is central in the calculation of the main quantities obtained in this work:
pco and γ{100}. The procedure is following: we obtain this ∇SΩN separately in
simulations starting from a random configurations, namely, ∇SΩfluidN and from
FCC configurations, namely, ∇SΩFCCN , and we compute the following quotient,
yS =
∇SΩFCCN −∇SΩfluidN√
σ2∇SΩFCCN
+ σ2∇SΩfluidN
. (e.3)
Since the two ∇SΩN variables are mean values obtained from a Monte Carlo
simulation, they are Gaussian distributed with the same mean (if the simulation
is ergodic). Then, the expected quotient yS should be normal distributed. In par-
ticular, 〈yS〉 = 0,
〈
y2S
〉
= 1 and
〈
y4S
〉
= 3. We can check if this is the case or
not.
We start by studying if the mean of these yS values is indeed 0 for all S-points.
With this aim we perform a χ2 test to check this assumption. We present in the first
columns of Table e.1, the χ2 per degrees of freedom (dof), obtained as,
χ2 =
NS
∑
i=1
y2S, (e.4)
with NS degrees of freedom (dof in the Table). As usually, if data yS are indeed
normally distributed, χ2/dof should be close to 1. In addition, we compute the
probability of obtaining (for a set of NS perfect normal distributed variables) a
higher value of χ2/dof than χ20 (the value quoted in the table). We refer to this
probability as Q, and it is defined as
Q = p(χ2 > χ20)=
1
Γ(NS/2)
∫
∑i y2i >χ
2
0
∏j dyj e
− 12 ∑j y2j =
=
1
Γ (NS/2)
∫ ∞
χ20/2
e−uuNS−1du,
(e.5)
where Γ is the Euler gamma-function.
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N χ2/dof Q ymin ymax p(ymin, ymax) N1σ N2σ N3σ N>3σ
108 48.09/41 0.21 -2.88 2.49 0.71 25(28.0) 39(39.1) 41(40.9) 0(0.1)
256 42.40/41 0.41 -2.42 2.37 0.50 29(28.0) 37(39.1) 41(40.9) 0(0.1)
500 47.85/41 0.21 -2.79 1.95 0.31 27(28.0) 39(39.1) 41(40.9) 0(0.1)
864 57.84/41 0.04 -2.84 2.94 0.85 27(28.0) 38(39.1) 41(40.9) 0(0.1)
1372 37.62/41 0.6 -2.77 1.56 0.07 29(28.0) 40(39.1) 41(40.9) 0(0.1)
2048 85.77/81 0.34 -2.66 2.28 0.29 53(55.3) 77(77.3) 81(80.8) 0(0.2)
2916 97.25/81 0.11 -1.53 6.24 0.01 65(55.3) 78(77.3) 80(80.8) 1(0.2)
Table e.1: Study of the distribution function of yS.
The N = 2916 data is presented separately because the integrated correlation
times (plotted in Figure e.2) cast some doubts about its thermalization. The data
for N = 4000 is not included in this study, since from direct visualization we can
see it is not thermalized (see Figure e.3 below).
One naive approach to the numbers shown in Table e.1 might lead to a wrong
feeling about the compatibility of mean values for N ≤ 2048. But this idea does not
survive a deeper inspection. Indeed, in statistics the rare events (in the sense that
they have low probability to occur) must appear, one must worry about them if they
happen too often. Let us discuss the worst χ2 test case (analogously for the other
cases). For N = 864 we get a very low value Q, in fact, there is only a 4% probability
of getting a worst test. However, one must recall that we computed 7 values of χ2
here. Thus, the probability for the lowest Q being 4% or smaller, becomes as large
as 25%. This is equivalent to say that if we performed this very same study 4 times,
such a bad result should be expected to occur at least once. Because of that, we are
not concerned by the thermalization of the system of N = 864. Besides, this “bad”
result was obtained for a middle-sized system, in a region of N where we can be
confident about having a many exponential times in the simulation.
However, if we are not confident enough, the χ2 test is not the only check we can
perform about the normality of the data. If the yS are indeed normal distributed,
we can compute the theoretical probability that all the yS points lied in the interval
in between the minimum and the maximum yS obtained for each N, i.e.
p(ymin < yi < ymax) =
[
1√
2pi
∫ ymax
ymin
e−y
2/2dy
]NS
. (e.6)
We present these values also in Table e.1, in the second block of columns.
Finally, we also can compute the number of yS values we got separated from
the zero mean value by less than one, two and three mean deviations, as well as the
number of data we got beyond 3 sigmas. We can compare these numbers with the
theoretical predictions of a normal distribution computed as (e.6) (see third block
of columns in Table e.1, numbers in between parenthesis represent the theoretical
predictions).
As a summary of all the numbers presented in this table, we can conclude that
fluctuations in yS seem to be completely Gaussian for N ≤ 2048, the two starting
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N pFCCco pfluidco (pFCCco − pranco )/error
108 10.9222(22) 10.9206(26) 0.4828
256 11.2192(16) 11.2225(18) -1.4081
500 11.3628(13) 11.3589(15) 2.0350
864 11.4399(13) 11.4429(18) -1.3450
1372 11.4910(16) 11.4886(16) 1.0530
2048 11.5151(12) 11.5143(14) 0.4228
2916 11.5267(12) 11.5329(19) -2.7624
Table e.2: Comparison between the pNco estimations for simulations starting from a random
distribution or a FCC perfect lattice.
points seem to lead to same mean results, which make us feel confident about the
correct thermalization of our samples. In addition, concerning the case of N =
2916, all results shown in the table seem reasonable but the ∇SΩN point where
the prediction for the random start and the ordered start differed by yS = 6.26 (we
know there is only one point with |yS| > 3). This fact makes us feel confident about
that the problem in thermalization of N = 2916 is restricted a single S value.
A different check regards the computation of pNco. Indeed, we can check that
its determination does not depend on the initial configuration. We compute the
difference between the two estimations of pNco and divide this number by its error
(see Table e.2). The differences between the two estimations are very reasonable,
but for the N = 2916 point, where it is far too large. We will devote next section to
the study of this problem.
Finally, the reader might have noticed that, although both kind of simulations
have exactly the same length, the errors of pco in Table e.2 are systematically larger
when the simulation started from a fluid configuration. This fact stems from the
maximum change in volume, δv, allowed for the Metropolis test. Indeed, quite
annoyingly, this δv depended on the kind of start we were considering since it was
associated to the initial density in the computer program.2
E.3
N = 2916 and N = 4000 particle systems
The anomaly at S = 0.4 for N = 2916 in Figure e.2 is due to the emergence of a
metastability. At this point, we expected to find a spatially segregated state (a slab
of FCC crystal in a liquid matrix). This state appeared indeed, but the simulation
tunnels back and forth from it to an helicoidal crystal (a similar crystal to the one
2Technically, the random configuration was obtained in a larger simulation box (very low den-
sity), in order to minimize the number of particles whose radius superposed after proposing ran-
dom positions for each particle. With such a density, the FCC lattice would melt instantaneously,
thus running the simulations from the fluid phase as well.
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Figure e.3: Enlarged central part of the spinodal curve for the two biggest system sizes,
N = 2916 and 4000.
illustrated in Fig. 8.3–right, when we tethered only Q6).
We show in Fig. e.3 both ∇SΩN for the two independent runs in N = 2916
and in N = 4000 particles. From the figure, it is clear that these helicoidal crystals
appear much more often for N = 4000 and intermediate S. Nevertheless, selecting
carefully the starting particle configuration for the simulation at each S, one may
obtain a gradient field with a smooth S-dependency (represented in a solid line
in Fig. e.3). However, it is clear that these N = 4000 results, although plausible,
cannot be regarded as well equilibrated. For this reason, although we presented
results in the Tables all over the Chapter 8, we did it just as a hint, in the sense that
these values are not used for any large-N extrapolation.
The situation is more subtle for N = 2916 particles, because the metastabilities
are only observed at S = 0.4. At this point, both runs find a solid-fluid mixed state,
as happens at nearby points. However, for the simulation starting from a FCC we
find a metastability of this mixed state with an helicoidal crystal, with significantly
higher Q6 and C. Although we extended the length of this random-start run, this
crystal was never found. In order to check how important this new phase was,
we ran some extra new independent simulations (from both kind of startings) at
this point but no one but the original FCC-starting one visited this phase. In other
words, this phase seemed to be very rare. However, even being rare, we cannot
be sure about its statistical weight, it could be the most stable phase at this point.
With the aim of refusing this hypothesis, we also ran some new simulations starting
from one of the configurations corresponding to this phase (using different random
numbers). In all the cases, all the runs “fell-back” after some time to the mixed state
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Percentage pNco γN100
p0% 11.5314(10) 0.5972(10)
p10% 11.5311(9) 0.5971(10)
p20% 11.5305(9) 0.5968(10)
p50% 11.5292(10) 0.5963(10)
p100% 11.5283(11) 0.5959(11)
Table e.3: Comparison between the pNco and γ100 between the three different ways of mixing
the conflicting point.
found in the rest of runs.
Now, after being sure that this helicoidal crystal is not the most stable state,
we can try to delimit its probability of appearance, and mix the data for ∇ΩN
coming from the different runs, according to their relative probability, to obtain
the equilibrium estimate. This we can do it using the detailed balance condition.
Indeed, if we have two states i and j,
Wj→i pj = Wi→j pi (e.7)
where Wi→j is the probability of hopping from state i to state j, and pi the proba-
bility of being at state i. That means that one can compute the relative probability
between these two phases by computing the flip-flop probabilities. With this idea,
and our numerous simulations with jumps in both directions, we could estimate
that the probability of the helicoidal phase was upper bounded by 10%. Our num-
ber of runs is limited, thus, in order to not underestimate this phase we also include
an error in the determination of the probability of roughly 10%, which we know
for sure that is an upper-estimation.
We now mix the values of ∇ΩN obtained in each of the two phases accord-
ingly to their relative probability. Afterwards, we obtain pco following the same
procedure all over the Chapter 8.
In Table e.2 we obtained incompatible values for pco obtained with the different
runs. Now, mixing the data of both simulations only at S = 0.4, we see that the
origin of this divergence was nothing but this described metastability. In order to
justify this statement, we mix the data at S = 0.4 for ∇ΩN from the two phases
using different relative probabilities. For the rest of the points we mix the data in
the same way done all over the Chapter, that is 50%− 50% from the two starts’s
simulations. After obtaining the whole ∇ΩN(S) curve with this procedure, we
can compute pco. We display these pco values in Table e.3. Clearly, the differences
found in Table e.2 are a direct consequence of the lack of thermalization in S = 0.4.
Finally, the estimations of p(2916)co quoted in Table 8.2 and γ
(2916)
{100} in Table 8.5
are obtained with a relative mixture of 10% helicoidal crystal at S = 0.4. In addi-
tion, the error is taken as the sum of each inner statistical error plus a systematic
error coming from our uncertainty in the determination of the probability of the
helicoidal crystal. We consider this error as the difference between p10% and p20%.
APPENDIX F
C values in a perfect lattice
At variance with Q6, it is very easy to obtain the C (defined in (8.5)) for a perfect
lattice. We compute here the predictions for the two phases of interest, namely the
FCC and the BCC.
F.1
FCC
We consider a perfect FCC lattice. In it, each particle r0 has twelve possible nearest-
neighbors at positions ri. In units of the characteristic length of the lattice, the 12
neighbors are placed at
(ri−r0)=
(
0,
1
2
,±1
2
)
,
(
0,−1
2
,±1
2
)
,
(
1
2
, 0,±1
2
)
, (f.1)(
−1
2
, 0,±1
2
)
,
(
1
2
,±1
2
, 0
)
,
(
−1
2
,±1
2
, 0
)
.
Then, plugging these positions in the definition of cα(r) given in (8.6), we obtain
for all of them,
cα(r) =
1
(1/
√
2)8
1
24
1
24
=
1
16
. (f.2)
As mentioned, Nb = 12 for all particles. Then,
C =
2288
79
1
16
− 64
79
= 1 . (f.3)
F.2
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BCC
We perform the same calculation for the BCC structure. In this case all particles
have 8 nearest neighbors, located at
(ri − r0) =
(
±1
2
,±1
2
,±1
2
)
. (f.4)
Then r =
√
3/2 in all the cases, and
cα(r) = 3
1
28
(
1− 1
9
)/
34
28
=
23
55
. (f.5)
We introduce this result in (8.5),
C =
2288
79
23
55
− 64
79
= 0.143 · · · . (f.6)
This last result is the one reported in [AU10]. However, in Section 8.4, we discussed
the notion of nearest neighbor for our systems. We did it terms of the FCC radius
only. Indeed, we wanted a definition that could guarantee that we only counted
the first shell of neighbors in this case, no matter the total volume of our simulation
box. It turns out, that the actual definition reaches the second shell of neighbors
in the case of a perfect BCC. Then, we need to include 6 extra neighbors in the
calculus, placed at
(ri − r0) = (±1, 0, 0) , (0,±1, 0) , (0, 0,±1) . (f.7)
It turns out that cα(r) is zero for all these vectors, but still we need to average over
all the neighbors
∑Ni=1∑
Nb(i)
j=1 cα(rˆij)
∑Ni=1 Nb(i)
=
6 · 0+ 8 · 835
8+ 6
=
25
35 · 7, (f.8)
which results in the final value
C = −0.2657 · · · . (f.9)
APPENDIX G
Analysis with the Suzuki-Trotter formula
We investigate the properties of Hˆ(s,λ), defined in (9.7), the phase diagram in
particular, using the decomposition formula [Suz76] and the static approximation.
This approach, although quantum, leads to the same results as the semi-classical
method described in section 9.3. The method here is analogous to the one explained
in detail in [Sek12, Jör10a], but we leave the power k as a free parameter in all
the calculus. The purpose of this appendix is to confirm consistency between the
method of the main text and that in [Sek12, Jör10a].
The starting point is the partition function,
Z = Tre−βHˆ(s,λ). (g.1)
We use the decomposition formula to express it as
Z = lim
M→∞
ZM ≡ lim
M→∞
Tr
{
e−
β
M sλHˆ0e−
β
M [s (1−λ)VˆAFF+(1−s)VˆTF]
}M
= lim
M→∞ ∑{σz}
〈{σz}|
{
exp
[
βsλN
M
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
σˆzi
)p]
× exp
−βs (1− λ)N
M
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
σˆxi
)k
+
β(1− s)
M
N
∑
i=1
σˆxi

M
|{σz}〉 ,
(g.2)
where ∑{σz} refers to the summation over all the 2N possible spin configurations in
the z basis, and |{σz}〉 ≡ ⊗Ni=1 |σzi 〉.
We introduce M closure relations, each one labeled by α(= 1, . . . , M),
Iˆ(α) ≡ ∑
{σz(α)}
|{σz(α)}〉 〈{σz(α)}| × ∑
{σx(α)}
|{σx(α)}〉 〈{σx(α)}| , (g.3)
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just before the αth exponential operator involving σˆxi in (g.2). The trace over the
product of quantum operators is thus reduced to the product of numbers that
commute and can be reordered,
ZM =
M
∏
α=1
∑
{σz(α)}
∑
{σx(α)}
exp
[
βsλN
M
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
σzi (α)
)p]
× exp
−βs(1− λ)N
M
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
σxi (α)
)k
+
β(1− s)
M
N
∑
i=1
σxi (α)

×
N
∏
i=1
〈σzi (α) |σxi (α)〉 〈σxi (α) |σzi (α+ 1)〉 , (g.4)
where |σzi (M + 1)〉 ≡ |σzi (1)〉.
We write the product in terms of the total x and z magnetizations in each copy
of the system, i.e. mx(α) ≡ 1N ∑Ni=1 σxi (α) and mz(α) ≡ 1N ∑Ni=1 σzi (α), using the
integral definition of the delta distribution
f
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
σi(α)
)
=
∫
dm δ
(
m(α)− 1
N
N
∑
i=1
σi(α)
)
f (m(α)) . (g.5)
After a few simplifications, we introduce the static approximation to remove the α
dependence of the magnetizations. Under this approximation, we can compute the
M → ∞ limit using again the decomposition formula. The partition function (g.1)
then reduces to
Z =
∫
dmz dmx exp [−Nβ f (β, s,λ; mz, mx)] , (g.6)
where f (β, s,λ; mz, mx) is the pseudo free-energy defined as follows:
f (β, s,λ; mz, mx) = (p− 1) s λ(mz)p − (k− 1) s (1− λ)(mx)k
− 1
β
log
{
2 cosh β
√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2} . (g.7)
Again, one can apply the saddle-point method, obtaining two self-consistent equa-
tions for the two magnetizations,
mz =
p s λ (mz)p−1√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2 (g.8)
× tanh β
√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2,
mx =
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2 (g.9)
× tanh β
√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2.
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In this work we are only interested in the purely quantum transitions, not in
the thermodynamical ones. For this reason, and with the sake of simplification,
we remove the dependence of physical quantities on β from now on by con-
sidering the low-temperature limit, β → ∞. In this limit, if [p s λ (mz)p−1]2 +[
1− s + s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2 6= 0, the hyperbolic tangent in (g.8) and (g.9) tends to
unity, and thus the self consistent equations simplify
mz =
p s λ (mz)p−1√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2 , (g.10)
mx =
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2 . (g.11)
The magnetization lies on the unit radius circumference, i.e. (mx)2 + (mz)2 = 1.
This result agrees with the approach in section 9.3, where the magnetization was a
unit vector constrained to the XZ plane. The pseudo free energy (g.7) becomes
f (β, s,λ; mz, mx) = (p− 1) s λ(mz)p − (k− 1) s (1− λ)(mx)k
−
√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2. (g.12)
Equations (g.10) and (g.11) have ferromagnetic (F) solutions with mz > 0 and quan-
tum paramagnetic (QP) ones satisfying mz = 0 and mx 6= 0. Let us begin with the
latter case.
G.1
Paramagnetic solutions
Substituting mz = 0 in (g.11), we get
mx =
1− s− k s (1− λ)(mx)k−1
|1− s− k s (1− λ)(mx)k−1| , (g.13)
which leads to mx = ±1. The solution mx = −1 is obtained if the numerator in
(g.13) is negative, that is, if 1− s− k s (1− λ)(−1)k−1 < 0, which, in the range of
parameters 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 considered, can only be satisfied if k is odd
and in the region 1/[1+ k(1− λ)] < s ≤ 1. This phase is precisely the QM− phase
discussed in the text. Its free energy is
fQP−(s,λ) = 1− 2s + sλ, (g.14)
which coincides with equation (9.15).
The other quantum paramagnetic solution with mx = +1 (the QP+ phase) can
be satisfied only if the numerator is positive, i.e. if 1− s− k s (1− λ) ≥ 0, which can
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be fulfilled for any value of k as long as s lies in the region 0 ≤ s ≤ 1/[1+ k(1− λ)].
The free energy of this phase is
fQP+(s,λ) = −1+ 2s− sλ, (g.15)
and is also equal to (9.14).
There is still one additional paramagnetic solution. In order to obtain it, we need
to come back to the discussion about the β → ∞ limit. The hyperbolic tangent in
(g.8) and (g.9) could tend to a finite value in the β → ∞ limit, as long as the term
in the square root vanishes. Mathematically,1
lim
β→∞
tanh β
√[
p s λ (mz)p−1
]2
+
[
1− s− s (1− λ) k (mx)k−1]2 = tanh c, (g.16)
when
mz → 0, mx →
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
. (g.17)
In order to find a non-trivial solution, it is also necessary in this limit that mz
tends to zero faster than the bracketed term of mx in (g.9), i.e.
p s λ(mz)p−1
1− s− k s (1− λ)(mx)k−1 → 0. (g.18)
Under these assumptions, (g.8) and (g.9) imply mz = 0 and mx = tanh c, where
tanh c = [(1− s)/k s (1− λ)] 1k−1 , in order to be consistent with the limit (g.17). This
correspondence determines the region in the space where this phase can appear.
In fact, as any hyperbolic tangent, | tanh c| ≤ 1, which is true only if 1/[1 + k (1−
λ)] ≤ s ≤ 1. Besides, the condition (g.18) forces p > 3.2
Since the magnetization in the z direction vanishes, we call this phase QP2. The
free energy is obtained with (g.7),
fQP2(s,λ) = −k− 1k
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
(1− s). (g.19)
This last phase was not predicted by the semi classical approach. However, we
will see below that it is irrelevant to the problem, since the F’ phase has always a
smaller value of the free energy.
1 In the k-odd case, the limit
mz → 0, mx → −
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
also makes the square root in (g.16) vanish, but it leads to a positive free energy in (g.19), and thus
it is not relevant.
2 Indeed, using (mx)2 + (mz)2 = tanh2 c = [(1− s)/k s (1− λ)] 2k−1 and computing the limit (g.17)
when mx → tanh c, one can check that it vanishes only as long as p > 3.
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G.2
Ferromagnetic solutions
We next consider the possible solutions with mz > 0.3 As before, the ferromag-
netic solutions cannot be computed explicitly for a given value of p but for certain
limiting cases.
The solution mz = 1 (and mx = 0) is exact only on the line s = 1. However, we
can see that an approximate solution mz ≈ 1 and mx ≈ 0 is valid in a wider space
of parameters. Indeed, the solution
mx =
1− s
s p λ
, and mz =
√
1−
(
1− s
s p λ
)2
(g.20)
fulfills (g.10) and (g.11) when (1− s)/p s λ → 0. This is the F phase we obtained
before in equation (9.30). The free energy is obtained plugging these values into
equation (g.12). For the p→ ∞ limit,
fF(s,λ)|p→∞ = −sλ. (g.21)
We consider an alternative solution for 0 < mz < 1. With this aim, we rewrite
(g.10) in the following way[
(mz)2 − 1
] [
p s λ(mz)p−1
]2
+
{
mz
[
1− s− s(1− λ)k(mx)k−1
]}2
= 0. (g.22)
In the p→ ∞ limit, p(mz)p−1 → 0, and
mx =
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
mz =
√
1−
[
1−s
k s (1−λ)
] 2
k−1 (g.23)
is an exact solution to (g.22), and similarly of (g.11), as long as (1− s)/k s (1− λ)<
s ≤ 1, or 1/[1 + k (1− λ)] < s < 1.4 This is precisely the F’ phase discussed in
section 9.3. Again, we compute the free energy by plugging the solution (g.23) in
(g.12) and taking the p→ ∞ limit
fF‘(s,λ)|p→∞ = −
k− 1
k
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
(1− s), (g.24)
which is exactly equal to the one obtained for the QP2 phase (g.19).
The solution (g.23) is also a good approximate solution for p finite (but p > 3)
when (mz)p → 0. The free energy for this phase is
fF‘(s,λ) ≈ −s λ
[
1−
(
1− s
s k (1− λ)
) 2
k−1
]p
− k− 1
k
[
1− s
k s (1− λ)
] 1
k−1
(1− s), (g.25)
3No negative value for mz can satisfy (g.10) for odd values of p.
4Again, the negative solution for mx is also a valid solution in the odd k case but has a higher
free energy than (g.23) due to the change of sign in the (mx)k term in (g.12).
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which, for finite p, is always smaller than fQP2. According to this observation,
except for the p→ ∞ limit, the F’ phase is always stabler than the QP2 phase.
We have therefore reproduced the results of section 9.3 by a completely different
method. The present method is nevertheless better suited for generalizations to
more complicate problems where the target Hamiltonian Hˆ0 cannot be expressed
in terms of simple total spins.
APPENDIX H
Ground state of Vˆk and its overlap with the
ground state of Hˆ0
In this Appendix, we derive the properties of the ground state of Vˆk, defined in (9.6),
for k even. Let us first consider the case with N even. The ground state of Hˆ0,
|φ0〉 = ⊗Ni=1 |↑〉zi , can be expressed as
|φ0〉 = ⊗Ni=1
( |↑〉xi + |↓〉xi )/√2
=
1
2N/2
(
|↑〉x1 |↑〉x2 · · · |↑〉xN + |↑〉x1 |↑〉x2 · · · |↑〉xN−1 |↓〉xN
+ · · ·+ |↓〉x1 |↓〉x2 · · · |↓〉xN
)
. (h.1)
This last expression has 2N terms, in which the partial sum of terms with a half of
the sites having |↑〉xi and the other half |↓〉xi is nothing but the ground state of Vˆk in
the S = N/2 sector |φk〉, up to a normalization,
|φk〉 = a
(
|↑〉x1 |↑〉x2 · · · |↑〉xN/2 |↓〉xN/2+1 · · · |↓〉xN
+ · · ·+ |↓〉x1 |↓〉x2 · · · |↓〉xN/2 |↑〉xN/2+1 · · · |↑〉xN
)
. (h.2)
It is easy to check from the number of terms in the above equation that the normal-
ization condition is a2
(
N
N/2
)
= 1. We thus have
〈φ0|φk〉 = a2N/2
(
N
N/2
)
=
1
2N/2
√(
N
N/2
)
. (h.3)
For large N,
log | 〈φ0|φk〉 |2 = log
[
2−N N!(N
2 !
)2
]
≈ −1
2
log N + log
√
2
pi
, (h.4)
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which means that the overlap decreases only polynomially with N as ∼ N−1/2.
The case of odd N can be analyzed similarly but in this case
(
N
N/2
)
is replaced
by
(
N
(N + 1)/2
)
or
(
N
(N − 1)/2
)
.
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